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FOREWORD

HumRRO's Work Unit SIMULATE resulted from a research requirement originated
by the Office of the Chief of Research and Development, Department of the Army. This
Work Unit had the objective of developing improved techniques of combat simulation for
training high priority Army skills.

As a first step on Work Unit SIMULATE, a survey of Army staff training procedures
was conducted, and a consulting report on the survey was prepared in 1969. That survey
indicated there was little relationship between officers' combat and garrison duties. In
further research under SIMULATE I, the type and status of simulation methods used in
Army training were reviewed.

Under SIMULATE II, the information shown to be needed in the training proce-
dures survey was developed in order to specify more precisely the skills and knowledges
required of the staff officer in combat in order to provide a basis for later work in the
SIMULATE research programdeveloping simulation techniques for application in officer
training. The developmental work, however, was discontinued because of heavy require-
ments for personnel and hardware support. Since there have been continuing requests for
the information on skill and knowledge requirements collected in SIMULATE II, the
findings have been updated and are published in this report.

Preparation for the FIMULATE II survey in the form of reviewing exist'ng Army
publications and other literature was begun in FY 1966. The field survey, and addition of
new materials on the basis of that survey, were accomplished in FY 1967. Review by the
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, the U.S. Army Infantry School, and the
U.S. Army Armor School was conducted during FY :967, and modification to assure
adherence to doctrine and practice was accomplished in FY 1968 and FY 1969.

In FY 1970, in preparation for publication, the skills and knowledges materials were
reviewed for updating by the Command and General Staff College, the Armor School,
and Seventh U.S. Army.

In addition, the list of requirements was also reviewed, in 1970, by U.S. Continental
Army Command (CONARC). Based on comments of these reviewers a number of changes
were made in the statements of duties and responsibilities. While these comments were
probably based largely on available manuals and doctrine and thus were from a somewhat
different perspective than the survey itself, it is felt that these modifications do not make
any substantial change in the results of the survey.

Work Unit SIMULATE was assigned to HilmRRO Division No. 2, Fort Knox,
Kentucky, while Pr. Norman Willard, Jr. was Director of the Division; the present
Director is Dr. Donald F. Haggard. LTC \Vil liarn Q. Harty was Chief of the U.S. Army
Armor Human Research Unit when the main portion of the research was conducted. LTC
John A. Hutchins, Jr. and LTC Joseph A. DeAngelis were the Unit Chiefs during the
prepublication review and modification.

HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is conducted under contract
DAHC 19-7J-C-0032. Training, Motivation, Leadership research is conducted under Army
Project 2Q062107A712.

Meredith P. Crawford
President

Human Resources Research Organization
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MILITARY PROBLEM

Few Army units in the field have sufficient terrain, range area, or funds for the full
accomplishm'nt of their combat training missions. As a result, the Army has sponsored
the research and development of a number of training devices and procedures for the
simulation of combat. Among these techniques are innoor miniature battlefields, weapon
simulators, decision games, and comiterized command post exercises (CPXs). Although
these approaches are effective, experienced field commanders and staff personnel
requested that HumRRO undertake research to find ways of overcoming the existing
limitations of training.

HumRRO research included interviewing experienced command and staff personnel.
The interviews indicated the need for more realistic combat training exercises at bat-
talion, brigade, and division levels. However, conducting such maneuvers in the field
under simulated combat conditions is so expensive that the search for satisfactory but
inexpensive substitutes deserves priority consideration.

Among the more promising solutions is the development of realistic CPXs. Subse-
quent study of this suggestion uncovered the need for a.. increase in the amount of
combat training for officers assigned to general and unit staffs and for a more compre
hensive and thorough specification of each staff member's job requirements.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objective of this research was to formulate the combat job requirements for
general and unit staff personnel at division, brigade, and battalion levels. Specification of
these requirements in behavioral terms not only would be of value to service schools
responsible for formulating staff training objectives and conducting staff training, but
would serve as a basis for preparing improved staff training exercises.

METHOD

Training literature pertaining to the duties and responsiblities of command and staff
personnel was examined. On the basis of the informat:on obtained, staff job question-
! sires were prepared, and were administered in FY 1967 to qualified instructors at the
U.S. Army Command and Gei.eral Staff College and at the U.S. Army Armor ana
Infantry Schools. Research personnel also attended selected units of instruction at the
C&GS College and participated in two staff training exercises.

Provisional task inventories were prepared for the command and staff positions at
genera] and unit levels. These provisional lists were reviewed by selected job incumbents
for accuracy of content and adequacy of coverage; the incumbents were command and
staff personnel holding each of the relevant job positions at five TOE ROAD divisions-
two armor divisions and one infantry, one mechanized infantry, and one airborne
division.

On the basis of the comments of the job incumbents, the provisional lists were
modified to reflect the consensus, and the modified lists were reviewed in 1970 by a
ranel of officers at the Armor and Infantry Schools, the Seventh Army, and the C&GS



College to insure conformity to current doctrine and practice, and inclusion of recent
operational procedures. In addition, the list of requirements was reviewed by the U.S.
Continental Army Command.

RESULTS

The lists of combat job requirements prepared for general and unit staff personnel at
division, brigade, and batta'ion levels consigt of the job duties that experienced command
and staff personnel and school instructors consider essential. In the resulting criterion lists
of job requirements which comprise the appendices, items are grouped under major areas
of responsibility, and are described in terms of specific job goals and the information -
gathering, control, and physical behaviors required for each area of responsibility.

A comparison of general staff requirements with existing job descriptions shows
some overlap and duplication. But for unit staff jobs the criterion lists are unique, and
existing job descriptions for both geiieral and unit staffs did not contain comparable
listings.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

(1) The lists of staff job requirements, based on experienced military opinion
expressed in the 1967 survey and in subsequent review, form a realistic statement of
combat duties and responsibilities for each staff position. Worded in action terms, these
job lists constitute behavior standards for the critical combat activities of general and unit
staff members.

(2) It is believed that the lists will be useful as a basis for several types of Army
action. Specifically:

(a) An attempt was made to state the duties and tasks in such detail that a
knowledgeable instructor would find them useful as lesson outlines in preparing detailed
lesson plans.

(b) Similarly, personnel of service schools will find the lists useful in deter-
mining training objectives for various school programs of instruction. Relevant procedures
are given in CONARC Regulations 35044 and 350-100-1.'

(c) Because tl'e requirements are stated in detail and in action terms, command
personnel will find them useful as guidelines in the selection and evaluation of command
and staff personnel at division, brigade, and battalion levels.

(d) The detailed lists will serve as a basis for developing improved simulation
techniques and procedures such as FTXs, CPXs, maneuvers, and logistical exercises.

(e) The lists will provide a useful basis for research for the purpose of
developing a series of experimental staff training exercises for on-job training to improve
the combat skills of staff personnel and the readiness posture of uncommitted tactical
units.

3 U.S. Continental Army Commend, Graphic Training Aid Procedures, CON Reg 350-14, Noverrer
1968; Systems Engineering of Training (Course Design), CON Reg 350-100.1, February 1968, Fort
Monroe, Va.
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Y.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH

BACKGROUND

Unless committed to a combat area, few of the Army's f.t lu ml, h ,ve sufficient
terrain, range area, and funds for the full accomplishment of their tr.)Ining missions. For
a majority of the units in the Continental United States (CONU.- , m 1(1) of the desired
training is limited, and some is impossible. The training area problem ev 3) more serious
for some of the armies overseas, particularly the Seventh U.S. Army in Europe and the
Eighth U.S. Army in Korea.

As a result of these training limitations, U.S. Continental Army Command
(CONARC), U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR), Seventh Army, and ncim rr quested that
HumRRO undertake research designed to (a) increase the effee.tivenes. of simulation
techniques, (b) improve the combat realism of these techniques and devices, and
(c) discover new ways of meeting the training requirement.

A detailed study was made of the training problems in USAREUR and the Seventh
Army. Then an Army-wide survey of existing training device concepts and simulation and
miniaturization techniques was conducted (SIMULATE 1), and an analysis of the present
Army system for the development and implementation of such procedures was
completed.'

The results of this study showed that significant improvement in the tactical
proficiency of battalions, brigades, and divisions is highly correlated with the experience
and training of general and unit staff officers. Moreover, of the financially feasible
training and coordinating procedures, one of the most effective is the well prepared and
carefully executed command post exercise (CPX). Unfortunately, truly effective CPXs are
difficult to construct, time-consuming to prepare and execute, and often deficient in
realism. But if well prepared, timely, realistic CPXs were made available, it is highly likely
that a substantial reduction could be ma& in the number and frequency of largeseale
maneuvers and costly field training exercises.

Discussion of these findings with experienced commanders and staff personnel at
Headquarters USAREUR, Headquarters Seventh Army, and Headquarters CONARC con-
firmed the need for more effective and realistic combat training exercises for unit and
general staff personnel at battalion, brigade, and division levels. A subsequent study of a
number of recent CPXs, a review of staff training literature, and an analysis of current
staff training procedures2 also showed the need for a formal determination of detailed
combat job requirements for the various positions at the general and unit staff levels.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to analyze end dese-,ily: in detail the job require-
ments for the 51, S2, S3, and S4 staff positions at battalion and brigade levels, and the

3 The survey was conducted and the analysis made by Robert A. Baker and William L. Warnick.
2 The survey co-ered general and unit staff training procedures at division, brigade, and battalion

levels. It was compiled by Robert X. Baker and John G. Cooke in March 1969.

9
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GI, G2, G3, G4, and G5 positions at the ger.eral staff level. An effort was also made to
identify the missions and roles of these staff officers in the ROAD and RODAC-70
divisions, and the primary job duties of the commander.

Since the combat effectiveness of the staff greatly depends on the ability of
individual staff members to work as a team, an effort was made to identify and describe
the areas in which cooperation and coordination between staff members and other
members of the command are required. Such information was considered potentially
valuable in a number of ways:

(1) It would furnish improved criteria for the evaluatir n of present and future
officer training programs and for the determination of the qualifications, abilities, and
performances of command and staff personnel.

(2) It would enable school and command personnel to improve curricula by
bringing staff training into closer harmony with comsat requirements.

(3) It would provide a basis for the development of improved simulation
techniques and procedures, ane for additional research aimed at improving the combat
effectiveness of units and the combat skills of various staff personnel.

RESEARCH PROCEDURE

Developing the Initial Lists

The work began with a series of informal interviews with selected staff officers at
the U.S. Army Armor Center and instructors at the U.S. Army Armor School about the
combat duties of staff officers at general and unit staff levels. A review of the pertinent
literature was then made to determine what duties and responsibilities to include ;ri
compiling the lists of requirements for the various staff jobs. The literature included
relevant field and technical manuals, training circulars and programs, school publications
and lesson plans, field training and command post exercises, as well as combat literature
on the experiences of staff officers in World War II and the Korean conflict, and
literature about staff proced ires and policies in use in Vietnam.'

Information from this literature survey was used in prep...ring a series of question-
naires consisting of open-end questions that were designed to obtain information about
each staff position from officers who are now performing these jobs or who have served
in these positions in combat.

Using these questionnaires, in 1967 the research team interviewed instructors in the
Command and Staff Departments of the Armor School (Fort Knox), the U.S. Army
Infantry School (Fort Benning), and the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College
(Fort Leavenworth). At the C&GS College, the research team also attended classes in
scheduled courses of instruction in general staff duties and procedures, and participated
in two formal staff training exercisesJAYHAWK and SESAME.

All the information obtained was integrated, and the following job descriptions
consisting of lists of commander and staff duties and responsibilities were assembled:

(1) Unit Commander (Division, Brigade, and Battalion)
(2) Deputy or Assistant Commander, Chief of Staff, and Executive Officer
(3) Assistant Chief of Staff 0-1 (Personnel)
(4) Assistant Chief of Staff G2 (Intelligence)
(5) Assistant Chief of Staff G3 (Operations)
(6) Assistant Chief of Staff G-sr (Logistics)
(7) Assistant Chief of Staff 65 (Civil-Military Operations)

3 List of the niaJor docum2nts consttted is given in the bi,aliograplly.



(8) Brigade and Battalion S-1 (Adjutant)
(9) Brigade and Battalion S-2 (Intelligence Officer)

(10) Brigade and Battalion S-3 (Operations Officer)
(11) Brigade and Battalion S-4 (Logistics Officer)

A modified form of the Ammevman procedure was employed in compiling the
preliminary lists of job descriptions.' The objective of these initial lists was to note all
the duties and responsibilities that might be assigned to staff officers during the course of
comt

Obtaining Field Evaluation

When the initial lists of job descriptions had been compiled, the research team
visited (May to July 1966) five TOE ROAD divisions stationed in the United States to
determine whether the initial requirements did or did not thoroughly describe each of the
11 command and staff positions. Total Army strength at the time of the study included
18 TOE ROAD Divisions, of which two were airborne divisions, four armored oivisions,
one air arsault division, one airmobile cavalry unit, and 10 infantry and mechanized
infantry divisions. To represent this population the research team visited the following
organizations:

Division Major Elements Location
82d Airborne 3 Brigades, Fort Bragg,

1 Armor Battalion, N.C.
9 Airborne Battalions

1st Armored 3 Brigades, Fort Hood,
4 Armor Battalions, Texas
6 Mechanized Infantry Eattalions

2d Armored 3 Brigades, Fort Hood,
5 Armor Battalions, Texas
4 Infantry Battalions

4th Infantry 3 Brigades, Fort Lewis,
2 Armor Battalions, Wash.
8 Rifle Battalions,
1 Mechanized Infantry Battalion

5th Mechanized 3 B;igades, Fort Carson,
Infantry 2 Armor Battalions, Colo.

8 Mechanized Infantry Battalions
Within each unit, the commanders and ',he incumbent staff officers at the selected

levels reviewed their jobs and answered additional inquiries about the job requirements
lists. Because of leave, temporary duty, ill,.ess, and other conflicts, not all the
commanders and staff officers were available for interview. Table 1 shows the distribution
of officers interviewed, by organization, organizational level, and job position.

Data from these interviews (i.e., agreements and disagreements over ,arious duties
and kesponsibilities in the job lists) were then collated and inspected, and the lists of jcb
requinments were revised. In the course of revision, none of the items in the tentative
lists of requirements were dropped, but a great many items were added to each job at
both general and unit levels. The criterion for adding an item was: If a duty or
responsibility was mentioned by at least two job incumbents as being, in their opinion, a
necessary combat duty or job requirement, it was added to the initial list.

4Harry L. Ammerman. A Model of Junior Officer Jobs for Use in Developing Task Inventories.
HumRRO Technical Report 65.10, November 1965.
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When this work wa,-, completed, the revised lists of job requirements were submitted
in 1970 to the Depart,nent of Command at the Command and General Staff College for
a technical conference involving a group discussion of the various jobs by instructors,
commanders, and officers who had combat experience in a staff assignment. Similar
technical conferences were held at the Brigade and Battalion Operations Department of
the Infantry School and the Command arid Staff Department of the Armor School. These
conferences were considered necessary to insure that the job duties and responsibilities
fully reflected current doctrine and practice and included recent operational procedures.

Table 1

Distribution of TOE Division Officers Interviewed,
by Organization, Organizational Level, and Joh Position

Olvi &Ion and
Organization

Division Brigade Battalion

Coot
Deputy GI G2 G3 G4 G5

Coor
Deputy SI ST 53 54

Coot
Deno),

51 s2 S3 54

82d Airborne 1 1 1 1 1 1

1st Brigade 1 1 1

2d Brigade 1 1 1 1 1

3d Brigade 1 1 1

10 Battalions 4 3 2 2 2

1st Arnored 1 1 1 1 1

1st Brigade I 1 1

2d Brigade i 1 1

3d Brigade 1 1 1 1

10 Battalions 3 2 1 3 2

2d Armored 1 1 1 1 1

1st Brigade 1 1 1 1 1

2d Brigade I 1

3d Brigade 1 1

9 Battalions 4 4 4 3 3

4th Infantry 1 1 1 I 1 la
1st Brigade 1 1 1

2d Brigade t 1 1

34:1 Brigade I 1 1 1 I

11 Battalions 6 3 3 5 4

5th Mechanized

Infantry 1 1 I 1 1

1st Brigade 1 1 1 1 1

2d Brigade 1 1 1

3d Brigade I 1 1

10 Battalions 5 2 3 4 3

Totals 5 5 5 5 5 2 15 5 7 14 7 22 14 13 17 14

°Former G5. Because of garrison status only the e:d Airborne, a STRIKE unit on alert, maintained a reftlat Civil Affairs Office

In addition, the list of requirements was reviewed by U.S. Continental Army
Command (CONARC). Based on comments of these reviewers a. number of changes were
made in the statements of duties and responsibilities. While these comments were
probably based largely on available manuals and doctrine and thus were from a somewhat
different perspective than the survey itself, it is felt that these modifications do not make
any substantial change in the results of the survey.
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CRITERION LISTS OF JOB REQUIREMENTS

The final criterion lists of the job duties and responsibilities for the commanders and
staff members at the general and unit staff levels were compiled through the procedures
of formulation and review described in the preceding sections.

These materials, which comprise the appendices, are organized as a list a major staff
responsibilities and functions for each position, and under each responsibility and func-
tion the specific job duties and tasks are stated in action terms (in the active verb form,
e.g., "prepares," "completes," "writes," "issues orders").

The revised lists of staff job requirements, based as they are on the opinion of
experienced Army officers, are believed to form a comprehensive, detailed, realistic
statement of combat duties and responsibilities for each staff position at general and unit
levels.

It is expected that the lists will be useful as a bas for the following specific types
of Army action:

(1) The job requirements constitute a criterion on which to base training
objectives and training content for programs of instruction in advanced officer courses in
the Armor, Infantry, and other branch schools. The lists also constitute a partial basis for
specifying training objectives for various units of instruction. (Relevant procedures Are set
forth in CONARC Regulations 350-14 and 350-100-1).5

(2) The lists are available for use by unit commanders in selecting and evalua-
ting staff personnel and subordinate commanders at division, brigade, and battalion levels.
In garrison the lists may be used as guidelines for conducting on-job tr&aing for combat.

(3) The detailed duty statements constitute a basis for developing improved
simulation techniques and procedures (e.:7 , field training exercises, command post exer-
cises, field maneuvers, logistical exercises, and computerized war games).

14) The lists are potentially useful as a basis for research for the purpose of
developing a series of experimental on-jo i staff training exercises by which to improve
the combat skills of staff officers and the overall readiness posture and combat effective-
ness of uncommitted tactical units.

s U.S. Continental Army Command. Graphic 7}aining Aid Procedures, CON Reg 350.14, November
1968; Systems Engineering of Training (Course design). CON Reg 3501001, February 1S:.8, Fort
Monroe, Va.

7
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ORGANIZATION CHART, DIVISION STAFF
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MISSIONS AND ROLES OF THE DIVISIONS'

I. Mission of All Divisions

To destroy, defeat, or capture enemy military forces and to secure or do-ninate key
land areas and their populations and resources.

IL Roses of All Divisions

Ir. addition to its primary combat mission, the division can be empliyed in a variety
of stability operation roles. These include advisory assistance, truce enforcement, peace-
keeping missions, and other related military operations designed to maintain, restore, or
establish a climate of order within which responsible government can function effectively.

The division can also accomplish the following tasks:
A. Show of force.
B. International police action.
C. Airborne or airmobile raids.
D. Legal occupation.
E. Restoration of order.
F. Protection of personnel and propert,.
G. Assist civil defense efforts.
H. Reconnaissance in force.
1. Riot control.

General Characteristics

Since the number of maneuver battalions of the airborne and airmobile divisions is
fixed, their capabilities and limitations remain relatively constant. The armored, infantry,
and mechanized divisions' capabilities and limitations vary since their organization, strength,
and equipment are based on contemplated mission and the operational environment. The
lists of capabilities and limitations that follow aid in determining the mission which a specific
division can perform and the conditions under which the various divisions can he employed.

All divisions with forces assigned can
A. Conduct ground combat operations, to include airmobile operations, in a

miclear and a nonnuclear environment.
B. Organize for combat to suit the mission and the terrain in which they will fight.
C. Control and administer up to 15 maneuver battalions.
D. Control enemy populations.
E. Restore order.
F. Participate in joint airborne operations.
G. Operate as a part of a joint amphibious force.
H. Conduct patrol operations.
1. Provide limited organic air defense.
J. Conduct stability operations.
K. Conduct deception operations.

IV. Capabilities and Limitations of the Airborne Division

A. The airborne division provides the capability to-
1. Conduct airborne operations alone or as a part of a joint force.
2. Conduct operations deep in the enemy's rear employing vertical envelopment

operations.

Abstracted fr,m 1M 61.100.
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3. Conduct sustained combat operatiors whtr, augmented by necessary combat,
combat support, and combat service support units.

4. Deploy rapidly by air.
5. Conduct airmobile operations.
6. Exploit success, to include the effects of nuclear, biological, chemical, and

conventional fires.
7. Conduct riverine operations.

B. The airborne division has the following limitations:
1. Requirement for large initial and continuing Air Force support when

employed in an airborne role.
2. Limited ground vehicular mobility.
3. Less protection than other divisions against nuclear, bic' i;ical, chemical,

and conventional fires.
4. Limited defense and protection against armor.
5. Sensitivity to adverse weather conditions and aircraft availability when

employed in an airborne role.
6. Requirement for combat combat support, and combat, service support

augmentation for sustained operations.
7. Limited organic airlift capability.
8. Lack of organic medium artillery fire support.

V. Capabilities and Limitations of the Ainnobile Division
A. The airmobile division

Conduct airmobile operations alone or as a part of a larger force.
2. Conduct operations in the enemy's rear employing vertical envelopment

techniques.
3. Disperse over extended distances and concentr`e rapidly from widely

separated areas.
4. Exploit success, to include the effects of nuclear, biological, chemical, and

conventional fires.
5. Conduct covering force operations.
6. Cond: :t mobile defense operations when augmented by combat, combat

support, and combat service support ,tlemeots.
7. Operate as a mobile counterattack force.
8. Conduct surveillance, reconnaissance, and target acquisition over wide areas.
9. Conduct screening operations over extended frontages.

10. Operate without ground lines of communications more effectively than
other divisions.

11. Bypass difficult terrain and obstacles with greater ease than other divisions.
12. Conduct enue operations.

B. The airmobile division has the following limitations:
1. Limited ground vehicular mobility.
2. Sensitivity to adverse weather conditions and aircraft availability.
3. Requirement for a large continuing amount of logistical support, particu-

larly aircraft maintenance, aircraft fuel, and aircraft lubricants.
4. Lack of organic medium and heavy artillery fire support.
5. Limited protection and defense against armor.
6. Limited protectio.1 against nuclear, biological, chemical, and conventional

fires.
7. Less defense against air attack than other divisions.
8. Requirement for more engineer support than e)ther divisions to prepare

landing zones and to construct and maintain base airfields.
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VI. Capabilities and Limitations of the Armored Division
A. The armored division can-

1. Conduct sustained combat operations.
2. Accomplish rapid movement, deep penetration, and pursuit.
3. Disperse over great distances and concentrate rapidly from widely

separated areas.
4. Exploit success, to include the effects of nuclear, biological, chemical,

and conventional fires.
5. Conduct covering force operations.
6. Conduct mobile and area defense operations.
7. Operate as a mobile counterattack force.
8. Conduct limited airmobile operations.

B. The armored division has the following limitations:
1. Primary fighting vehicles (tanks) are not air transportable.
2. Restricted vehicular mobility in jungles; dense forests; untrafficable,

steep, or rugged terrain; and over other natural or enemy-placed obsta les.
3. Requirement for large cr entities of supplies and other heav3 logistical

support, particularly maintenance, fuel, lubricants, and ammunition.
4. Requirement for rail or highway transport of tracked vehicles in long

administrative moves.
5. No organic airlift capability.

C. The armored division possesses relatively good protection against nuclear,
biological, chemical and conventional fires.

VII. Capabilities and Limitations of the Infantry Division
A. The infantry division can-

1. Conduct sustained combat operations.
2. operate in difficult weather and terrain.
3. Operate as a part of a joint airborne force.
4. Operate with less combat service support than other divisions.
6. Conduct airmobile operations.
6. Organize and conduct an area defense.
7. Conduct riverine or.erations.

B. The infantry division has the following limitations:
1. Limited ground vehicular mobility.
2. Limited organic airlift capability.
3. Limited protection against armor.
4. Limited protection against nuclear, biological, chemical, and conventional

fires.

VILE. Capabilities and Limitations of the Mechanized Division
A. The mechanized division can-

1. Conduct sustained combat operations.
2. Accomplish rapid movement, deep penetration, and pursuit.
3. Operate as a mobile counterattack force.
4. Disperse over great distances and concentrate rapidly from widely

separated areas.
6. Conduct limited airmobile operations.
6. Exploit success, to include the effects of nuclear, biological, chemical, and

conventional fires.
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7. Conduct covering force operations.
8. Conduct mobile and area defense operations.

B. The mechanized division has the following limitations:
1. In airmobile operations, it loses much of its striking power and ground

mobility since its armored personnel c -criers are not airrnobile and its
tanks are not air transportable.

2. Restricted vehicular mobility in juligies; dense forests; untrafficable,
steep, or rugged terrain; and over other natural or enemy-placed obstacles.

3. Requirement for large quantities of supplies and other heavy IogistIcal
support, particularly maintenance, fuel, lubricants, and amir.,mition.

4. Requirement for rail or highway transport of tracked vehicles in long
administrative moves.

5. Mn organic airlift capability.
C. The mechanized division possesses relatively good protection against nuclear,

biological, chemical, and conventional fires.
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Job Duties o' a Unit Commarder (Division, Brigade, and Battalion)

1. Responsible for everything that his unit does or fails to do
A. Organizes his staffselects and assigns key staff personnel.
B. Controls all actions of subordinates but controls only those actions of sub-

ordinates necessary to insure coordination and cohesive action and to obtain
results desired.

C. Exercises good management and applies principles of
1. Unity of command
2. Workable span of control
3. Delegates authority for various unit activities
4. Groups compatible and related unit activities

D. Establishes policies for supervision, control, and coordination of staff.
E. Defines role of staff and commander, assistant commander relationships.
F. Issues orders and instructions to staff and subordinate commanders through

command channels.
G. Establishes communi-ations within his headquarters, with higher subordinate

units, with adjacent units, and other points as directed.

II. Responsible for the direction and control of all combat forces and elements
assigned to his command

III. Assigns Missions to Subordinate Units
A. Defines tasks to be accomplished at own and subordinate units.
B. Furnishes, i.e., assigns necessary support in the form of units, men, equipment,

supplies, etc., to subordinate units.
1. Composes subordinate forces via assignment or attn:hment to subordinate

commands.
2. Assigns tasks and designates supporting and leading forces.
3. Designates objectives.
4. Confers with subordinate and superior commanders.
5. Inspects subordineta units for status and readiness.
6. Establishes command relationshi-3 best suited for mission accomplishment.
7. Conducts personally or delegates bison both up and down the command

chain.

IV. Organizes Headquarters and Staff for Combat
A. Determines echelonment of the command post and/or tactical operations

center and provides for alternate facilities.
B. Supervises and controls tile tactical command post.
C. Makes "risk" decisions only if necessary, and acceptable risk (staff), and

routine (working level) decisions when and where needed.

V. Analyzes missions received from superior commands and prepares mission concept
for use by staff in terms of: What is to be done, and how best to do it?
A. Provides direction and planning guidance to staff and supervises staff work

aimed at accomplishment of assigned mission. Such guidance normally
includes:
1. Restatement of mission
2. All special aspects of situation and general plans for NBC weapons if

applicable having influence on course of action
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3. Tactical determination
4. Restrictions on operation
5. All pertinent assumptions
6. Additional information to assist s".ff

B. Restates and interprets mission as necessary and checks with higher commanders
and supported or supporting commanders as necessary.

C. Establishes sequence or priority in which mission, tasks are to be performed.
D. Approves the essential elements of information (EEI) for intelligence collection.

VI. Prepares commander's estimate of the situation by considering:
A. The mission
B. Situation and courses of action including weather, terrain, friendly and enemy

situation, relative combat power, etc.
C. Analysis of opposing courses of acCon
D. Comparison of course.: of action
E. Decision

VII. In tactical situations decides on general scheme of maneuver, i.e., placement and
movement of major tactical units and any nuclear fires to be used. Also makes
combat decisions on:
A. All actions referred from below.
B. Commitment of the reserve.
C. Major changes in tactical schme of maneuver.
D. Reallocation of combat support meanswher necessary.
E. Dr- _ies requests of subordinate commanders when necessary.
F. Requests clarification of orders from higher headquarters as necessary.

VIII. Prepares, if necessary or desirable, the commander's concept of the decision
outlining to staff his intent and the direction he wishes the plans to take. Included
are statements of:
A. Purpose of the operation
B. Details of scheme of maneuver, including phasing, orga. ation for combat,

and security
C. Use of nuclear fires and other firing support and allocati In of rounds
D. Combat service support available

IX. Signs and approves staff plan and issues verbal or written orders.

X. Supervises execution of orders.

Xl. Visits forward and rear troops and troop commanders for morale and motivational
purposes as required by situation and circumstances, and welcomes and orients
new personnel as required.

XII. Administers military justice, taking all related actions as necessary (e.g., recom-
mending Article 3 5 or action by higher court).

XIII. Reads and approves (or disapproves) plans, orders, reports, directives, etc., and
approves or disapproves requests fo. various classes of equipment and supply.
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XIV. With the assistance of his staff, pans for and anticipates likely miszions and
assignments for his unit.

X''T. Supervises investigations de3ling with competency, efficiency, or misconduct of
of:_vers, major morale or discipline problems, inve:tigations of Congressional or
higher headquarters, release of sensitive information to the public., and public
relations. In doing this, he works personally with the Judge Advocate, the Inspector
General, and the PO lic Information Officer.

XVI. Insures, within policy, that personnel performing acts of heroism are rewarded,
and presents them with medals if he is highest ranking commander available.
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Combat Duties of Deputy or Assistant Commander

f. ,Vs.umes command and all command responsibility in the absence of the commander
or if the commander is in any way incapacitated, and performs any and all duties
specifically assigned by the commander.
A. Where the duty to be performed require.: the delegation of all or some portion

of the commander's authority, the commander usually designates a Deputy
Commander.'

B. Where none of the duties requires or specifies delegation of authority, the
commander designates an Assistant Commander.

In either case, however, the roles and duties of these subordinates and their
relationships with the chief of staff, the staff, and the commanders of sub-
ordinate units are fully pr;scribed by the commander.

II. Typical job duties that an assistant commander ma" perform include:
A. Advising the commander on selected activities as required.
B. Acting as the commander's representative on joint matters.
C. Acting as troubleshooter by supervising unusual situation.
D. Supervising tactical operations and combat training or combat service support

operations and training.
E. Heading a planning staff for future operations or special projects.
F. Commanding a group or task force organized for special missions.
G. Serving as materiel readiness officer of the command.
H. Commanding an alternate command post established for tactical operations.

I No such distinction is made in FM 101-5.Staff Organization and Procedure. Yet In Industrial, gov-
ernmental, and legal circles such distinctions are clearly useful and hinge upon a clear-cut distinction
between merely "helping" and "having authority." Acctrding to Webster's New International Dictionary,
an assistant (n) is "one who assists; helper." Assistant (adj) is "Helping; lending aid or support; auxiliary;
acting u a subordinate to another whom one is assisting, or u an official of a grade below the highest."
On the other hand, a deputy (n) is "One appointed u the substitute of another and empowered to act
for him, in his natne or on his behalf .. ." Deputy (adj) is defined u "Serving as deputy." Failuv
distinguish between the two fermi and their interchangeable use is believed to be confusing to the
larger audience. It is recommended, therefore, that in subsequent versions of the FM (1) either a clear.
cut distinction be made betwezn the two terms, or (2) one of the two be dropped.
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The Staff

I. The Staff. The staff is made up of officers who are specifically ordered or detailed
to assist the commander. Although the commander commands the staff, the chief
of staff directs and supervises it.
While each staff officer has a number of specialized duties, there are five functions
common to all staff officers:
A. Providing Information. The staff collects, collates, and evaluates information

coming into the headquarters, and provides the commander with the data he
needs for command decisions.

B. Making Estimates. The staff prepares estimatesincluding analyses of all
relevant and pertinent factorsto assist the commander in choosing a course
of action.

C. Making Recommendations. The staff makes recommendations to assist the
commander in reaching decisions and establishing policies. They also offer
recommendations to each other and to subordinate commanders. Such recom-
mendations, of course, carry no implied command authority.

D. Preparing Plans and Orders. The staff converts the commander's decisions
and policies into plans and crders ready for his approval and signature.
Supervising the Execution of Plans and Orders. The staff assists by insuring
that the commander's plans and orders are property carried out. Such super-
vision not only relieves the commander of this sort of routine and detailed
work, but also provides the staff with information needed for regular progress
reports.

H. Staff Responsibility and Authority.
Staff officers are assigned functional areas of interest and responsibility by the
commander. The assignment of staff responsibility, however, carries no connotation
of command authority over other staff officers or over any other elements of the
command. Normally, the commander delegates authority to the staff to take final
action on matters within command policy. The authority he delegates to individual
staff officers varies with the echelon and the mission, the immediacy of operations,
and the relationship of the respective staff officer's assigned functional area to the
primary mission. Nevertheless, when the commander authorizes staff officers t3
issue orders in his name, the commander still retains responsibility for these orders.
Normally, all orders issued from a higher headquarters that require action on the
part of a subordinate unit or commander are issued in the name of the higher
commander. There are, however, some exceptions to this rule:
A. The higher commander may specifically authorize staff members to issue

orders and instructions to insure proper distribution, for speed of action, or
for on-the-spot accuracy and validity.

)3. To accomplish he mission of a unit in times of emergency, the commander
may delegate operational control of a unit to a staff officer. Such con( I,
however, does not usually include administration, discipline, internal orga;dza-
tion, etc.

C. The technical or professional nature of certain activities sometimes may
require a special relationship. For example, the various aspects of biological
or nuclear warfare may require skilled handling or professional knowledge. In
such cases, the commander may delegate his cor.,mand authority and announce
it formally.

D. The commar.d organization may include a subordinate unit thn.t is assigned
or attached for administrative control only. In such cases as the DISCOM,
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for example, the division staff rather than the DISCOM commander controls
the operational mission activities of the company elements.

In the final analysis, unless some such condition as those just cited is in effect,
all recommendations and advice to subordinate commanders from staff officers
of a higher headquarters are recommendations and advice ONLY. The sub-
ordinate commander is free to accept or reject them as he desires.

In carrying out his staff duties and functions, the staff officer prepares all of
his plans, estimates, solutions, and recommendations in such a form that only
approval or disapproval of the completed or recommended action is required.
In doing this, the staff officer:
1. Works out all details completely.
2. Consults other staff officers.
3. Studies the problems, writes, restudies, and rewrites.
4. Presents a single coordinated proposed action. Doesn't equivocate.
5. Presents short memos and explanations.
6. Advises the Chief of Staff and Commander of action or actions needed.
7. Presents all staff work in acceptable or "signable" form.

III. The Division StaffIn units at division level or higher, the staff consists of:
A. A General StaffG1, G2, G3, G4, and G5.
B. A Special StaffArtillery, Aviation, Engineers, etc.

(The General and Special Staffs are directed, coordinated, and supervised
by a Chief of Staff.)

C. A Personal StaffAides (Commissioned and Frilisteci), Command Sergeant
Major, Personal Secretaries, IG, SJA.

Organization of the Divisi m Staff is shown in Figure 1. The Command Sergeant
Major and Personal Secretaries, within the office of the CG, are not included
in Figure 1.

IV. Brigade and Battalion StaffIn units at brigade level or lower, the staff consists of:
A. The Unit or Executive Staff: 51, S2, S3, S4, and S5 (in Special Situations).
B. The Special Staff: Headquarters Commandant, Signal Officer, Chaplain, Surgeon.

Communications Officer, etc.
C. The Sergeant Major: In a role similar to the Personal Staff of a Division Com-

mander, the Sgt. Major is responsible for advising the commander on matters
pertaining to discipline, welfare, morale and conduct of the EM in the command.

The staff organization at this level is directed, coordinated, and supervised by the
Executive Officer (X0). Organization of the Brigade Staff and the Battalion Staff
is shown in Figures A2 and A-3.



ORGANIZATION CHART, BRIGADE STAFF
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Figure A-2
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ORGANIZATION CHART, BATTALION STAFF
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Figure A3
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Job Duties of Secretary of General Staff

While not a coordinating, special or personal staff officer, the Secretary of the General
Staff serves as the Administrative Assistant or Executive Officer for the Chief of Staff.
Is such, he

I. Maintains the office and all temporary records for the Commander, Deputy Com-
mander, the Chief of Staff, and the Deputy Chief of Staff.

II. Ensures that written matter routed to the Chief of Staff has been seen and acted
upon, if necessary, by all interested staff sections.

Ill. Directs end supervises the administrative functions of the offices of the Commander,
Deputy Commander, Chief of Staff, and Deputy Chief of Staff.

IV. Receives personnel visiting headquarters for conferences and arranges for all necessary
persons; comforts and conveniences due visitors and VIPs.

V. Performs all other duties that the Chief of Staff may assign.
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Job Duties of Chief of Stiff', 2

I. The Chief of Staff directs, coordinates, and supervises the activities of the
General and Special Staffs, and is responsible to the commander P.A. all their
activities.

Formula's policies for the operation of the staff.

III. Trains the coordinating and special staff.

IV. Coordiratei the activities of the Personal Staff Officers that rue related to the
rest of the staff.

V. Keeps the Commander informed of

A. The enemy situation.
B. The situation of adjacent, supporting, and supported units.
C. The situation within the command, including !oration, strength, morale,

training equipment, supply, evacuation, and general combat readiness and
effectiveness.

VI. Represents the Commander when he is temporarily away from the CPin line,
of course, with established policy.

VII. Insures that orders and instructions are executed in line with the Commander's
policy and wishes.

VIII. Announces schedules for briefirq,s and requires summary, status, and current
activity reports whenever necessary.

IX. Supervises the operation of the tactical operations center, the war room, and
establishes the required liaison for the unit with higher, adjacent, subordinate,
or supported units

X. Supervises the Chief-ofStaff Section, the Assistant Chiefs of Staff and the
liaison officers.

XI. Prepares efficiency reports of both the coordinating and special staff Section
Chiefsexceptingat divisional levelthe Artillery, Aviation, Engineer, and
Signal Officers. Since these men are commanders, they are rated by the
division commander.

XII. Assigns and schedules work of preparing plans, orders, and instructions, and
reviews the resulting drafts.

XIII. Submits furnished drafts for commander's approval.

1Requests of the CO that a uniform policy of operation be established in order to prevent his
having to carry out his duties under different methods of operation.

2This officer is usually a personal and long-standing friend of the Commander.
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XIV. Determines by personal observation and with the assistance of staff officers the

extent of and the effectiveness of the execution of the commander's plans,

orders, and instructionsrecommending supplemental or corrective action when

necessary.

XV. Studies all situations to ensure preparedness for future contingencies.

XVI. Assembles, reviews, and submits reports for the commander's approval and

directs distribution of approved reports.

3:,
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Job Duties of Executive Officer (Brigade and Battalion)

Assists the commander and represents the commander in the commander's
absentee; assumes command of the unit when directed to do so.

Assigns duties, responsibilities, at,d tasks to the unit staff officers and staff of
specialists.
A. Learns the problem.
B. Makes one individual responsible for the solution.
C. States the problem clearly, precisely; explains reason, background, and limits

area to be studied.
D. i ';es knowledge and experience to help staff officer as required.
E. acts time limits and establishes estimated completion dates.
F. Makes self available for discussion as work progresses.

III. Supervises staff work and readies it for submission to the commander.

IV. Coordinates and controls staff interactions and interrelationships.

V. Tansmits commander's decisions to the staff and subordinate commanders as
required.

VI. Keeps abreast of current situation and future plans throughout the command.

VII. Administers and controls the information program of the command.

VIII. Performs all duties of the Materiel Readiness Officer (uniss the Deputy Commander
or Assistant Commander is serving in this role).

IX. Acts as the brigade or batfAlion information officer and is 'esponsible for

A. Command informationprovides information to the sqldier about Army mission
matters.

B. Public informationinforms the public about the Army.
C. Community relationsimproves relationships and understanding between the

civilian and military el...ments of the community.
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Terminology Used

I. SUPERVISING Directly observing and giving orders to and directing persons
or groups and their work.

II. COMMANDING Exercising leadership and power of decision to effect unity of
effort in achieving an objective; Inanaging; directing; giving
general supervision to an activity; monitoring; exercising
general surveillance over a project, program, or operation
without exercising direct supervision or control.

III. EVALUATING Appraising information of persons; reviewing, modifying, or
critically examining reports, judgments, or other information;
inspecting personnel, activities, installations or materiel;
estimating effectiveness, inadequacy, or compliance.

IV. PLANNING Formulating a plan, policy, program or procedure; devising
or projecting a course of action.

V. COORDINATING Promoting harmonious action; adjusting a course of action to
be congruent with that of another person or agency; inform.
ing a person or agency of a proposed course of action, thus
achieving agreement on procedures ana courses of action.

VI. DEVELOPING Worlring out and extending theoretical and practical applica-
tions of design, ideas, discoveries; building up a body of
information from raw facts or basic sources.

VII. CONTROLLING Exercising direct influence, guidance and leadership.

VIII. ORGANIZING Arranging orderly structural and functional relationships
among persons, materiel, and equipment; modifying such
relationships as necessary.

IX. COMMUNILATIN3 Conveying written or verbal information; reporting; recom-
mend.ng; advising considnation, acceptance, rejection, or
adoption.

3S
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Combat Duties of the Assistant Chief of StaffGI (Personnel)

I. General Staff Duties and Responsibilities
As the principal staff assistant to the commander in matters pertaining to the
management of personnel as individuals both friendly and enemy, military and
civilian, while under military control, the G1 (in addition to the common staff
functions of pthering information, making estimates, making recommendations,
preparing plan.., issuing orders and supervising the execution of orders) is respon-
sible for the following eight functional areas:
A. Maintenance of unit strength.
B. Personnel management.
C. Manpower management (nonTOE units).
D. Development and maintenance of morale.
E. Health services.
F. Maintenance of discipline, law, and order.
G. Headquarters management.
H. Miscellaneous administrative matters not otherwise assigned.

In his role as a member of the staff, the G1 is primarily a planner and a coordinator
rather than a "doer" at the Unit Staff level; however, the Si in the comparable
role is both a "planner" and a "doer."

II. Specific Duties and Responsibilities
A. Maintenance of Unit Strength.

1. Prepares and maintains continuing personnel loss estimates based upon
forecasted operations and personnel assets in order to provide the com-
mander with information on current and future requirements.

2. Prepares and maintains a system of records and reports showing status
of personnel matters in the command as a whole. This system includes:
a. Strength Reports, i.e., data necessary to keep CO informed about

the strength of the command. Usually included are the Personnel
Daily Summary, Special Strength Reports (emergency type reports),
and Periodic Personnel Repofts.

b. Personnel reports such as Morning Reports, Casualty Reports, etc.
c. Personnel requisitioning.

3. Determines present and anticipated individual replacement requirements,
supervises requisitioning procedures, and establishes policies and proce-
dures for processing.

4. Determines availability of unit replacements, requisitions, and administers
the processing of the required units in conjunction with the G3. When a
unit is attached, the G1 insures that mail service arrangements are made.

6. Coordinates with G2 about:
a. Anticipated effects of enemy nuclear weapons.
b. Acquisition and assignment of specially trained intelligence personnel.

6. Coordinates with G3 about:
a. Impact of anticipated losses on curses of action.
b. Priorities of assignments when replacements critical.
c. Requirements for unit replacements.

7. Coordinates with G4 about:
a. Personnel requirements for logistical operations.
b. Assignment of logistical personnel to logistical units when strengths

are critical.
c. Logistical support for the replacement system.
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8. Coordinates with the G5 about:
a. Personnel strengths in planning requirements in civil affairs operations.
b. Replacements for civil affairs personnel.

9. Supervises and coordinates with the Adjutant General about:
a. System of personnel reporting.
b, Supervision of the replacement system, e.g., classification and assign-

ment of replacements.
c. Maintenance of records.

10. Coordinates with the Surgeon about the impact of expected losses on the
formulation of the Health Services Plans.

11. Coordinates with the Provost Marshal on use of the Straggler Estimate in
his Straggler Control Plan.

B. Personnel Management.
1. Supervises and coordinates the procurement, classification, assignment,

recommendations for promotion, transfers, reclassifications, demotions,
eliminations, retirements, separations, and rotation of all personnel in
the command.

2. Supervises classification and assignment actions to insure that objectives
of the program are carried out.

3. Recommends policies and supervises the execution of programs concerning
decorations and awards, and promotions and pay.

4. Recommends policies and supervises the execution of programs governing
working hours, leaves and passes, and religious participation.

5. Plans for (in conjunction with the Prowsit Marshal) and supervises the
custody, administration, utilization, and treatment of prisoners of war and
civilian internees from capture or taking into custody to evacuation,
repatriation, or parole.

6, Coordinates with G4 and Surgeon about the furnishing of food, clothing,
and medical aids for the rehabilitation and processing of US or allied
prisoners recovered from enemy control, and arranges for evacuation and
debriefing of recovered US and allied personnel.

7. Recommends command policies and supervises the implementation of
action relevant to battlefield promotions and appointments.

8. Plans and supervises the use of civilian labor to include organization,
responsibliities, conditions of employment, fiscal arrangements, etc.

9. Coordinates with the G2 about:
a. The capture rate of PWs.
b. Debriefing of recovered US personnel.
c. Security screening of hired civilians and appropriate counterintelligence

measures.
10. Coordinates with the G3 about:

a. Requirements for additional troop units as guards.
b. Training programs to support battlefield promotion policies.
c. CivJian personnel matters which affect tactical operations.
d. Ai location of provisional units to support personnel operations.
e. Organization of civilians into provisional units.

11. Coordinates with the G4 about:
a. Housing, feeding, evacuation of prisoners of war and civilian internees.
b. Feeding, housing, etc., of civilian labor.
c. Requirements for local civilian labor for logistical support tasks.
d. Allocation of provisional units for administrative support operations.
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12. Coordinates with the G5 about:
a. Availability of local supplies for feeding and clothing civilian internees.
b. Availability of local materials for construction of camps, stockades, etc.
c. Information on availability of civilian labor with the local economy;

pay scales, etc.
13. Coordinates with the Adjutar., General about:

a. Personnel management activities and statistical and accounting
services.

b. Conduct and supervision of the battlefield promotion program.
c. Administration of the civilian personnel program (when a separate

section is not established).
14. Coordinates with the Staff Judgc. Advocate about:

a. Legal advice in connection with Rules of Land Warfare, Geneva Con-
vention, laws, treaties, etc.

b. Matters of laws, treaties, and agreements with respect to use of
civilian personnel.

15. Coordinates with the Chaplain for religious services and aid to prisoners
in confinement.

16. Coordinates with the Surgeon about:
a. Planning and supervision of health programs.
b. Coordination of PW medical operations and medical support.

17. Coordinates with the Provost Marshal about supervision and administration
of collection, evacuation, guarding, care, treatment, discipline, use, educa-
tion and repatriation of PWs and civilian internees.

18. Coordinates with the Engineer Officer about plans and supervision of
construction of PW camps and facilities.

19. Coordinates with Transportation Officer for transportation as required.
20. Coordinates with Finance Officer for services in accord with existing laws,

treaties, and agreements for pay and reimbursement of civilians for their
services.

C. Manpower Management in Non-TOE Units.
1. Determines both the military and civilian manpower requirements for the

command.
2. Allocates the manpower resources to the subordinate commands and

activities.
3. Evaluates the use of the available manpower and develops policies and

standards concerning the use of manpower resources.
4. Procures and distributes personnel in terms of numbers.
5. Prepares and distributes manpower tables, i.e., Tables of Distribution.

D. Development and Maintenance of Morale.
1. Prepares procedures and policies for personnel services, including:

a. Coordination of postal services.
b. Insuring that finance services are available to all authorized to use [item,

and that pay records are current and correct.
c. Insuring that the Staff Chaplain's facilities are available and adequate.
d. Coordination of Special Services activities.
e. Coordination of Post Exchange service activities.
f. Furnishing of information, counsel, and advice on personal affairs,

applications for benefits, Army Emergency Relief, Red Cross, etc.
g. Insuring that legal advice and assistance are provided.
h. Functioning as Chairman of Character Guidance counsel and imple-

menting program in accordance with AR 16-120.
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i. Providing plans and policies for rest and rotation, rest camps, leave
centers, and quotas for their use.

2. Develops plans and policies for issuing decorations and awards by:
a. Insuring that effective precombat instruction in procedures is carried out.
b. Insuring that recommendations for awards are made promptly, correctly,

and in accord with established procedures and regulations.
Insuring prompt, efficient, and rapid processing of the recommendations.

d. Insuring that information is furnished to Information Officer for public
release.

e. Taking prompt corrective action to amend policies when needed.
f. Supervising decorations and awards activities to include staff visits,

compilations, and analyses of statistics, checks, and conferences.
3. Coordinates, plans, and supervises the graves registration activities, including

provision of cemetries, evacuation of the dead, handling of the deceased's
personal effects, and ceremonies.

4. Evaluates morale aspects of health services in the command, insures the
personal hygiene of all personnel, sees that immunizations and other pre-
ventive medical measures are provided, prepares accident prevention program,
and determines medical effects of CBR weapons employment.

5. Establishes plans and policies for reporting casualties.
6. Coordinates with the G2 about:

a. Postal censorship policies and intelligence aspects of censorship.
b. Anticipated effects of enemy nuclear weapons.

7. Coordinates with the G3 about availability of troops for burial of large
numbers of dead troops and attachment of graves registration units as required.

8. Coordinates with the G4 about:
a. Logistical support for all activities involved in personnel services, facilities,

and materials.
b. Procurement of the appropriate decorations as required.
c. Provision of transportation for grave registration requirements, mass

burials, and normal engineer requirements.
9. Coordinates with the G5 about:

a. Availability of suitable facilities for rest and leave centers.
b. Plans for military assistance to civilian populace on graves registration

matters.
c. Use of civilian labor in graves registration activities.
d. Availability of land for use as cemeteries.

10. Coordinates with the Adjutant General about:
a. The AG's operational and administrative responsibility for postal ser-

vices, special services, and welfare services.
b. Administration of the decorations and awards program.
c. Coordination of reperts with the casualty reporting system.

11. Coordinates with the Quartermaster about:
a. Supervision of all exchange activities including establishment, operation,

management, and liquidation of all exchanges.
b. Supervision and operation of graves registration activities.

12. Coordinates with the Finance Officer about the provision of financial services
to authorized persons.

13. Coordinates with the C' plain on morale as affected by religion and religious
services and activities.

14. Coordinates with the Surgeon about records on malingerers, selfinflicted
wounds, and VD cases.
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15. Coordinates with the Staff Judge Advocate about the provision of legal
assistance and advice on personal affairs.

E. Health Services.
1. Provides information and guidance to the Surgeon for formulating the health

service plan for the command.
2. Reviews health service plan, approves and places in administrative order.
3. Develops estimate of injury, sick, and wounded rate for prisoners of war.
4. Recommends policy for evacuation and hospitalization of casualties due to

fallout, contamination, and CBR.
5. Coordinates with tile G2 about the enemy situation and characteristics of

area of operations which might affect hospitalization or evacuati..... plan.
6. Coordinates with the G3 about:

a. Plan of operations and present dispositions for planning the evacuation
and hospitalization mission.

b. Attachment of medical units and/or facilities.
c. Aviation capabilities for evacuation.

7. Coordinates with the G4 about:
a. Additional transportation when and if required.
b. Location of medical facilities to insure that it is integrated into the

overall plan for distribution of units within the command.
c. Logistical support of the health service plan.

B. Coordinates with the G5 about:
a. Availability of civilian facilities for evacuation and hospitalization of

military personnel.
b. Procurement of civilian medical facilities.
c. Requirement for evacuation and hospitalization of civilians.

9. Coordinates with the Surgeon about:
a. Evacuation policy for the command.
b. Policy for treatment and evacuation of CBR casualties.
c. Locations of medical facilities.
d. Health service plan.
e. Transportation for evacuation.
f. Control over medical service units not assigned or attached to sub-

ordinate commands.
10. Coordinates with the Dental Surgeon about the type and extent of dental

service required. and the dental supplies and dental equipment needed.
11. Coordinates with the Aviation Officer with regard to the use of Army

Aviation for evacuation purposes.
F. Maintenance of Discipine, Law and Order.

1. Coordinates staff responsibility for matters of discipline, law and order.
2. Develops policies and control procedures for troop conduct and appearance,

including the control and disposition of stragglers.
3. Determines the effects of the use of military justice authority throughout

the command.
4. Collects and summarizes information, data, and statistics on incidence of

loss of or damage to equipment, military delinquency, etc.
5. Recommends policy or remedial action necessary to correct discrepancies and

to improve discipline, law, and order.
6. Coordinates with the G3 and the personnel roanagemmt officer about the

state of discipline of troops.
7. Coordinates with the G4 about trends of loss or damage to equipment due

to carelessness.
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8. Coordinates with the G5 about reports of local authorities concerning the
conduct of soldiers.

9. Coordinates with the Provost Marshal about the provision of police service,
patrols, courtesy details, and the protection of government property.

10. Coordinates with the Staff Judge Advocate on the number of and serious-
ness of courts-martial offenses and on other legal matters.

G. Headquarters Management.
1. Establishes policies for the movement, internal arrangement, organization,

and operation of the headquarters.
2. Controls headquarters organization and administration (without usurping

the prerogatives of other staff members).
3. Recommends manpower economies, especially of bulk allotment personnel.
4. Allocates shelter in the headquarters area (in coordination with the Operations

Officer responsible for area organization and the Logistics Officer responsible
for the provision of shelter).

5. Recommends the location of the rear echelon of the headquarters.
6. Coordinates with the G2 about cc unterintelligence aspects of movement,

location and operation of the headquarters, and for protective security
measures.

7. Coordinates with the G3 about the general location, time, and conditiol of
movement of the headquarters and overall defense of the area.

8. Coordinates with the G4 about plans for logistical support including shelter,
repair, construction, maintenance, and traffic circulation and control.

9. Coordinates with the G5 about the removal of civilians from elected CP
areas and their relocation and about the availability and use of civilian
facilities.

10. Coordinates with the AG about operation of the internal headquarters
communications center, e.g., messenger service, distribution center, etc.,
and office services, forms and reports control programs, and control of
classified correspondence.

11. Coordinates with the Headquarters Commandant all details of movement of
the headquarters, including security and facilities for quartering, messing,
office space, etc.

12. Coordinates with the Signal Officer for suitable signal communications.
13. Coordinates with the Transportation Officer for all transportation as

required and for plans for control of traffic circulation.
14. Coordinates with the Provost Marshal also about traffic control.
16. Coordinates with the Engineer on plans for shelter, water, and choice of

cemetery sites.
H. Miscellaneous Duties and Responsibilities.

1. Determines the best location for and recommends to the Commander the
position of the rear echelon.

2. Exercises coordination and supervision of general educational development
policies, the safety management program, control procedures for dependent
schools, policies governing marriage to foreign nationals, reception of foreign
visitors (both procedures and protocol).
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3. Exercises general staff supervision over the Special Staff' , i.e., the Adjutant
General, Chaplain, Finance Officer, Headquarters Commaniant, Inspector
General, Information Officer, Provost Marshal, St ,rs :udge Advocate,
Surgeon. Primary duties of the Special Staff 4. as follows:
a. Adjutant General

(1) Responsible for personnel administration and management, classi-
fication and assignment, separation and leaves, efficiency reports,
and dependent affairs.

(2) Reports on casualties and prisoners of war.
(3) Responsible for, i.e., supervises internal communication control

and message center operation.
(4) Postal services.
(5) Special Service activities.
(6) Operation of the replacement system and if there is no civilian

personnel officer, civilian personnel.
(7) Administers the awards and decorations program.

b. Chaplain
Administers to moral and religious needs of the command, prisoners and
and all under division, et al., control.

c. Finance
Supervises all financial services.

d. Headquarters Commandant
Displaces the Command Post and operates the CP to include messing,
quartering, and motor pool supervision.

e. Information Officer
Keeps troops and public informed. Establishes and keeps good public
relations, unit newspapers, broadcasts and talks.

f. Inspector General
Informs the G1 on the state of discipline, morale, v.elfare, personnel
management, and safety.

g. Provost Marshal
Also provides information on discipline and morale, Prevents and
controls black marketing, prostitution, tooting, riots, PWs, stragglers.
Keeps traffic control, law and order, and maintains local and internal
security.

h. Staff Judge Advocate
Administers military justice, provides legal advice and assistance.

i. CO Surgeon
(1) Provides good efficient medical treatment.

Though not a spccial staff officer, the SUPPORT COMMAND COMMANDER:
(1) Operates the Graves Registration Service (the 01 determines policits and supervises)
(2) Provides bath and laundry service
(3) Provides PX, etc., to include shows and movies
(4) Operates effects depot
(5) Supervises food service program
(8) Provides mail transportation
(7) Provides replacements, prisoners
(8) Displaces headquarters when necessary
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(2) Carries out or supervises good sanitation inspections and preven-
tive medicine programs.

(3) Makes and keeps medical reports, admission and disposition reports,
health and sar.itation reports.

4. Announces policies and exercises general staff supervision over graves regis-
tration.

5. Establishes policies governing the personnel aspects of ?stimates, plans, orders,
reports, and administrative matters not specifically assigned to another officer.

6. Coordinates with the G3 about safety management and the integration of
safe practices into operational activities.

7. Coordinates with the G4 about:
a. Damage control planning and the use of personnel from certain units.
b. Safety management as it concerns logistical activities.

8. Coordinates with the G5 about:
a. Individual and group relations with the civilian populace.
b. Safety management and planning with regard to civil affairs and the

civilian population.
c. Psychology and attitudes of the local population.

9. Coordinates with the Chaplain for assistance to the religious orders in the
local populace.

I. Prepares and Maintains Necessary Personnel Records and Reports.
1. Establishes policies for inciiviJual personnel records and reports, and super-

vises the maintenance and accuracy of these records within the command,
including: qualification records, transfers, promotions, awards, discipline,
pay, temporary duty, leaves, physical condition.

2. Fktablishes policies and procedures for unit personnel records and reports,
and supervises their maintenance and accuracy. Included are the following:
morning reports, disciplinary reports, personnel daily summary (PDS),
periodic personnel report (ST 101.5-1, Appendix X), casualty and nonbattle
loss reports, personnel requisitions, and daily admission and disposition
reports (Reports Control System described in AR 335-15).

3. Establishes procedures for and maintains the following G1 Section records
and reports:
a. The G1 Journala brief chronological record of activities and documents,

messages, orders, reports, and radio conversations.
b. The G1 Workbook (or Worksheet)an index of the pertinent parts of

messages, orders, reports, and decisions which help in the preparation
of personnel estimates, plans, orders and reports (see Appendix X,
ST 101-5-1).

c. The Policy FileStatement of current command policy and procedures
used to insure continuity of action and command, and a source of
reference material.

d. The Personnel Situation MapPresent and future locations of replace-
ment units, graves registrations units and collecting points, bath and
laundry units, PW installations, rest area locations, civilian collection
points, etc., useful in preparing the personnel portion of the Admini-
strative Annex or Order (at division level, the GI and G4 usually share
this map).

e. The Personnel Estimateestimate of personnel strengths and needs
within the command for purposes of tactical planning and determination
of which tactical course of action can best be supported (ST 101.5-1,
Appendix 3, Ex. #4).
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f. The Personnel Loss Estimatea continuing loss estimate, balanced
against forecasted personnel receipts, to determine current and
future requirements (methods of computing losses and loss estimate
data are contained in FM 101.10, Pa. 2.1- 2.5d).

g. The Standing Operating Procedure (SOP)Each Staff Section Chief
establishes an SOP for the internal operation of his particular staff
section to provide for smooth operations in accord with established
procedures. He also prepares the personnel part of the Command SOP
and submits it to the G3. (FM 61.100, Appendix III, Section II, Part III.)

III. Organization of the Division G1 Section (TOE 7-4G)

Title Rank Number

G1 Lt Col 1

Assistant G1 Maj/Capt 2

Personnel Management Supervisor E9 1

SecretarySteno E5 1

Clerk/Typist E4 2

Truck Driver E3 1

8 3 Officers

5 EM
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Combat Duties of the Assistant Chief of StaffG2 (Intelligence)

I. General Staff Duties and Responsibilities
As principal advisor to the commander on intelligence activities within the command,
the G2 furnishes the commander with the intelligence he ..eeds to plan operations
and make decisions. Once a combat mission is recei,1d, the G2 evaluates the intelli-
gence on hand and determines what additional intelligence is needed. Remaining
available to the commander at all times, the G2 provides information, prepares
intelligence plans, and makes estimates. The G2 continually supervises and coordinates
the entire intelligence effort. In addition to the five general staff functions of 1) making
estimates, 2) providing information, 3) making recommendations, 4) preparing plans
and orders, and 5) supervising the execution of orders, the G2 has a number of other
specific duties and responsibilities. Both the general and the specific duties are con-
tained in the following detailed description

II. Specific Duties and Responsibilities

A. Determines intelligence requirements and develops priority information about
enemy capabilities, i.e., recommends the Essential Elements of Information
(EEI) and approves Other Intelligence Requirements (01R) as the basis for
intelligence collection plans.
1. Determines the enemy capabilities that could affect the accomplishment

of the mission.
2. Attempts to predict the next major decision from the indications available.
3. Determines what information is needed in order to prepare the EEL
4. Jetermines what information about the enemy and the area of operations

is most relevant for future operations planning purposes.
5. Determines the information that may be needed by higher or adjacent units.
6. Prepares specific orders and requests to be sent to information collection

agencies citing what to look for and where to look.
7. Determines which agencies shall be used to collect the information based

on their capability, suitability, multiplicity, and balance.
8. Provides delivery instructions such as frequency, destination, and submis-

sion of negative reports.
9. Provides all necessary additional instructions as needed, such as when to

cancel the requirements, etc.
10. Coordinates with the G1 about enemy capabilities and characteristics of

area of operations having major effects on personnel activities.
11. Coordinates with the G3 about tenattive courses of action and the opera-

tion plan, including enemy capabilities, vulnerabilities, and characteristics
of area of operations having major effects on completion of mission.

12. Coordinates with the G4 about enemy capabilities and area of operations
having any major effects on logistical capabilities.

13. Coordinates with the G5 on enemy capabilities and area of operations
effects on civil affairs activities.

14. Coordinates with the special staff about CBR (chemical), terrain (engineer),
potential targets (artillery), and communications and signal intelligence
(Army Security Agency).

B. Develops intelligence plans and orders.
1. Prepares collection plans and orders for the collection of information,

including:
a. Developing plans for and co rdinating ground reconnaissance.
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b. Originating requests for air reconnaissance and consolidating and
screening and coordinating such requests from other staff elements,
agencies or units.

c. Assigning air reconnaissance missions and disseminating results.
d. Developing plans for systematic surveillance of the battle area.
e. Assigning and coordinating surveillance missions and activities.
f. Panning target acquisition and designating potential targets.
g. Assigning and coordinating collection missions for target information.
h. Maintaining graphic display of predicted fallout and planning for

rr.diological monitoring and survey.
i. Coordinating activities of the technical intelligence detachments.
j. Using technical intelligence and disseminating the results.
k. Establishing, coordinating, and consolidating all weather information

requirements.
I. Requesting weather information from Air Weather Service and dis-

seminating all weather information to the command.
m. Developing signal intelligence (S1GINT) requirements and producing

and disseminating signal intelligence.
2. Integrates the information collection effortboth above and belowwithin

the command.
3. Prepares and disseminates analyses of area of operations and effects of the

terrain for all staff members. The analysis includes:
a. Purpose and limiting considerations.
b. General description of the area.
c. Military aspects of the area.
d. Effects of characteristics of the area.

4. Plans for and determines the map and map substitute requirements.
5. Coordinates with the 01 about:

a. Maintaining the personnel strength of the reconnaissance units.
b. Availability of specialist personnel to include air observers.
c. Availability of specialist personnel for surveillance activity.

6. Coordinates with G3 about:
a. Designation of combat units for reconnaissance.
b. Plans for reconnaissance in force.
c. Uses reconnaissance patrols and other reconnaissance combat

operations.
d. Uses operational air missions for reconnaissance purposes.
e. Use of air request and information nets for reconnaissance purposes.
f. Recommendations for basic and frontline coverage.
g. Designation of units to conduct surveillance.
h. Information on location of own forces and operations plans.
i. Nature or peculiarities of the target.
j. Designation of combat units for technical intelligence support.
k. Plans for technical intelligence targets.
1. Use of enemy weapons and equipment.
m. Technical intelligence that may affect operations.
n. Unit boundaries for planned operations and recommendations for

type and scale of maps.
7. Coordinates with the G4 about:

a. Regulated surveillance equipment requirements.
b. Assistance in the evacuation of technical intelligence materiel.
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c. Use of enemy materiel.
d Technical intelligence that may have an effect upon logistical

activities.
8. Coordinates Nith the G5 about:

a. Assistance, e.g., guides, from local populace for recon units.
b. Information from local populace about refugees, line-crossers, etc.
c. Civil aspects of potential targets.
d. Use of local agencies for guarding technical intelligence material.
e. Plans for techniud intelligence targets.
f. Technical intelligence that may affect civil affairs logistical activities.
g. Information about population, government, economy, and institutions.
h. Local resources for special requirements.

9. Coordinates with the Aviation Officer about:
a. Transporting, controlling, and supplying ground recon elements.
b. Assignment of recon missions, priorities, and technical advice on use

of Army Aviation.
c. Photo deliveries.
d. Airborne surveillance devices.
e. Photography and visual observation.

10. Coordinates with the Artillery Officer or Fire Support Coordinator about:
a. Supporting and interdiction fires, forward observer personnel, and

fire in the area of interest.
b. Suppression of artillery fire in the area of interest, target marking,

and flak suppression fires.
c. Physical characteristics of targets required for target analysis and

combat surveillance information.
d. Detailed target analyses and target information.
e. Technical intelligence pertinent to the target characteristics.

11. Coordinates with the Engineer Officer about:
a. Ground reconnaissance, terrain data, and terrain studies.
b. Use of air photos for obtaining and producing terrain intelligence.
c. Needed terrain and environmental studies and information on

obstacles.
d. Specific requirements for maps and map substitutes.

12. Coordinates with the Signal Officer about communications as required,
and priorities for photographic support.

13. Coordinates with the Army Security Agency about:
a. Intelligence requirements on enemy materiel of interest to USASA.
b. Capabilities and limitations of USASA units and their employment.

14. Coordinates with the Provost Marshal about information on refugees,
civilian internees, local population, guerilla activities, etc.

15. Coordinates with CBR Officer for information on contaminated areas.
16. Coordinates with commanders and staff officers of all line units for recon

information on enemy troops, materiel, supply, tactics, capabilities, etc.
C. Processes the collected information into Intelligence and disseminates the

Intelligence.
1. Processes, i.e., records, evaluates, and interprets all information received.
2. Makes a record of the information in the G2 Journal, the G2 Workbook,

the Intelligence Files, or on the enemy situation map and maintains these
information records.

3. Estimates the effects of the characteristics of the area of operations on
friendly and enemy courses of action.
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4. Estimates enemy capabilities and vulnerabilities including the course of
action the enemy is most likely to adopt.

5. Prepares intelligence estimates, annexes, report..., summaries, and studies.
6. Disseminates the intelligence through conferences, briefings, messages,

documents and reports, i.e., in the form that will furnish the greatest
assistance. Forms used normally include the:
a. Intelligence Estimate (usually in oral form), i.e., the intelligence

portion of the commander's estimate which is concerned with what,
why, when, and how in the following format:
(1) Mission
(21 Area of operations

(a) Weather
(b) Terrain
(c) Other characteristics

(3) Enemy Situation
(a) Disposition
(b) Composition
(c) Strength
(d) Recent and present significant activities
(e) Peculiarities and weaknesses

(4) Enemy capabilities
(a) Enumeration
(b) Analysis and discussion

(5) Conclusions
(a) E'rect of area on our courses of action
(b) Probable enemy courses of action
(c) Enemy vulnerabilities

b. Periodic intelligence reports such as Spot Reports, the INTREP or
Intelligence Report, the INTSIJM or Intelligence Summary, and the
Periodic Intelligence Report, PERINTREP.
(1) Spot Reportsone-time reports for which speed of transmission

is primary. No format, but includes who? what? when? where?
and how?

(2) INTREPstandardized NATO report on enemy capabilities.
No format, but has word INTREP as the first item.

(3) INTSUMbrief summary of intelligence information distributed
by quickest means available. (Normally covers 12 hour period
but may vary in length depending on the situation.)

(4) PERINTREPused by echelons above the division for the
dissemination of an intelligence summary for the last 24 hours
to next two higher and lower echelons.

c. Intelligence Annex of the Operations Order. Though not an intelli-
gence document, it is used to disseminate intelligence. (The pre-
scribed format may be found in NATO STANAG 2098.)

d. Analyses of Area of Operations (discussed earlier, in B. 3.) and
specialized reports such as imagery interpretation, and PW reports
are also issued by the G2 section; and bomb, shell, and mortar
reports, nuclear bursts and CBR reports, radiological contamination
estimates and reports, order of battle books and handbooks, and
technical intelligence bulletins and summaries.

e. Weather reports, forecasts and summaries and climatic summaries
and studies.
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D. Prepares and directs the counterintelligence activities of the command (i.e.,
the effort to destroy the effectiveness of the enemy's intelligence efforts).
1. Prepares the counterintelligence estimates.
2. Plans and supervises the implementation of both active and passive

counterintelligence measures to support all operations, including such
measures as:
a. Active

(1) Counterreconnaissance
(2) Counterespionage
(3) Countersabotage
(4) Countersubversion
(5) Electronic counter countermeasures
(6) Use of smoke

b. Passive
(1) Security of classified material
(2) Communication security
(3) Movement control
(4) Camouflage
(5) Concealment
(6) Censorship (less Field Press Censorship)
(7) Electronic Security

3. Provides commander and the staff with advice and recommendations con-
cerning the counterintelligence aspects of tactical cover and deception.

4. Coordinates with the 01 about:
a. Personnel activities such as uniform, insignia, leave policies, etc.
b. Special handling for PWs.
c. Effects on personnel activities.

5. Coordinates with the G3 about:
a. Support of the operations.
b. Effects on operation so as to minimize the interference.
c. Counterreconnaissance and concealment and cover.

6. Coordinates with the G4 about:
Effects on logistical activities.

7. Coordinates with the G5 about:
a. Civil security and censorship measures.
b. Civilian law enforcement agencies.
c. Plans for detection of enemy agents, line crossers, subversive per-

sonnel, etc.
d. Implementation of port, frontier, and travel security measures.

8. Coordinates with the Aviation Officer for air observation to determine
effectiveness of camouflage and concealment.

9. Coordinates with the Chemical Officer about the use of screening agents.
10. Coordinates with the Engineer Officer on the use of camouflage.
11. Coordinates with the Signal Officer on comtnunications security, and the

ASA CO (Div) on communications and electronic security.
12. Coordinates with the Provost Marshal on control of personnel traffic circu-

lation and the protection of selected equipment and installations.
13. Coordinates with the Public Information Officer for control of the security

aspects of command news releases.
E. Relationship of G2 to the Commander, other Staff Officers, and the attached MID.

1. Assists the commander by furnishing intelligence the commander needs in
the form of written reports, estimates, and oral briefings whenever required.
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2. Plans ahead and makes logical assumptions of probable missions the com-
mand may expect and develops intelligence relevant to these probable
missions.

3. Coordinates probable missions with the Chief of Staff, G3, and other
staff officers as well as G2 of next higher headquarters regarding probable
missions.

4. Re-evaluates the intelligence on hand when new mission is received, and
determi..,..s what else is neededespecially new assessments of enemy
capabilities, vulnerabilities, etc.

5. Remains available to the commander at all times. (G2 and G3 normally
stay with the CO at the forward tactical command posts and on personal
reconnaissances.)

6. Organizes, trains, and supervises the G2 section so that it will operate
effectively during periods of his absence from the main echelon of the
command post.

(Duties of G2 Section, DIVISION HEADQUARTERS)
a. G2 and Assistant G2

(1) Prepares intelligence and counterintelligence programs.
(2) Coordinates and disseminates intelligence to CO and all other

Staff Sections and Headquarters.
(3) Informs section of CO's desires and planning progress of other

staff sections.
(4) Coordinates formally with other staff sections.
(5) Assigns and reassigns personnel and tasks within the section.
(6) Supervises the training and operations of all personnel assigned

or attached.
(7) Plans and supervises in coordination with G3 the intelligence and

counterintelligence training of all trocps.
b. Administrative Branch

(1) Operates Section Message Center.
(2) Maintains Section Journal, central files, records.
(3) Prepares section personnel reports, duty rosters, and staff visit

rosters.
(4) Supervises moves of section and space allocation in new areas.
(5) Prepares and issues credentials and passes.
(6) Supervises the section's transportation.
(7) Arranges for receiving and administering intelligence liaison

personnel.
c. Operations Branch

(1) Provides for collecting of information and processes and dis-
seminates intelligence.

(2) Maintains enemy situation map, G2 workbook, collection plans,
etc., and gives briefings.

(3) Prepares intelligence estimate, analysis of area of operations
plans, summaries.

(4) Performs research and planning for future operations.
(5) Maintains intelligence liaisonhigher, lower, and adjacent.
(6) Prepares daily journal summary and gives to administrative

branch for entry.
(7) Prepares appropriate portions of command report.
(8) Coordinates dissemination of weather information.
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(9) Prepares intelligence collection directives for elements attached
or in direct support.

(10) Supervises procurement and distribution of maps.
(11) Supervises prediction of fallout and radioactivity from enemy

weapons and monitors contamination.
(12) Keeps records of potential nuclear targets.
(13) Recommends EEI and other intelligence requirements.

d. G2 Air Branch
(1) Prepares recon plans for organic air.
(2) Sets priorities on air reconnaissance.
(3) Prepares directives and requests for recon.
(4) Supervises image interpreters.
(5) Supervises air photo procurement and distribution.
(6) Arranges for briefing and interrogation of division pilots and

aerial observers.
(I) Disseminates recon information.
(8) Monitors air r,lcon broadcasts.
(9) Maintains air recGn maps and records.

e. Counterintelligence Branch
(1) Recommends counterintelligence policy.
(2) Prepares counterintelligence estimates, plans, directives, and

reports.
(3) Supervises counterespionage, countersabotage, countersubversion,

and censorship.
(4) Checks headquarters internal security.
(5) Recommends counterintelligence program and tra;ning.
(6) Interrogates friendly and enemy civilians.
(7) Supervises and coordinates collection of intelligence and informa-

tion of enemy agents, collaborators, etc.
(8) Recommends tactical cover and deception measures and supervises

counterintelligence aspects of such operations.
7. Exercises operational control of intelligence assets avaiidble through the

attached MID.
8. Provides information, estimates, and intelligence plans during the planning

phase of all tactical operations.
9. Plans. prepares, and coordinates (with the G3), and recommends (to the

Chief of Staff) pertinent fragmentary orders for the initiation or modification

of intelligence operations.
10. Supervises and coordinates during the execution phase of an operation intelli-

gence operations that insure the successful execution of the commander's
collection orders. This is of critical importance to the commander in deciding
when and where to employ his reserve combat power.

11. Operates, with the G3, a joint staff facility as part of the tactical operations

center.
F. Relationship of the G2 to superior and subordinate units.

1. Assists subordinate commanders and other intelligence staff officers to
resolve or minimize their intelligence problems (sometimes, continuous
coordination is required).

2. Develops missions for the intelligence units assigned or attached to command.
In practice, these units are undr :r G2 control.

3. Supplies intelligence to s,:bord nate units and higher headquarters. The intelli
gence is, however, fully processed before it is disseminated whether received
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from lower, highe', or adjacent units. If time and importance demand other-
wise, however, unprocessed information can be passed on.

4. Maintains close liaison with the G2 and G2 Section of higher headquarters
in order to anticipate future operations.

G. Miscellaneous Duties and Responsibilities
1. Develops plans and procedures for the intelligence aspects of guerilla

activities.
2. Assists the G5 in developing plans and conducting psychological warfare

operations, including estimating the effectiveness of our own and the enemy's
efforts.

3. Assists in the planning and supervision of training activities designed to defend
against the enemy's propaganda efforts.

4. Assists the G3 in planning for the employment of mass destruction weapons
(including nuclear, chemical and biological agents)to include defensive
measures against enemy employment.

5. Assists in determining the total effects of our use of nuclear and other CBR
weapons on the enemy's capabilities.

6. Assists the G3 in developing plans for barrier, denial, and deception operations.
7. Develops plans and policies in connection with the staff direction and coordina-

tion of all military mapping activities including acquisition and distribution of
maps.

H. Division G2 Section Organization TOE (7.4G)
G2 Lt Col 09301
Asst G2 2 Maj1 Capt 09301
G2 Air Major 09309
Asst G2 Air Capt 09309
Chief Intel Sgt E9 96850
Intel Sgt G2 Air E8 96850
Intel Sgt E7 96840
Intel Asst E5 11420
Sect Steno E5 71030
Intel Clerk E3 71 A10
Light Truck Driver E3 11B10

(6 Officers - 7 Enlisted Men)
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Combat Duties of the Assistant Chief of StaffG3 (Operations)

I. General Staff Duties and Responsibilities
As the prancipal advisor to the commander in matters pertaining to the organization,

tactical operations, and tactical planning within the command, the G3 is the focal point for
those coordinating and supervisory activities primarily concerned with combat and combat
support. As the principal staff coordinator the G3 is directly concerned with:

A. The organization of the command
B. The allocation of the personnel, weapons, and equipment
C. The conduct of tactical operations, i.e., the tactical scheme of maneuver and

the coordination of the available combat support
D. The preparation and issuance of orders implementing the commander's decision
E. The preparation and dissemination of plans necessary to meet changes in the

tactical situation.
In addition to advising the commander and carrying out the other five common

staff functions, the G3 also has the responsibility of providing advice and assistance to
the other staff officers concerning the operations aspects of areas that are the primary
responsibilities of these officers. During combat, he also exercises general staff supervision
over those staff activities that are directly related to combat and combat support opera-
tions, e.g., the fire support coordinator, air defense officer, unconventional warfare
officer, aviation element, etc.

II. Specific Duties and Responsibilities
The G3, as part of his prescribed duties and responsibilities:
A. Exercises General Staff Responsibility for the Organization of the Command.

1. Prepares plans for mobilization and demobilization of units, including
the activitation and deactivation of these units.

2. Develops the organization for combat and prepares requirements for
the assignment and attachment of units and specialized teams.

3. Determines needed changes to the Tables of Organization and Equipment
(TOE) and Tables of Distribution and Allowance (TDA).

4. Recommends the organization and equipping of units to include numbers
and types of units to be organized, as well as the priorities for the l ha s-
in or replacement of personnel and equipment in these units.

5. Requests assignment or attachment of tactical, tactical support, service
support units and teams, and unit replacements and assigns such units in
accord with the requirements of the situation.

6. Receives and processes the assigned units or teams to include such orienta-
tion, training, and reorganization as may be required.

7. Compiles and maintains the troop list' including continual review and
revision to insure the number and type of units assigned are those which
can best accomplish or support the mission.

B. Allocates Personnel, Weapons and Equipment Within the Command.
1. Establishes priorities for allocating critical resources which affect the

combat power of the division.
2. Coordinates with the other general and special staff officers about require-

ments for units needed to support the operations, priorities and allocations,
and assignments of units and personnel, and issue of equipment for
administrative support units.

l There is no prescribed format for a troop list, and at division level a notebook or a chart covered
with acetate, showing all units assigned or attached broken down to battalion,. and companies, their present
disposition, their future disposition, organization for combat, end notes, will usually suffice.
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C. Plans and Conducts Tactical Operations Within the Command.
1. Prepares the operations estimateon the basis of the commander's guidance

and including information received from the other staff officersand
recommends a course of action for the accomplish:nent of the mission.

2. Conducts tactical planning to include supervision and coordination of the
various subsidiary plans which become component parts of the overall
plan.

3. Publishesafter command approvalthe operation plan or order, using the
prescribed form and sequence, setting forth the situation, the mission, the
decision, the plan of action, and such details of execution as are necessary
to coordinate the action.

4. Prepares such alternate operation plans as may be required.
5. Insures that all plans include consideration of the overall security of the

command, to cover such matters as combat patrolling, and tactical cover
and deception.

6. Establishes allocations and priorities for personnel, support, and equipment
for tactical and tactical support units.

7. Establishes the prescribed load for tactical and tactical support units.
8. Supervises the fire support planning.
9. Reviews the Artillery Officer's fire support plan to insure that it is in

line with command guidance, the planned scheme of maneuver or scheme
of defense, and integrates the fire support plan into the operation plan.

10. Recommends allocations of nuclear weapons to subordinate units.
11. Provides guidance to staff officers for preparation of appropriate plans

for tactical cover and deception, barrier and denial operations, and
electronic warfare and reconnaissance.

12. Prepares, with the G2's assistance, the tactical cover anu deception estimate
and the tactical cover and deception plan, to achieve the following goals:
a. To preserve friendly forces, equipment and installation from

destruction.
b. To cause the enemy to reveal his strength, disposition, and future

intentions.
c. To induce tl_e enemy to execute actions favorable to friendly operations.
d. To develop a situation favorable to the conduct of any particul'ir type

of operations.
e. To achieve maximum surprise
f. To offset an enemy advantage in men, equipment, and tactical disposi-

tion.
g. To cause the enemy to expend firepowerparticularly nuclear weapons

on unprofitable targets,
13. Reviews all other staff plans to insure integration with the overall operation

plan.
14. Plans and supervisesin coordination with the G4, the Aviation Officer, and

the Transportation Officertactical troop movements including:
a, Selection and designation of tactical units.
b. Establishment of priorities.
c. Selection of destinations.
d. Times of movement including preparation time, time distance, pass

time, and terminus time.
e. Selection of routes, traffic control and other logistics aspects, including

start points, release points, detruck points and movement formations.
f. Security of the movement.
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g. Designation of areas for the main CP, bivouacking, quartering, and
staging.

h. Preparation of the movement order.
15. Prepares plans for and assumes general staff responsibility for rear area

security, taking measures to minimize the effects of enemy action including:
a. Preparation of the rear area security annex to the Command SOP (and

the operation plan or order, if necessary).
b. Vulnerability analyses for the purpose of disposition or redisposition

of units.
c. Provision in the rear area security plans support for combat service

support operations.
d. Coordination of all activities dealing with rear area security including

coordination with the division support command commander.
16. Coordinates the firepower of the. assigned, attached, and allocated foices

and integrates it with that of other elements into the overall scheme of
maneuver.
a. Supervises coordination of the fire support and the work of the Fire

Support Coordinator (FSCOORD) and the Fire Support Element
(FSE) in the Tactical Operation Center (TOC).

b. Reviews the fire support plans and the Lire support annex in terms
of the following considerations:
(1) Bulk of the fires are on critical targets.
(2) Weights the main attack.
(3) Adequate support for supporting attacks is provided.
(4) Adequate firepower is available with which the commander can

influence the action.
(5) Adheres to guidance.
(6) Accurately reflects target information.
(7) Best employs organic, attached, and allocated fire zupport

agencies.
(8) Adequate provision for troop safety.

c. Incorporates fire support annex in the operation order, obtains approval
and disseminates the plan.

17. Organizes and operates, with the G2's assistance, the G2G3 element of the
division Tactical Operations Center (TOC), insuring that
a. Current information on the operational situatir.a is provided.
b. The commander is provided with the pertinent facts and recommenda-

tions.
c. Immediate action is taken on all operations matters.
d. All conflicts within the TOC are resolved.

18. Plans and supervises unconventional warfare operations including:
a. Guerrilla warfare, i.e., military and paramilitary operations carried cut

in enemyheld or hostile territory by irregular, predominantly indigenous
personnel.

b. Evasion and escape operations allowing military or other selected indivi
duals to escape to friendly areas from enemy-held or hostile areas.

c. Subvemion and other such activities designed to undermine the military,
economic, psychological am? political strength and morale of a gov-
ernment.

19. Supervises ,he Aviation Element in the TOC to include:
a. Coordination with higher and lateral headquarters for nonorganic

aviation support.
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b. Approval of aviation missions in support of Civision operations.
c. Establishment of priorities for aviation support of division operations.
d. Coordination between fire support element (FSE) and Aviation

Element for employment of Army Attack Helicopter fires.
20. Coetclinates with the G1 about the following:

a. Effects of limitations within the .personnel management field on the
operations estimate.

b. Allocation aria priorities for tactical units.
c. Limitations in administrative support which may have an effect on the

tactical plan.
d. Priority of movement of personnel units and installations.
e Personnel entries for Paragraph 4 rf the Operation Order.

21. Coordinates with the G2 about the following:
a. The current intelligence situation.
b. The intelligence estimate and an analysis of the area of operations.
c. Inclusion of the EEI in the operation plan.
d. Coordination of intelligence orders and requests for tactical support

with the plan of maneuver.
e. Recommendations for changes in the operation plan as a result of

changes in the intelligence situation.
f. Intel'igence annex to the operation order.
g. Enemy capabilities and vulnerabilities and target for attack by

friendly fire support.
h. PLns for monitoring and surveying the fallout from friendly nuclear

fires.
i. Development of potential nuclear targets.
j. Recommendations concerning intelligence and counterintelligence

parts of the operation plan.
k. Estimates of the effectiveness of the tacticil operations.
1. Counterintelligence aspects of tactical Loop movements.
m. Information on weather, tern, in, and enemy situation needed for

tactical troop movements.
22. Coordinates with the G4 about the following:

a. Logistical capability to support the planned operation and the course
of action favored from the logistical point of view.

b. Paragraph 4, for inclusion in the operation order.
c. Specific areas to be spared from attack by supporting fires.
d. Ammunition supply and location data.
e. Logistical capability for consideration in determining employment of

fire support.,
f. Logistical support foi approved fire support plan and relocation of

ammo stocks (if necessary).
g. Prescribed nuclear loads for attache i and assigned delivery units and

stockage levels for nuclear supply points and depots.
h. Transportation requirements, allocations, and priority of movement of

administrative units.
i. Supervision and control of traffic and required security during tactical

troop movements.
23. Coordinates with the G5 about the following:

a. Capability to support the miss:on and course of action favored from a
civil affairs point of view.
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b. Restrictions or limitations imposed on the operation due to agreement
or law.

c. Civil affairs entries for Paragraph 4 of the operation order.
d. Effects of civilian situation on tactical plans.
e. Restrictions or limitations on the fire control plan imposed by agree-

ments or law.
f. Capability of civil affairs (CA) units to support the tactical cover,

deception, barrier, etc. operations.
g. Priority of movement of CA units.
h. Impact of refugees and civilians on troop movement plans.
i. Integration of friendly guerilla forces with the overall combat operation.
j. Psychological warfare activities.

24 Coordinates with the Engineer Officer about:
a. Road and bridge capabilities and recommended routes.
b. Requirements for support of engineer operations.
c. Impact of planned fire su in on engineer operations.
d. Plans for employment of L. mic demolitions.

25. Coordinates with the Artillery Officer about:
a. Preparation of the fire support plan, the prescribed nuclear load, the

available supply rate (ASR) and the required supply rate.
b. Detailed target analyses for attacks by friendly nuclear weapons.
c. Recommendations concerning employment of fire support means.
d. Artillery organization for combat and artillery fire plan.

26. Coordinates with the Chemical Officer about:
a. Allocation and use of chemical and biological means.
b. Fallout predictions a required for nuclear attacks.
c. Technical data necessary to determine vulnerability of friendly forces

to fallout.
d. Plans for monitoring fallout from friendly nuclear weapons.
e. Capability t.) provide smoke concealment for tactical troop move-

ments.
27. Coordinates with the Aviation Officer about aviation aspects of operations

to include: combat assaults, administrative troop movements, aerial attack
helicopters and administrative aircraft J u pp o rt

28. Coordinates with the Signal Officer about plans for signal communications
during troop movements.

29. Coordinates with the Transportation Officer about transpertation and the
technical aspects of troop movements, e.g., march graph and march table.

30. Coordinates with the Provost Marshal about traffic control plans and
supervision of traffic control.

D. Prepares Emergency Plans and Directives to Meet Changes in the Tactical Situation
and to Implement the Commander's Decisions.
1. Plans continuously to insure timeliness of reaction and prepares emergency

plans as necessary.
2. Insures that all tactical movements follow the projected tactical plan.
3. Maintains tactical control of means by:

a. Maintaining the troop list, i.e., the assignment and attachment of
various types of units and specialized teams.

b. Recommending priorities or albcatton of replacement personnel,
major items of equipment, and materiel in critical supply.

c. Recommending tactical employment of units to include Army Aviation,
Signal Corps and Engineer activities related to the tactical mission.
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d. Insuring coordination of fire support with the commander's scheme
of maneuver.

e. Recommending changes in the special ammo and prescribed loads
as required by the tactical situation.

f. Analyzing and consolidating the required supply rate of ammunition
submitted by units for projected operations. Analyzing the required
supply rate to adjust ammunition by type within the basic load to
mneet projected needs.

g. Recommending priorities for the allocation of the Available Supply
Rate (ASR). (These recommendations include allocation of the
available ammunition by type required by the tactical situation.)

h. Supervising, coordinating, integrating tactical support, and tactical
operations as necessary within his delegated authority.

4. Prepares and maintains emergency security plans to include rear area
security and insures that plans of subordinate units are coordinated and
integrated into the overall plan.

5. Prepares and maintains current emergency plans for the G2-G3 Sections,
including evacuation plans for safes, commo devices, and other equipment.

E. Prepares and Maintains the Operations Section Records and Reports.
1. Prepares, publishes, and maintains the Unit's Command SOP.
2. Prepares and maintains a Coordination Checklist showing principal G3

activities and agencies with whom coordination is required. (This insures
that all necessary cooperation and coordination has been effected.)

3. Prepares and maintains the G3 Policy File, periodically reviewing and
updating it with the commander. (This file contains the commander's
and higher headquarters' statements of policy on G3 affairs, and. also
includes the time and date of announcement.)

4. Prepares or supervises the preparation of the following additional records
and reports:
a. Records:

(1) The G3 JournalChronological record of important events
(2) The G3 Workbook Indexed collection of information from

orders, messages, conferences, etc.
(3) The G3 Situation MapA graphic presentation of the current

tactical situation.
b. Reports:

(1) The G3 Periodic Operations ReportA summary of compila
tion of reports from subordinate units, giving the friendly
situation during and at the end of a prescribed reporting
periodusually 24 hours.

(2) The Command ReportA report prepared in accordance with
AR 525-24, submitted to DCSOPS on a quarterly basis, coring
the principal activities of the command and any recommendations
the commander deems appropriate.

(3) Situation Reports such as:
(a) Initial eneiny contact reportssubmitted on first contact

with the enemy.
(b) Unit progress reportsto report location of elements and

progress.
(c) Loss of contact with friendly units reportssent on loss

of contact, immediately.
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(d) Situation Reports (SITREP)includes information on
friendly and enemy situation, and submitted periodically
at a prescribed time.

5. Maintains reference data information, and directives from higher head-
quarters necessary for operations and planning. Reference data most
useful to the G3 includes:
a. Tables of Organization and Equipment
b. Characteristics of weapons
c. Characteristics of engineer stream-crossing equipment
d. Basic and prescribed loads
e. Vehicle capacities
f. Unit vehicle strengths
g. Road space requirements
h. Time and space factors
i. Aircraft requirements for hetiborne combat assaults and air

movements.
j. Major items of signal and ordnance equipment.
k. Hours of daylight and darkness

Fuel consumption rates by type of unit and by vehicle
m. Miscellaneous physical data and operational experience

6. Keeps outline schedule of G3 Section activities, a schematic diagram of
the standard physical arrangement for the section, a planning schedule,
a schematic diagram of the organization, a duty roster, and a movement
assignment roster. (When properly employed, these aids speed up
operations significantly.)

7. Organizes G3 Section on a functional basis so as to provide personnel to
man the G3 element of the TOC at the main CP and at the alternate CP
on a 24-hour operational basis.

8. Establishe: priority lists for allocation of all critical resources affecting
the unit's combat capabilities.

F. Completes Miscellaneous Activities.
1. Requests, receives, and processesto include orientation, equipping, and

trainingall unit replacements.
2. Establishes priorities for communications support of tactical operations

and review[ signal operation plans.
3. Selects, in coordination with the Signal Officer, the genial loco ion of

the command post and affiliated command installations.
4. Coordinates with the G1 about:

a. Availability of unit replacements.
b. Administrative processing of unit replacements.
c. Interior management of CP areas.

5. Coordinates with the G2 at:,out:
a. Intelligence estimate of enemy capabilities to interfere with tactical

communications.
b. Counterintelligence aspects of signal communications.
c. Submission of Nquirements for signal communications.
d. Intelligence aspects of location for main CP.
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6. Coordinates with the G4 about logistical aspects of unit replacements.
7. Coordinates with the G5 about civil affairs unit replacements versus

individual replacements whenever appropriate.
8. Coordinates with the Signal Officer about:

a. Plans for establishing signal communications.
b. Preparation of Signal Annex to the Opns Order, the SOI and

the SSI.
c. Signal Communications aspect of the CP location.
d. Recommended site for CP location.

G. Organization of the G3 Section at Division Level:
1.

IOperations Officer (G3) 1

2 Off 2 EM

Operations Branch

3 Off 4 EM

Estimates
Plans
Operations
Training
Organization and equipment
Allocation s
Unconventional warfare
Psychological operations
Tactical cover and deception

IAdministrative Branch I

Reports
Records
Policy fife
Journal
Message center
TOP SECRET control

IG3 Air Branch I

5 EM 1 Off 2 EM

Tactical air support

Division G3 sectiontypical o79onizotion for combat operofions.
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2.

De.ignation Branch MOS Grad* Authorized

G3 AM 2162 Lt Col i
Assistont G3 AM 2162 3 Moj 4

1 Capt
G3 Air AM 2163 Mai 1

Chief Operation Sergeant NC 11F50 E-9 1

Assistont Chief Operation
Sergeant NC 11F50 E-3 1

Operations Sergeant NC 11F40 E-7 1

Operations Specialist 11F20 E-5 3

5;..cretcry-Stenographer 71C30 E-5 1

Clerk Typist 71830 E-4 2
Operotons Assistant 11F20 E-4 1

Ligh' Iruck Driver 11B10 E-3 3

Total officers 6
Total enlisted 13

Aggregate 19

Division G3 section -- personnel authorized.
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Combat Duties of the Assistant Chief of Staff G4 (Logistics)

I. General Staff Duties and Responsibilities

As principal advisor to the commander on logistics, the 04 is responsible for the
common staff functions of gathering information, making estimates, making
recommendations, preparing plans, issuing orders, and supervising the execution of
orders with regard to supply, transportation service and other services maintenance,
and other logistic activities related to the combat service support system. He is a
planner and a coordinator, rather than an operator. At division level, the
commander of the division support command is the logistical operator.

II. Majo: Areas of Responsibility

A. Supply of the Command in the Field. With regard to supply, the G4
1. Determines supply requirements for the command.
2. Requisitions. procures, stores, maintains, secures, moves, distributes, and

documents all supplies.
3. Supervises the distribution of all combat weapons, munitions, and

equipment that are regulated or thet are critical items of supply.
4. Manages the logistics aspects for all special weapons.
5. Collects and disposes of all supply excess, salvage, and captured enemy

supplies.
6. Obtains information on present needs of division from incoming

requisitions, status reports, and personal liaison.
7. Maintains records of stocks on hand, and a stock-control system

within the command.
8. Anticipates needs of the command by making estimates using replacement

factors and consumption rates along with future operations plans.
9. Obtains estimates of priorities and allocations for short-supply items

from the G3 and other staff officers.
10. Assists in planning for future operations by coordinating logistics aspects

with commander and other staff members.

B. Transportation Support for the Command. In carrying out his transportation
support responsibilities, the G4:

1. Procures and provides all necessary transportation means and modes for
the transport of units, personnel, and supplies.

2. Allocates transportation facilities in ::ccordance with established priorities.
3. Plans, coordinates, and controls administrative movements and specifies

highway regulations and surface control procedures.
4. Coordinates the use of airlift in support of the combat service support

operations.
6. Obtains all information needed from reports, other staff officers, etc.,

and coordinates planning for all present and future transportation needs
for the command.
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C. Maintenance Support for the Command with regard to his maintenance
responsibility, the G4 supervises the maintenance and repair activities.
Supply, Services, Construction, and Real Estate Functions of the G4 include
the following:
1. Supervises the maintenance and provision of utilities.
2. Allocates all real estate used by the command (excluding that acquired by

military necessity).
3. Coordinates the construction of all facilities and installations within the

command.
4. Maintains records and exercises responsibility for all command property.
5. Supervises all purchasing and contracting activities of the command.
6. Supervises all food services within the command.
7. Supervises and provides for firefighting equipment and protection.

E. Other Miscellaneous Services and Responsibilities. Additional G4 duties and
responsibilities are listed below.
1 Prepares all required logistic estimates, plans, administrative orders or

annexes, periodic and special logistic reports, and the logistics part of
command and operations reports, and maintains the G4 Journal, G4
situation map, and the G4 notebook.

2. Establishes priorities for the employment of logistic support units.
3. Establishes priorities and allocations for logistic requirements for civilian labor.
4. Determines adequacy in number and kind, and recommends where and

how logistical support units are to be employed.
5. Determines and recommends best location of service area, rear boundary,

and the main supply route.
6. Supports the military logistic requirements for civil affairs operations.
7. Prepares area damage control plan (or plans).

III. Under each of the major areas of staff responsibility, the G4's combat duties
and tasks are as follows:

A. Supp. y
1. Determines requirements for present needs by considering demand,

experience, incoming requisitions, status reports or supplies on hand, and
personal and representative liaison.

2. Recommends necessary changes to TOE equipment authorization.
3. Recommends and Develops Logistic SOPs.
4. Determines future supply needs by considering consumption rates,

demand experience, replacement factors, and planned operations.
5. Exploits local procurement to the maximum, considering quantity and

quality, timeliness of receipt, and impact on local economy to reduce
lead time, supply distribution time, and shipping space; procures re-
maining supplies by requisition on the supply base of support.

6. Insures proper receipt, storage, and distribution of supplies by analyses
of the area of operations for terrain considerations.

7. Maintains up-to-date information about the friendly and enemy
situation and remains abreast of the impact of the characteristics of
the area of operations on logistics operations.
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8. Insures that accurate records cf "supplies on hand" are maintained.
9. Determines the hest method of distribution and insures that

distribution schedules are the mcst effective possible.
10. Insures availability of transportation means to effect the distribution

and selects the best routes for the main distribution activities.
11. Establishes control means and methods necessary to coordinate supply

operations.
12. Establishes procedures that keep him informed of any and all

significant changes in status of supply.
13. Recommends supply allocations and priorities as determined by a

consideration of tie logistical aspects.
14. Supervises the compliance of subordinate command service supply

units with the established allocations and priorities.
15. Maintains current information on status of supplies, including nuclear

weapons--both those within and those available to the command.
16. Coordinates with G1 about:

a. Unit strengths and loss estimates.
b. Number of replacements.
c. Unusual requirements, e.g., rest camps, leave centers.
d. Capture rates and the number of prisoners of war (Ms).
e. Provision of supplies in support of health services.

17. Coordinates with G2 about capability of enemy to interfere with
Icgistical support mission and physical and geographic characteristics of
the area of operations which may interfere with logistical mission.

18. Coordinates with G3 about:
a. Allocations and priorities for equipment and supplies haying an

impact on tactical mission.
b. Prescribed loads for equipment and supplies.
c. Available supply rates for the command.
d. Information on attachments, assignnients, or detachments for

logistical support planning purposes.
e. Tactical courses of action for determining logistical support tasks.
f. Prescribed nuclear load and changes in the prescribed load.
g. Allocation, assignment, and dispersion of nuclear weapons.
h. Security of all supplies and facilities.

19. Coordinates with G5 about:
a. Consolidated requirements for civilian supplies.
b. Civil procurement agencies, military labor requirements, and

availability in line with civilian needs.
c. Allocation and distribution of supplies to civilians.
d. Necessary arrangements for local procurement.

20. Coordinates with Special Staff Officers about:
a. Information on whether local procurement or requisition is best

for certain items.
b. Prescribed loads recommendations, allocations, and priorities.
c. Periodic reports which include areas of difficulty, shortages, and

excesses.
d. Distribution of supplies and equipment in line with allocations,

priorities, etc.
21. Coordinates with Special Staff Officersparticularly with the following:

a. Artillery Artillery units selected to receive nuclear weapons and
the available supply rate of conventional material for subordinat
artillery units.
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b. Staff Judge Advocate - Legal aspects of procurement policies,
drafts of requisition forms, and non-standard local procurement
contracts.

c. All -
(1) Obtains estimates of requirements and availability of routine

and special operations supplies.
(I) Reqvcists recommendations about either requisitioning needs

or obtaining through local procurement.
(3) Obtains recommendations regarding prescribed loads, allocations,

and priorities.
(4) Provides these officers with prescribed loads, allocations, and

priorities.
(5) Obtains periodic reports on areas of difficulty, shortages, and

excess.
22 Publishes formats and requirements for all necess.nry reports, disposition

procedures, new equipment drawing procedures, inventory procedures,
redistribution procedures.

23. Exerts constant effort to keep supply levels as low as possible
consistent with the accomplishment of the supply mission, using
ADPs, TASTA concepts, etc., if necessary.

B. Transportationof units, personnel and supplies by pipeline, water, rail,
highway and air, including the operation of the carriers.
1. Determines overall transportation requirements of the command.
2. Plans for required transportation from assigned and attached

transportation units, other units of the command, or from that
requested and received from higher headquarters.

3. Coordhates use of all transportation to insure maximum use of the
capacity, consistent with the primary mission activities of the command.

4. Consults with the Operations Officer to determine allocations and
priorities for the provision of logistic support.

5. Prepares and develops transportation plans which include:
a. Estimation of requirements and determination of availability.
b. Anticipation of needs and preparation of plans for suptily by air.
c. Recommended main supply route (MSR).
d. Furnishing information and instructions to Division Transportation

Officer (DTO) regarding detailed transportation planning, to include
:;ransportation movements.

6. Plans for and controls movements to include:
a. Selection of routes, in coordination with the operations officer, for

movements.
b. Preparation of administrative march order annexes with the DTO

pertaining to highway regulations and traffic control procedures.
c. Coordination with detailed plans of the Transportation Officer.
d. Coordination of traffic contr.: plans prepared by the Provost

Marshal.
e. Approval of plans for administrative moves made by Transportation

Officer and Provost Marshal.
7. Coordinates with 01 about:

a. Transportation requirements for replacements and PWs, and in
support of the health services plan and medical evacuation.

b. S;ecial transportation requirements for movement of the Command
Post (CP) administrative installations, graves registration, and
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special services activities.
c. Use of the military police for traffic control.
d. Location of Traffic Control Points (TCPs) to insure maximum

straggler control consistent with traffic control requirements.
8. Coordinates with G2 about:

a, The area of operations as it affects the use of transportation.
b. Capabilities of the enemy that may interrupt the use of any

particular route.
9. Coordinates with G3 about:

a. Transportation requirements for tactical purposes.
b. Tactical plans affecting transportation requirements.
c. Use of all routes affecting tactical and logistical requirements.
d. Recommendations concerning those routes that should be

restricted to tactical use only.
10. Coordinates with Special Staff Officers about:

a. Types of transportation required to perform logistical support
and beyond unit capability.

11. Coordinates with the Division Transportation Officer (D10) to obtain
emergency transportation plans to meet vehicular requirements over
and above the capability of the division.
a. Obtains information from the DTO (via DISCOM commander)

about transportation matters, allocations, and priorities.
b. Obtains march order annexes, traffic circulation plans, and

coordinates with the DTO and the Support Command Command-
er about the operation and supervision of a traffic headquarters.

12. Coordinates with the Support Command Commander about pipeline
operations.

13. Coordinates with the Aviation Officer for special staff assistance in the
planning and use of Army Aviation for the delivery of supplies and
equipment by air.

14. Coordinates with the Division Engineer for tonnage capabilities of
roads and bridges, advice on use of roads (oneway or two-way), and
signs for posting restrictions and designation.

15. Coordinates with Signal Officer to provide the special communications
support needed for traffic control.

16. Insures coordination between the Provost Marshal and the Division
Transportation Officer in the preparation of the traffic circulation
plan. Inspects and approves the PM's traffic control plrai for
administrative moves.

C. Maintenance Services.
1. Prepares the general plan for maintenance support of the command,

including:
a. Selection and allocation of technical service troops by type and

number (in coordination with the Operations Officer).
b. Plans for recovery and evacuation of vehicles and equipment.
c. Plans for collection and disposition of excss property, salvage,

and captured materiel.
2. Selects general location of service area, logistic support units, and

recommends time of movement of these service units,
3. Advises on the adequacy of logistic support troops by type and

number required to support the command in coordination with the
G3.
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4. Establishes priorities for the employment of the logistic support units.
5. Determines requirements for local civilian labor for logistical support

tasks and allocates available labor for logistical support activities.
6. insures that policies pertinent to hiring, pay, hours, treatment and

pertinent restrictions as estaLished by the Personnel Officer are Ldhered
to by logistic support units employing local civilian labor

7. Supervises maintenance program of the command and insures adequate
back-up support for field maintenance beyond the capability of
assigned or attached maintenance units.

8. Advises on and submits recommendations concerning attachments to
subordinate logistic command., and locations to insure proper
distribution of maintenance support capabilities.

9. Recommends evacuation and repair policies.
10. Maintains records of state of maintenance and conducts staff vis'os and

inspections to obtain first-hand information.
11. Provides commander and staff with evaluation of maintenance conditions,

an estimate c impact on planned operations, and rer.ornmendations for
correction or improvement.

D. Additional Supply Services.
1. Recommends policies for establishing construction allocation and

priorities, and determines priority and allocation of matt-dal: and
personnel effort for construction (with exception of signal
communications and fortifications).

2. Controls and coordinates activities pertinent to maintenance and
repair of utilities for facilities and installations and establishes priorities
and allocations for repair of utilities.

3. Controls and coordinates acquisition, allocation, rO ministration and
disposition of real estate, including billets and shelter (excluding
headquarters and headquarters personnel).

4. Recommends command policy for collection and disposition of excess
property, salvage, and captured materiel and provides guidance for
disposition of excess property, salvage, and captured materiel within
command policy, to technical services and subordinate commands.

5. Insures that efficient property colic. ton procedures are established
and disseminated within the command.

C. Recommends allocatioa of usa'ole supplies and equipment within the
command.

7. Coordinates with the G1 about the frglowing maintenance and service
matters:
a. General location and time of movement of administrative company

and installations.
b. Allocation of local civilian labor for logistical support tasks.
c. Policies retaining to lalror, hiring, pay, hour', restrictions, etc.
d. Requiremerts for construction of facilities at CPs, replacement

installations, recmational areas.
e. Anticipated requirements for utilities. for CPs, staff sections, and

administrative installations.
f. Provision of necessary maintenance in support of health services

and the medical ea-vice plan.
8. Coordinates with the G2 about the following:

a. Enemy situation and capabilities that might affect the time of
movement and the location of logistical installations.
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b Requirements fur technical intelligence support.
9. Coordinates with the G3 about the following:

a. Requirements for additional logistic unit combat support.
b. Tactical plans and present and future dispositions of tactical units

for consideration in locating service units, movement, and
providing adequate logistic support.

c. Priority of maintenarce effort of technical service units.
d. Construction requirements for tactical uses
e. Recommc:idations concerning use, allocation, and priority of

issue of excess property or captured equipment and materiel.
10. Coordinates with the G5 about the following:

a. Requirements for assistance of logistic service urits.
b. General location of logistic service units, insuring that there is

conilict with civilian requirements, and obtains a recommended
solution if conflicts do exist.

c. Ltequirements for any special type technical service unit support.
d. Capability and availability of local economy to provide

maintenance support.
e. Capability and availability of local civil agencies to provide

construction equipment, trptenel, and/or pers,nnel.
f. Availability of utilities for military use and necessary liaison with

appropriate civilian agencies.
g. Requirements for rnlitary assistance to civil authorities.
h. Liaison with civil agencies for real estate, location o.' desirable

real estate, and availability of real estate for use by the command.
i. Disposition of captured enemy supplies which are adaptable to

civilian use, allocations and priorities.
j. Availability of salvage clothing and supplies for distribution to

civilian population and allocation of this materiel.
11. Coordinates with the Combal Elrvic.! Support units, Special Staft

Officers and DISCOM about:
a. Capabiliticr. of CSS units and allocation and priority of support

effort.
h. Area locations for the support units.
c. Time of movement.
d. ReJommendations as to the type and number of support units

required.
e. Requirements for local civilian labor for support operations.
f. Recommended measures for improving maintenance program.
g. Inspections of maintenance and services.
h. Requirements for installations, facilities, utilities, and real estate.
i. Collection and disposition of excess property and supplies.

12. Coordinates with the Division Engineer on the following matters (in
addition to those listed above in Item 11)!
a. Technical assistance in the plarming of construction projects

including allocations and priority of effort.
b. Maintenance of real property including allocations and priorities.
c. Plans for the requisitioning and procurement of real estate.

13. Coordinates with the Staff Judge Advocate about:
a. G4 policies to insure compliance wih international law and

internal anal agreements.
b. Al] command policies to insure compliance with law and
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international agreements.
E. Miscellaneous Responsibilities.

1. Organizes, administers and supervises the logistic support operations.
In doing this, the G4:
a. Determines the adequacy of the logistic support units and

recommends their employment.
b. Determines the requirements for additional logistic support units.
c. Establishes priorities for the employment of the logistic support

units.
d. Determines the requirements for the use of local civilians, PIVs,

and civilian internees in logistic support operations.
e. Recommends loca4,,ion for service areas and the location 3nd

movement of logistic support units (MSRmr,in supply route, etc.)
f. Prepares logistic estimates, repot, and phns.
g. Prepares, autnenticates, and distributes the Administrative Older

and the Administrative Annex, and prepares Paragraph 4 of fee
Operation Plan or Order.

2. Supervises the preparation of plans for area damage control.
3. Supervises the nuclear accident and incident program.
4. Coordinates with the G1 about:

a. Location of the rear echelon administrative installations with plans
for the service area.

b. Personnel aspects for the administrative order and other entries
in Paragraph 4 and authenticated annexes when required.

5. Coordinates with the G2 about:
a. The enemy situation for ,:onsideration in recommending `he

location of the rear boundary.
b. Information on characteristics of the area of operations and

enemy capabilities for consideration in logistical planning.
c. Information on the area enemy capabilities, which may

affect the selection of the MSR.
6. Coordinates with the G3 about:

a. The present and ittture tactical situation including future location
of tactical units, their anticipated rate of progre.7, and the plan of
maneuver - all for purposes of recommending the location of the
rear boundary and rear boundaries of subordinate units.

b. Information on tactical plans and concepts for logistical planning.
c. Information on operations plans which might affect the

selection of MSR,
d. Securt of the logistical installation and the area damage control plans.

7. Coordinates with the G5 about:
a. Civil affairs considerations in the location of the rear boundary.
b. Location of rear boundary best suked from the civil affairs aspect.
c. Paragraph 5 - Civil Affairs - of the administration and logistics

order and annexes.
d. Civil affairs considerations which may affect selection of the MSR.

S. Coordinates with the Division Engineer about:
a. Engineer road maintenance considerations in location of the rear

boundary.
b. Route reconnaissance and engineering technical advice.: with regard

to selection of the MSR.
c. Location of work limit boundaries for combat engineer support.
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9. Ccmdinates with the Transportation Staff Offie.r (via DISCOM) about:
a. Transportation considerations in location of the rear boundary.
b. Transportation technical advice in regard to selection of the MSR.

10. Coordinates with the Signal Officer about.
Signal considerations in the location of the rear boundary.

11. Coordinates with the Provost Marshal about traffic control
considerations and traffic control reconnaissance of all roads.

12. Coordinates with all Special Staff Officers about:
a. Appropriate information pertinent to a particular service for

inclusion in the logistics portion of the Administiitive Order or
Operations Order.

h. Preparation of all necessary administrative order annexes for
approval and authentication.

IV. Prepares or Supervises the Preparation of G4 Documents, Records, Reports,
and the Logistics Estimate.
A. Prepares or supervises 0-..2 preparation of the C4 Section records, including

the G4 Journal, G4 Sitt...:ticn Map, and G4 Workbook (FM 101-5).
B. Prepares Logistics Estimate, i.e., determines whether the mission or

weration can be supported, determines which of several courses of action
can best be sum.orted, and isolates the logistic problems and major
deficiencies, considering:
1. The mission.
2. The particular situation and other considerations.

a. Intelligence situation.
b. Tactical situation.
c. Personnel situation.
d. Civil i;ffairs
e. Assumptions.
f. Logistics situation.

3. Analysis:
a. Materiel and service&
b. Medical evacuation and hospitalization.
c. Other logistics considerations.

4. Comparison:
a. List of major logistic deficiencies.
b. Logistics advantages and disadvantage; of Each course of action.
c. Methods for overcoming deficiencies.

5. Conclusions:
a. Whether operation can be supported,
b. Which course of action is best.
c. Disadvantages of other courses of action.
d. Major logistics deficiencies and recommendations.

C. Prepares the periodic logistic report when requested by higher headquarters,
and includes:
1. Logistic situation at end of reporting period, location of boundaries,

installations and service troop locations, along with all appropriate
overlays.

2. Materiel and services including supply and transportation.
3. Medical evacuation and hospitalization during the reporting period.
4. Miscellaneous: includes all areas of responsibility not previously

covered, including such items as boundaries, headquarters movement,
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changes in assig ments during the period, losses or damage plan.,
orders, or use of prisoner or civilian labor

D. Directs the pnparation of the special logistics reports by subordinate
units whenever command SOP or higher headquarters directs.

E. Prepares the logistics part of the Command Report and Report of
Operations.

F. Prepares the Administrative Order of Annex or Paragraph 4, Operations
Order (OPORD).

V. Organization of the Division G4 Section (TOE 7-4G)

Lt Col G4 04010
Major Asst G4 04010
Major Asst G4 04010
Captain Asst G4 04010
E9 Chief Supply Sgt 76N50
E9 Materiel Readiness NCO 63B50
E8 Asst Chief Supply Sgt 76N50
E8 Materiel Readiness NCO 63B50
E5 Secretary-Stenographer 71C30
E4 Clerk Typist 71B30
E4 Clerk Typist 71B30
E3 Light Truck Driver 11810

The G4 or Asst G4 usually maintains a current Section SOP showing the duties
for which each individual is responsible. Individuals normally have primary responsi-
bility for certain activities. All personnel of the Section should be able to perform the
basic duties for which the Section is responsible in order to permit round-the-clock
operations.

In order to allow sufficient time for staff visits, coordination, and in order to keep
the logistics estimate up to date, the G4 should delegate as much as possible the details of
the Section's operation. Even so however, he must know and understand the problems,
workload, and actions being taken since he is the individu.' responsible.
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Combat Duties of the Assistant Chief of staff (Civil-Military Operations; G5

I. General Staff Duties and Responsibilities. To achieve his civimilitar)' objectives,
the inilitary commander engages in various civimilitary activities which affect the
releionships between military forces arid the civil authorities and people in any
area (including US home territory) in which ho,-,e forces are present. From this
point of view, the commander's interest in civil-military operations can be broken
down into seven major activities:

(1) Provision of civilian support for and prevention of civilian interference
with tactical and logistical operations.

(2) Provision of or support for the functions of government for a civilian
population.

(3) Community relations of the military forces.
(4) Mili:..rtry civic action as part of iternal development operations.
(5) Military participation in a populace and resources control program as

part of internal defense operations.
(6) Military st,pport of civil defense.
(7) Psychological operations.

The priority of command effort goes to that major civil-military activity most
directly related to the mission of the military command. Normally, psychological opera.
tions will be in support. of the other six activities, and will not itself be the priority
activity.

As principal staff assistant to the commander, on such matters, the G5 is assigned
primary general staff responsibility for the timely preparation and execution of civil attairs
policies, plans, orders and directives, and for staff supervision of the seven major civil
affairs activities. In summary, the G5 establishes the basic ielationship between the
military command and the civilian population within the area of operations. In this role.
the G5 is concerned with four broad functional areas of activity: (A) Governmental,
(B) Economic, (C) Public Facilities, and (D) Special Functions. Each of these four broad
areas, however, overlaps. Each area can also be further subdivided into 20 sub-areas of
specialization. The areas are:

A. Governmental. Functions dealing with governmental activity or control,
political activities, review and correction of actions of civil officials in accord
with competent directives, ane implementation of policy decisions with
respect to control or relationship of the people to the government in the
area of operation. These fumtions are:
1. Civil defense
2. Labor
3. Civil administration
4. Public education
5. Public finance
6. Public health
7. Public safety
8. Public welfare
9. Tribunals

B. Economic. These functions are concerned with Cie economic structure of an
area as a whole, and the coordination of the more specialized economic
aspects and efforts in developing direct support for the military effort from
local resources 25 well as fulfilling the command's responsibility to the civil
population and its government. These functions are:
10. Civilian supply
11. Economics and commerce
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12. Fo 3d and agriculture
13. ProlArty control

C. Public Facilities. These functions are concerned with the supervision, control,
and operations where required of facilities such as water, gas, waste disposal,
electrical and other power systems, communications, transportation, etc.
These are:
14. Public communications
15. Public transportation
16. Public works and utilities

D. Special Functions. These functions are those concerned with peopletheir
rights as individualEtheir culture, care, religion, protection and control.
Planned direction and constant supervision are essential for uniformity of
operations and to the successful accomplishment of activities within this
category. These functions axe:
17. Arts, monuments, and archives
18. Civil information
19. Displaced persons, refugees, and evacuees
20. Religious relations

Topics of concern to the G5 and his specific combat duties and responsibilities in
each of the functional areas and in h;s general staff role are as rolows:

II. Specific Duties and Responsibilities1

A. Governmental Activities: Civil defense, labor, civil administration, public
education, public finance, public health, public safety, public welfare,
and tribunals.
1. i'repares and implements all required civil defense plans.

a. Recruits personnel for training in locating shelters and
evacuation routes.

b. Provides for stockpiling necessary food and medical supplies.
c. Provides for adequate warning systems.
d. Provides for volunteer agencies, i.e., fire, police rescue and

emergency sq'iads.
e. Provides for explosive ordnance removal.
f. Provides for emergency welfare services.
g. Advises commander on civil defense plans and measures.
h.. Advises local government:

(1) On civil defense planning.
(2) On sufficient shelters for population.
(3) On emergency supplies (fond, water, medical supplies).

i. Establishes liaison with local U.S. representatives in area:
(1) On adequate warning system.
(2) On populace control.
(3) On recruiting and training of personnel.

j. Provides assistance in shelter marking.
k. Provides advice on proper welfare measures to be taken.

'Subsequent to the completion of this survey the duties of the 05 were reduced and specified
more clearly in FM 101-5. The latter duties are reproduced as Section III. Specific Duties (FM 101-5,
Staff Organization and Procedure, June 1968). The complete survey results are presented here for use
if the situation again warrants a change in duties and to provide the detail of responsibilities necessary
to perform the duties specified in the FM and by the survey.
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1. Insures sufficient police are available to control traffic and panic.
m. Educates population in use of protective measures in CBR attack.
n. Assists in activation of all emergency and voluntary personnel,

emergency welfare measures, and repair squads for vital fajlities.
o. Assists in implementing debris removal plan.
p. Establishes decontaminating stations.
q. Enforces all passive defense measures.

2. Prepares and implements plans relevant to procunng and using local
labor.
a. Conducts surveys to determine:

e 1 ) Manpower currently in communities by skills and age group.
(2) Unusual and current employment of above.
(3) Customary conditions of work, including tools, supervisory

methods, and standards of compensation.
(4) Unusual labor requirements imposed by catastrophe, combat,

local economic development, indigenous authorities, the
enemy, and friendly military forces.

(5) Controls on pay and conditions of work imposed by govern-
mental, quasi-governmental, and independent agencies.

(6) Structure of labor organizations; relationship to the govern-
ment; political and social composition, strength and influence;
naure of organization (craft or industrial).

b. Determines methods, authority, and effectiveness of indigenous
private and public employment exchanges.

c. Advises
(1) Commander and U.S. elements of availability- of labor,

appropriate compensation (including termination and other
bonuses), conditions of employment, ,:upervisory methods.

(2) Indigenous officials, other leaders, potential employees, and
information media, as appropriate, of U.S. employment,
actual or planned.

d. Assists local governments:
(1) In planning, establishing, manning, structuring, or adminis-

tering, if needed, units of ministry of labor dealing with labor
economics, apprenticeship, safety, employee-employer
relations, union affairs, insurance, sex and age limitations,
and retirement.

(2) In planning, establishing, structuring, administering, if needed,
paramilitary work organizations.

e. Assists commander and direct local government in planning, estab-
lishing, structuring, manning, or administering indigenous labor
resources.

f. Promulgates labor legislation, as appropriate.
g. Insures compliance with The Hague and Geneva Conventions.

3. Makes plans to insure a capable civil administration that is compatible
with national policy.
a. Surveys governmental organization at all levels.
b. Surveys lines of authority and influence having impact on

political matters.
c. Analyzes effectiveness of existing agencies of government or

social control.
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d. Studies effectiveness of government officials and employees, and
other community leaders.

e. Negotiates to gain support or cooperation for U.S. forces.
f. Recommends to h t nation the organization, functioning, staffing,

and authority of agencies of government or sr i;11 control at all
Levels of government.

g. Advises on legislation, regulations, or policies based on the analysis
of the society and the economy of the area.

h. Participates on joint commissions, committees, or i olincils con-
cerned with governmental affairs.

i. Supervises existing organs of government.
j. Restores full control of government as soon as pia( ticable to

friendly officials.
k. Issues such proclamations and notices as are autilori7,'d by higher

headquarters upon initial entry into the area.
1. Displays appropriate U.S. or allied flags in publi, (Niters when

practicable.
tn. Removes persons who are inimical to the United States or who

are not in sympathy with its policies and objectives, and secure
appointment of leaders who will further desired programs.

n. Temporarily appoints key officials after consulation with
respected civilians of the area.

4. Takes appropriate steps to provide necessary public education facilities
and support.
a. Develops list of leading educators. Screens all text materials to

determine suitability.
b. Determines structure of Ministry of Education.
c. Advises commander of the effect of military operations on

school systems.
d. Estaolishes liaison with educational leaders if possible.
e. Conducts surveys of:

Existing educational facilities.
Number and categories of educational personnel available.

f. Assists local government in:
Constructing needed facilities.
Improving teaching materials.
Training of teachers.

g. Establishes working relationship with representatives of other U.S.
agencies in area.

h. Advises and assists in rehabilitation of buildings used for educa-
tionel purposes.
Determines amount of teaching material available.
Assists in or, if required, screens and employs teachers.

R. Formulates plans for financing schools.
1. Closes all schools, when necessary.
m. Plans phased reopening of schools.
n. Screens all educational personnel for acceptability.

5. Provides for all necessary public finance activities and requirements.
a. Determines structures and responsibilities of financial organization

within governmental units.
b. Determines organization and responsibilities of central bank.
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c. Develops list of commercial banks and financial institutions.
d. Lists key financial personnel boa, from government and

c: )amercial world.
e. Conducts .7-feys of:

venue producing systems.
.udgetary systems.
Treast ,y operation.
Monetary and fiscal policies.
Bankr..i, regulatory policies.
Money supply.
Interest rates.

f. Establishes working relationship with other U.S. and host country
agencies, and international organizations in country.

g. Advises in estr.blishment or revision of:
Revenue producing systems.
Budge tary systems.
Treasury operations.
Central banking operations.
Commercial banking operations.
Monetary and fiscal policies.

h. Determines status a.rd/or need for currency for host country.
i. Determines need for occupation currency.
j. Determines need for military payment certificate (MPC).
k. Determines exchange rates between currencies in use.
1. Assures security of financial institutions and assets.
m. Advises, assists, or implements establishment, reestablishment, or

revision of:
Revenue prod icing systems.
Budgetary systems.
Treasury operation.
Central banking operations.
Monetary and fiscal policies.

n. Screens key financial personnel both from government and com-
mercial world to determine those acceptable to United States and
Allies for resumption of operations.

o. Blocks and controls assets of:
Tmisury.
Central Lank.
Commercial banks.
Other financial institutions.

p. Prescribes monetary and fiscal policies; treasury operations, and
other regulatory measures.

6. Provides for all necessary public health activities and facilities.
a. Surveys civilian publi: health situation to include:

(1) Organization of public health services.
(2) Capabilities and dis'xibution of medical personnel.
(3) Location and capabilities of medical facilities.
(4) Location r.nd adequacy of medical supplies.
(5) Sanitary practices and location and adequacy of sanitation

facilities.
(6) General status of health of populace.
(7) Environmental factors affecting public health.
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(8) Sanitary state and adequacy of food and water.
(9) Status of veterinary services.

(10) Epidemiologic conditions.
b. Estimates possible need for medical support and supplies from

military resources for local populace.
c. Estimates medical support facilities and supplies available for

military use from local resources.
d. Advises commander on all aspects of public health.
e. Establishes liaison with host nation public health agencies and with

other agencies, U.S., international or private (WHO, USAID, 11.31S,
PANAN Sanitary Bureau, CARE, missionary agen,ies).

f. Advises and assists host nation in effective organization and
operation of public health service to include conservation and
employment of all resources.

g. Initiates, as required, a U.S.-sponsored public health program to
supplement local efforts with particular reference to water puri-
fication, mass immunization, and other medical and sanitary
measures.

h. Advises and assists in indigenous veterinary efforts particularly in
predominantly agricultural environments.

i. Provides emergency medical treatment for civilians.
j. Assists host nation in training public health personnel.
k. Assumes temporary direction and control of local public health

institutions, supplies and personnel as required.
1. In nuclear environment, plan for and execute required analysis of

food and water supplies for contamination.
m. Estimates impact of nuclear weapons casualties on indigenous public

health resources and requirements for military supplement of
resources.

n. Plans for return of direction and control of public health admin-
istration to local officials as soon as practicable.

o. Assumes direction and control of all public health organizations and
facilities. Screens officials and other personnel of public health
agencies for suitability and removes and replaces them as required.

7. Takes appropriate control measures to insure public order and safety.
a. Advises commander or: the status of publi.3 safety in the area of

operations.
b. Determines the organizational structure of the police agencies, fire

protection services and penal system.
c. Develops list of key personnel in police, fire protection and penal

organizations.
d. Analyzes capabilities of police to maintain law and order in all

situations.
e. Advises commander on character of population with respect to

obedience to law.
f. Prepares plans and procedures to maintain or restore law and order

during all civil emergencies.
g. Conducts surveys of police, fire, protection and penal agencies to

determine:
(1) Degree of training.
(2) Status of equipment.
(3) Auxiliary forces available.
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(4) Condition of facilities.
(5) Operational effectiveness.

h. Establishes liaison with IJSAID, host country and other agencies
concerned with public safety activities.

i. Advises and assists in the development of programs to improve
training, equipment facilities, and operational effectiveness of
police, fire protection, and penal agencies.

j. Assists in the development of auxiliary forces to support police
agencies in the maintenance of public order.

k. Develops contingency plans for military support of police agencies
in keeping the public order.

1. Assists recognized local authorities to:
(1) Establish or reestablish police and fire protection agencies

as necessary.
(2) Enforce all laws and ordinances after populace has been

duly informed.
(3) Establish control over all penal installations; insure utilization

of acceptable control personnel.
(4) Control circulation of civilian personnel.
(5) Establish measures to control arms and ammunition, i.e.,

sale, possession, registration, and use.
(6) Develop plans and procedures for return of control to friendly

country as soon as practicable.
m. Collects and takes into custody all arms and ammunition and other

implements of war.
n. Uses military police or other tactical forces to staff police, fire

protection, and penal agencies a:, required.
o. Keeps commander informed of level of hostility within the local

populace.
p. Screens officials and other public safety personnel for suitability,

and removes and replaces them as required.
8. Takes appropriate measures to plan and provide all necessary public

welfare support.
a. Conducts surveys to:

(1) Determine the extent of the welfare problem.
(2) Ascertain the number and condition of welfare facilities.
(3) Determine the amount of welfare supplies needed for

emergency relief.
(4) Establish the number and location of civilian welfare

organizations available.
(5) Establish the number presently on welfare lolls.
(6) Determine the population of the welfare institutions.
(7) Identify existing public welfare laws.

b. Plans for use and distribution of welfare supplies from all sources.
c. Advises commander on all aspects of public welfare.
d. Assists local government in analysis of public and private institu-

tions or construction of new ones.
e. Assists in screening local laws for suitability.
f. Estimates requirements for public welfare.
g. Pian3 for protection and evacuation of inhabitants of welfare

institutions.
h. Establishes liaison with represr:ntatives of USAtD and other

agencies in the area.
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i. Assists local government in:
(1) Rehabilitation of welfare facilities.
(2) Supervision of public and private welfare organizations.
(3) Establishment and supervision of emergency distribution points.
(4) Establishment of emergency centers for housing and feeding for

indigenous civilians.
j. Monitors activities to assure chat:

(1) Local welfare laws are applicable and are enforced.
(2) Local welfare institutions are adequately staffed.

k. Takes control of all welfare institutions both public and private.
1. Screens welfare institutions to insure that operating personnel are

acceptable.
9. Makes plans to insure the establishment of tribunals and an effective

judicial syste n compatible with national policy.
a. Prepares legal studies concerning applicable U.S., host nation, and

international law.
b. Prepares studies of organization and functioning of local judicial

system and bar.
c. As required, performs functions of CA unit staff judge advocate.
d. Advises commander concerning all aspect.; of law affecting CA

activities.
e. Establishes liaison with host nation judiciary and bar; with other

U.S. agencies as appropriate; and with international legal
organizations.

f. Recommends modifications concerning judiciary and court system.
g. Advises and assists host nation in drafting of legislation necessary

for establishment or reestablishment of stability in administration
of justice.

h. Establishes liaison with judiciary and bar and assists in establishing,
or reestablishing, functioning judicial and professional systems.

i. Advises and assists in the drafting of legislation for the improve-
ment of judicial administration.

j. Assists in planning and providing for security of ell judicial records.
k. Reviews, analyzes, evaluates, and recommends suspension, abrogation,

modification, amendment, or retention of current or proposed local
law.

1. Supervises the local judicial system and makes appropriate changes
as needed.

m. Reviews and evaluates local judiciary to determine adequacy of
judicial system.

n. Establishes supervision over lozsl bar.
o. Prepares or assists in prepezPion al enactments necessary to the

enforcement of V.S. policy and iitemational law.
p. Establishes ad sup' ises the functioning of military government

courts.
q. Establishes repositories and supervises existing repositories for

legal documents.
10. Coordinates with the GI about:

a. Officers who will be appointed as summary court officers.
b. Restrictions necessary for the security of the administratrative

support installations.
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c. Use of MPs for civil affairs activities and proper allocation between
military and civilian needs.

d. Plans for receiving and seLguarding civilian internees.
11. Coordinates with the G° about

a. Conditions of the goverivuent, e.g., stability, reliability, capability.

b. List of reliable petsonnel for appointment as government officials.

c. Screening of ioca1 off:.-:als to determine their reliability.
d. Interrogation services for violators with .ubversive interests.
e. Restrictions necessary for the security of the command.
f. Activities of security personnel with civil affairs plan for check of

restricted areas.
g. Counterintelligence data concerning caches.
h. Provision of required technical intelligence personnel.
i. PLo...edures for screening civilian traffic to uncover agents, saboteurs.

12. Coordinates with the G3 about:
a. Tactical satiation, boundaries, jurisd:ction, and plans for future

operations.
b. Use of tactical forces to establish civil government and units to

be used.
c. Measures required for public order and safety in forward areas.
d. Impact of using tacti-al ...knits as a "security guard force."
e. Security restrictions in light of the operational situation.
f. Use of collected items by military forces.
g. Use of troops to guard large caches of ammunition, arms, etc.
h. Tactical requirements for control of civilian traffic.

13. Coordinates with G4 about:
a. Restrictions necessary to the security of the administrative sup-

port installations.
b. Numbers of civilians and internees requiring logistical support.
c. Procedures for the disposition of collected material.
d. Routes to be reserved for logistical reasons and traffic control plan.

14. Coordinates with the following Special Staff Officers:
a. The Staff Judge Advocate about:

(1) Legal advice and interpretations with respect to military
justice and military affairs.

(2) Courts martial proceedings involving military personnel.
(3) Civilian witnesses for courts-martial cases.
(4) Evidence of war crimes.

b. The Provost Marshal about:
(1) Liaison with civil law enforcement agencies.
(2) Establishment and supervision of necessary law enforcement

agencies.
(3) Briefings of N P personnel about legal authority over civilians,

procedures for confinement, etc.
(4) Spotchecks o: civilians.
(6) Cooperation with civil polio a, detention of internees, ate.
(6) Guards for caches, personnc. spotchecks, etc.
(7) Development of a civilian traffic control plan.

c. The Adjutant General about:
(1) Orders appointing summary court officers.

d. The Transportation Officer about:
(1) Coordination of the civilian traffic control plan with the overall

traffic regulation plan.
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e. The Ordnance, Chemical, and Engineer officers about:
Technical assistance for the collection of materiel and the
establishment of collecting points.

B. Economic Activities: Civilian supply, economicz and commerce, food and
agriculture, and property control.
1. Determines the capability of the economy and makes plans and provisions

for civilian supplies.
a. Plans for relief supplies for immediate needs of populace.
b. Determines availability of civilian supplies for military use.
c. Acquires and distributes civilian supplies in accordance with policy

and applicable law.
d. Establishes and maintains civilian supply records.
e. Assures coornmation of civilian and military transportation facilities

for distribution of civilian supplies.
f. Assures safeguarding of essential civilian supplies.
g. Insures that civilian supplies reach their intended use and destination,

and are not diverted into black market channels.
h. Determines caloric requirements of population categories such as

heavy workers, children, and nursing mothers.
i. Conducts surveys of:

(1) Normal standards of living, including health and dietary factors.
(2) Agrioultural and industrial patterns and effects of military oper-

ations on civilian supplies.
(3) Collection and distribution facilities handling essential supplies.

j. Advises commander concerning all aspects of civilian supply.
k. Establishes working relationship with host nation, USAID, and volun-

tary agency personnel who control civilian supplies.
1. Coordinates movement of supplies from USAID and voluntary agency

sources, utilizing military transportation if necessary.
m. Coordinates with refugee control personnel to insure that adequate

supplies are available.
n. Takes measures to salvage captured supplies and tun. them over to

civilian authorities for use.
o. Assists in providing security for movement of civilian supplies.
p. Prepares procedures and programs for the transition from military

to civilian operation in the area.
q. Plans and supervises food rationing or controlled distribution, as

required.
r. Assists in moving essential civilian supplies, particularly food and

fuel, from surplus to deficit areas, as required.
s. Requisitions through norrn0 supply channels for emergency civilian

supplies not locally available.
t. Recommends supplies to be made available from existing military

stocks.
u. Secures control of all governmental and commercial supply facilities

and personnel until they can be screened for acceptability.
2. Makes plans and provisions for discharging the command's economic

responsibilities to the civil population and its government.
a. Determines availability of local resources for military and civilian use.
b. Determines governmental structure as related to economics and

commerce.
c. Develops list of key industries.
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d. Determines economic controls being used.
e. Establishes liaison with government, university, and industry

economists.
f. Advises commander of the effect of military operations on

production and prices.
g. Conducts surveys of:

(1) Means of production.
(2) Channels of distribution.
(3) Types and volume of commodities entering foreign trade.
(4) Location of industry and raw materials.
(5) Prices to include any commonly used indexes.
(6) Assistance programs.

h. Establishes working relationship with USAID, Embassy, and host
country and international economists.

i. Evaluates effectiveness of monetary and fiscal policies and makes
recommendations when appropriate.

j. Advises commanders of measures to be taken to control inflation.
k. Conducts feasibility studies for establishment ,z,f new industry.
1 Advises and assists in the establishment of programs in:

Export expansion.
Industrial expansion.
Vocational training.
Price stabilization.
Implementation of economic assistance programs.

m. Develops plans and programs for inputs necessary to get priority
industries operating.

n. Assures that industrial plants and machinery are protected.
o. Assures that necessary raw materials can move to industry.
p. inventories raw -,naterials and finished goods.
q. Assists in establishing priorities to get industires operating.
r. Assists in establishing or continuing price control and rationing

programs as necessary.
s. Recommends and programs for necessary economic assistance.
t. Assists in the prevention of unnscessary exploitation of economic

resources.
u. Takes control of all economic and commerce offices.
v. Screens government economic and commerce officials and restores

those who are acceptable.
3. Advises commander of effect of military operations on food and agri-

cultural production and distribution.
a. Lists key personnel involved in agriculture and food production.
b. Determines structure of Ministry of Agriculture.
c. Establishes liaison with technical specialists working in food and

agriculture.
d. Conducts surveys of:

(1) Food and fiber production.
(2) Food and fiber requirements.
(3) Processing and storage facilities.
(4) Marketing system.
(5) Availnbility of credit.
(6) Agricultural education.
(7) Land tenure.
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e. Establishes working relationship with USAID, host country, and
international agricultural personnel.

f. Advises and assists in the establishment of programs in:
(1) Improvement in marketing.
(5'..) Livestock improvement.
(:3) Crop improvement.
"4) Agricultural training.
(5) Demonstration farms.
(6) Improved irrigation.
(7) Use of fertilizer and pesticides.

g. Assists in providing security for planting and harvesting of crops.
Assures that measures are taken to salvage captured food stocks.

i. Determines location of food deficit and surplus areas.
j. Plans and programs for necessary relief supplies.
k. Estimates requirements for agricultural inputs from other areas.
1. Assures that measures are taken to insure Earliest possible resumption

of agricultural production.
in. Assures that adequate labor is available for planting and harvesting.
n. Assures that levels of breeding livestock and seeds are maintained.
o. Assures that soil and forest resources are protected.
p. Takes control of all governmental food and agricultural offices.
q. Screens agricultural officials and restores those who are acceptable.

4. Determine. the need for the procurement of real estate and property and
plans for and supervises all property control procedures.
a. Determines classifications of property to be taken into custody, if

required.
b. Analyzes civil laws pertair ing to property.
c. Formulates policy and procedures concerning custody and adminis-

tration of property.
d. Conducts survey to determine:

(1) Private property with potential military use.
(2) Government property with potential military use.

e. Assures return of all property taken into custody to legal owners.
f. Advises commander concerning all aspects of property control.
g. Advises host nation in establishment or revision of policy and

procedures concerning custody and administration of property.
h. Advises, assist!, or implements establishment, reestablishment or

revision of procedures concerning custody and administration of
property.

i. Screens key indigenous personnel for use in implementation of
property control.

j. Blocks and controls all negotiable assets and resources of potential
military use not contained in other functional units.

5. Coordinate, with G1 about:
a. A G5 representative to assist in procurement of real estate for the

main CP.
b. Requirements !or recreational facilities, e.g., leave centers, rest

camps, hotels, etc.
c. Wages, hours of employment, individual space allocations of civilian

labor fur admi .istrative support and tactical units.
d. Reports of availability of civilian personnel for labor.
e. Impact of civil conditions on morale of mil.tary personnel.
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6. Coordinates with G2 about:
a. Information on the economy of the area.
b. Information on supplies and resources--narticularly food and oil

products.
c. Locations of fuel and ammunition dumps and depots.
d. Screening of civilian labor hired by the G5 section.
e. Physical condition of the area and requirements for emergency

food, clothing, etc.
f. Estimate of the effects on the military situation if emergency

assistance is not provided.
7. Coordinates with G3 about:

a. Courses of action for analysis of impact on economic structure.
b. Elements of economic structure to be spared from destruction

and protected.
c. Use of combat engineer effort to restore economy.
d. Special missions needed to seize local resources, dumps, or depots.
e. Areas of future operation and type of action expected.
f. The emergency civilian support plan so that it can be included in

the psychological warfare operations.
g. Priorities and allocations of supplies and their effects on tactical

operations.
8. Coordinates with the G4 about:

a. Service support requirements and allocation of service effort for
civil affairs activities.

b. Priority of restoring and operating elements of civilian economy
concerned with military logistics.

c. Policies concerned with requisitioning and administration of real
estate.

d. Requirements for military use of real estate.
e. Availability of real estate for military use.
f. Allocation of areas, billets, and facilities.
g. Military logistics requirements for supplies and resources.
h. Report of availability of local supplies and resources.
i. Recommendations of procurement policies.
j. Procedures for procurement and contracting, and purchasing and

contracting (P&C) officers.
k. Impact on local economy of procurement policy and location of

procurement officers.
1. Labor reqc.irements for technical service units and priorities, and

allocations for these units.
m. Requirements for supplies from civil affairs stocks.

Plans for movement and distribution of supplies while in military
channels.

o. Data on availability of military supplies.
p. Recommended priorities and allocations of emergency food, clothing,

shelter supplies.
9. Coordinates with the Staff Judge Advocate about:

a. Legal supervision of procurement procedures and contracting.
b. Labor contracts and command policies to insure compliance with

legal requirements.
10. Coordinates with the Technical Service officers about:

a. Procedures, requirements, and capabilities of the Technical Servi
to provide assistance to local economy.
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b. Coordination of distribution of civil affairs or military supplies to
the local populace.

11. Coordinates vrith the Artillery officers about the location of building
areas, or installations to be spared from the effects of fire support.

12. Coordinates with the Engineering Officer about real estate acquisition
and disposition procedures, and about locating and procurement policies.

C. Public Facilities: Public communications, public transportation, and public
works and utilities.
1. Makes plans for the supervision, operation and control of all public

communications required to discharge needed public activities.
a. Conducts surveys of:

(1) Organization and capability of postal services.
(2) Organization and capability of telecommunications network.
(3) Radio and television facilities.
(4) Powers and functions of regulatory agencies.
(5) International Communication Agreements.
(6) Communication equipment and source of replacement parts.
(7) Maintenance capabilities.
(8) Availability of technical specialists.
(9) Electronic navigational systems.

b. Determines minimum civilian requirements for control and security
in conjunction with civil defense plans and/or natural disaster.

c. Advises commander concerning all aspects of public communications.
d. Establishes liaison with USA1D and DOD agency responsible for

U.S. military communications in the geographical area.
e. Provides technical assistance or advice to host country in:

(1) Operation of the communication system.
(2) Technical training programs.
(3) Equipment modernization.
(4) System expansion.
(5) Maintenance programs.
(6) Postal operation.
(7) Protection of key facilities.

f. Coordinates transfer of civilian communication facilities reydred by
military forces.

g. Determines and obtains minimum essential communications for
civilian use.

h. Restores and rehabilitates damaged facilities.
i. Coordinates the supply, procurement, arid allocation of critical

materiels.
j. Requests protection of critical facilities.
k. Coordinates return of facilities no longer required for military use.
1. Assists in technical training programs.
m. Assumes full control of all civilian communications agencies.
n. Seizes and impounds postal facilities, mail, stamps, and postal

monies.
o. Removes all officials and restores those screened and found

acceptable.
2. Plans for the supervision, operation, and control of all public trans-

portation requirements.
a. Surveys organization, routes, and capacities of the transportation

system.
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b. Analyzes powers and functions of regulatory agencies.
e. Lists key personnel involved in transportation.
d. Conducts surveys of:

(1) Transportation equipment and source of replacement parts.
(2) Bulk fuel recuirements and source.
(2) Maintenance capabilities.
(4) Minimum tansportation requirements for civilian use.
(5) Key facilities in the transportation network, including port,

rail, air, and highway.
e. Advises col nander on all aspects of public transportation.
f. Establishes liaison with host country, USAID, and other U.S.

agency transportation personnel.
g. Provides technical assistance and advice to host country in:

(1) Operation of the transportation system.
(2) ImprGiement in the training program.
(3) Equipment modernization.
(4) Improvement of maintenance facilities.
(5) Establishment of movement priority and movement control

programs.
h. Coordinates use of port terminal operations. both sea and air.
i. Prepares plans and makes recommendations fo? utilization of transport

facilities for civil defense in the event of enemy attack or . atural
disaster.

j. Determines and recommends extent of operation of civilian trans-
portation by military agencies.

k. Assures provision of essential transportation facilities for civilian use
and determines civilian facilities available for military use.

1. Recommends and arranges for protection of key transportation
facilities.

m. Coordinates and assures the supply procurement, and allocation of
critical materials.

n. Recommends and requests construction assistance in restoring or
rehabilitating damaged facilities.

o. Assumes full control of all civilian transport agencies and functions.
p. Screens all officials and restores those acceptable.
q. Impounds all records and files.

3. Plans for the supervision, operation, and con:rot of all public works and
utilities necessary to discharge those civil activities essential to the physical
and moral well-being of the area.
a. Analyzes powers and functions of regulatory agencies.
b. Lists key management personnel.
c. Conducts surveys of:

(1) Organization, capabilities, and characteristics of public works
and utilities.

(2) Power systems requirements and potential.
(3) Waste disposal systems.
(4) Water systems, requirements and potentials.
(5) Supply requirements and source.

d. Advises commander on all aspects of public works and utilities.
e. Establishes liaison with USAID.
f. Provides technical assistance and advice to host country in:

(1) Operation of utilities.
(2) Technical training program.
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(3) Modernization and expansion.
(4) Protection of key facilities;.

g. Prepares plans and makes recommendations for providing minimal
service, e.g., water, in the event of natural disaster or enemy attack.

h. Surveys damage to essential facilities and recommends restoration
priorities.

i. Recommends extent of operation of civilian facilities by military
agencies.

j. Recommends allocations of utilities for civilian and military use.
k. Requests military supplies and materiels to assist in rehabilitation

of public utilities.
1. Assists in initial operation of facilities returned to civilian control.
m. Provides minimum essential requirements from military sources

during an emergency.
n. Removes all operating officials and restores those who are acceptable.
o. Assumes full control of all civilian public works and utilities.

4. Coordinates with the G1 about:
a. The influence poor services will have on morale of military personnel.
b. Allocation of public morale services (radio and TV) for military use.

5. Coordinates with the G2 about:
a. The area of operations and how conditions influer,e the military

operation.
b. Security measures to be used when public communications are

restored.
c. Censorship policies for the communications media.
d. Intelligence on health and sanitation conditions.

6. Coordinates with the G3 about:
L. Signal, Engineer, Chernkal and Aviation effort for civil assistance

when tactical operations are affected.
b. Priority and allocation of military capability for civil assistance.
c. Use of public communications and transportation by the military.
d. Location of vital elements to be saved from destruction if tactical

situation permits.
e. Information on future operations--particularly planned use of

nuclear weapons.
f, Use of military forces for mass sanitation effort.
g. Location of eangerour health and sanitation areas as they might

affect tactical plans.
7. Coordinates with the G4 about:

a. Release of civil affairs stocks and supplies set aside for this purpose.
b. Restoration of public services of particular use to the logistical

support.
c. Allocation of public service capability, e.g., transportation for

military use.
d. Availability of military supplies and emergency allocations for

civilian use.
8. Coordinates with the Surgeon about:

a. Technical assistance and advice for medical surveys, inoculations,
spraying, dusting and inspections, and supply and equipment
requirements.

b. Impact of conditions on military personnel and recommendations.
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9. Coordinates with the Chemical Officer:
a. Contaminated areas and methods of decontamination, including

personnel and materiel requirements.
D. Special Functions: Arts, monuments, and archives; civil information; dis-

placed persons, refugees, and evacuees, and religious relations.
1. Determines the location of arts, monuments, and archives considered to

be of value to the U.S., our allies or the civil goverrunent, and makes
plans to care for and protect them.
a. Advises the commander about protection of traditional culture, cus-

toms, and arts of an area.
b. Recommends measures for protecting and safeguarding cultural

properties such as religious buildings, monuments, and objects of
archaeological, historic, and artistic value.

c. Lists location of historic buildings, monuments, libraries, and relics.
d. Determines guidelines on use of cultural and historic buildings for

emergencies.
e. Develops list of authorities on fine arts and archives.
f. Prepares program and assists in troop education concerning impor-

tance of preserving aris, monuments, and archives.
g. Develops and maintains cultural data for the area.
h. Within command policy, assists in restoration of significant monu-

ments and art objects.
i. Assists in locating and returni, arts, relics, monum"nts, libraries,

and similar properties to their rightful place and' wnership.
2. Advises the commander on the use of civil information to support his

military operations.
a. Develops community relations plan.
b. Establishes liaison with U.S. and host country military and civilian

information agencies and media.
c. Keeps current information on political, economic, and sociological

aspects of the area.
d. Establishes working relationship with USIS, and with host country,

international, and other civil information agencies.
e. Advises and assists in establishing programs to:

(1) Explain U.S. presence in host country.
(2) Familiarize U.S. personnel with the customs and traditions of

the host country.
(3) Win the respect of the people for the U.S. and the legally

constituted host government positions.
f. Determines civil information policy of local government.
g. Determines status of various information media capabilities.
h. Plans and programs for assistance to existing media facilities.
i. Surveys to assess the degree of ecceptance of information being

disseminated.
j. Coordinates media protection measures used in country.
k. Assumes control of and affords protection to all media.
1. Suspends publications and broadcasts until resumption of operations

is authorized by occupation policy.
m. Inventories supplies of newsprint, radio, and television broadcasting

equipment.
n. Compiles and mairtzins list of rersonnel engaged in media service.
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o. Establish:s coordination with censorship and intelligence units.
p. Establishes bulletin boards in each center of population for posting

of proclamations.
3. Determines the amount and kinds of facilities required to provide for

displaced persons, refugees, and evacuees (DP, R&E).
a. Estimates in advance probable impact of DP, R&E on operations.
b. Plans specific measures to control movement of DP, R&E and

provide emergency relief.
c. Assures that facilities are available to meet continuing needs of

DP, R&E.
d. Advises commander on DP, R&E situations.
e. Coordinates with intelligence agencies for collection of information

from the DP, R&E.
f. Coordinates activities of all agencies responsible for providing

relief to DP, R&E.
g. Plans for evacuation of Dl', R&E to rear areas when required.
h. Plans for ultimate disposition of DP, R&E by return to their homes,

resettlement, or repatriation.
i. In corrdination with U.S. and host country agencies and officials,

determines responsibility for handling DP, R&E, and specific
measures required to provide emergency relief and control of
movement.

j. Advises host country and U.S. agencies and officials concerning
military operations which will create DP, R&E problems and
require support.

k. Advises and assists host country and U.S. agencies and officials
responsible for operation of DP, R&E camps and relief measures.

I. Supervises and coordinates the actions of U.S. tactical forces in
controlling DP, R&E.

n. Insures that evacuation from tactical areas is corrdinated with
responsible agencies and officials.

n. Supports actions to return, resettle, or repatriate DP, R&E within
established policy.

o. Establishes and supervises the operation of temporary and semi-
permanent camps required to provide immediate emergency relief
for refugees and DPs; and prevents interference with operations.

p. In coordination with friendly country officials, determines criteria
for return or resettlement of DP, R&E.

q. Plans for ard supports assumption of responsibility for DP, R&E
by friendly government.

r. Insures that intelligence screening of refugees is accomplished.
s. Operates DP, R&E camps, as required.
t. Resettles DP, R&E in accordance with U.S. policies and objectives.
u. After officials are appointed and a government compatible with

U.S. objectives and policy is established, assists civil government in
assuming responsibility for refugees.

4. Advises the commander oi the significance and impact of religions and
cultures of the area and of their possible effects on military operations.
a. Surveys religious practices, structures, physical symbols and devices,

hierarchies, and major personaliti?s.
b. Educates U.S. troops concerning local religious customs to reduce

possibility of offending.
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c. Analyzes, evaluates, and recommends scaitions to potential religio-
cultural problem areas.

d. Maintains liaison with missionaries and local clergy.
e. Provides liaison with religious groups and, as required, provides

limited assistance to and participate in beneficial activities and
charitable endeavors.

f. Encou.-ages religious freedom except where beliefs or practices
threaten security of U.S. forces, or endanger lives of participants.

g. Develops areas of comparison and arbitration to lessen friction -..nd
hostility between opposed religious groups.

h. Determines general restrictions on and permittee use of religious
facilities in emergencies.

i. Seeks methods of compromise between religious dietary habits any
the production and distribution of foodstuffs.

j. Within command policies, assists in restoration of religious facilities
and worship.

k. Assists in locating and returning religious funds and properties to
the rightful ownership.

1. Formulates policy and issues civil affairs directives necessary to
avert religio-cultural problems.

in. Preserves essential freedom of religion; however, curbs religious
practices and beliefs which pose a security threat to U.S. forces;
and removes religious leaders advocating such practices and beliefs.

n. Issues directives on the use of religious facilities.
5. Coordinates with the G1 about:

a. Use of public information media for military personnel aspects.
b. Use of special service troops and bands it civic program, parades,

and events.
c. Requisitioning of skilled personnel.
d. Procurement of local civilian personnel for psychological warfare

operations.
e. Publication of appropriate instructions for military personnel con

cerning treatment of arts, monuments, and archives.
f. Impact of displaced persons and refugees on the health and m Hale

of military personnel.
g. Policies concerning relations between DPs and military personnel.
h. Recommendations concerning use of MPs for handling DPs and

refugees.
6. Coordinates with the G2 about:

a. Security measures affecting civil populace and their dissemination.
b. Psychological warfare intelligence.
c. Screening of local civilian personnel for use in psychological warfare

effort.
d. Archives team for locating and searching archives.
e. Safeguarding of the archives and return of the material after

intelligence processing.
f. Estimate of number of DPs and refugees to be uncovered.
g. Location of large DP camps to be uncovered.
h. Establishment of procedures for screening.
i. Recommendations regarding evacuation of DPs and refugees for

security reasons.
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7. Coordinates with G3 about:
a. Coordination of civil information program with psychological

operations plan.
b. Overall plan for psychological operations.
c. Requirements for forward area.
d. Adjustment of tactical plans to spare art, monuments, and archives.
e. Special missions needed to seize and safeguard arts, archives,

treasures, etc.
f. Areas of future operations and type of action expected.
g. Routes to be used for evacuation of personnel.
h. Military units to control large unruly groups.
i. Support for tactical operations.
j. Location of DP centers and groups of refugees and their effects on

tactical plans.
k. Iteuommendations on the Necessity of e7acuating refugees and DP:.

8. Coordinates with the G4 about:
a. Logistical support as required for psych warfare operations.
b. Release of CA supplies for DPs and refugees.
c. Provision of military supplies when authorized.
d. Use of military transportatiln for DPs and refugees.

9. Coordinates with the Signal OffizAr about:
a. Signal communications along the evacuation route.
b. Restoratitn of radio and TV services and technical advice on

their operation.
10. Coordinates with the Provost Marshal about:

a. Security guards and the supervision of civil police in protective
operations.

b. Plans for enforcement of evacuation routes.
c. Coordination of efforts of local law enforcement agencies.

11. Coordinates with Surgeon about:
e. Plans for emergency treatment of DPs and refugees.
b. Advice and recommendations on medical surveys, inoculations,

dusting, etc., to safeguard health of military personnel.
12. Coordinates with the Quartermaster on distribution of released CA

stocks and military supplies.
13. Coordinates with the Engineer Officer for technical advice and military

assistance in the construction of DP and refugee camps.
14. Coordinate* with the Transportation Officer on the evacuation of DPs

and refugees by military transportation.
E. Performs the five general staff functions of: 1) providing information,

2) making estimates, 3) making recommendations, 4) preparing plans and
orders, and 6) supervising the execution of orders.
1. Preparer Civil Affairs Estimates, both written and oral, according to

the following format:
a. Statement of the Mission of the Command.
b. The background situation and consideration of the roles of the

following factors:
(1) Intelligence data
(2) Tactical requirements
(3) Personnel situation
(4) Logistical lituation
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(5) Logical assumptions
(6) Civil affairs situation

c. Analysis of the civil affairs factors for each tactical course of
action in light of the governmental, economic, piblic facilities,
and sociological areas.

d. A comparison of the courses of action.
e. Conclusions in light of the following:

(1) Cain the operation be supported?
(2) Which course of action can best be supported?
(3) Disadvantages of other courses of action.
(4) Major deficiencies.

2. Translates the commander's decisions into plans and orders, or
instructions, pertaining to civil affairs for subordinate units by one
of the following actions:
a. Writing the civil affairs annex for the G3 Operations Plan or

Order, o- the G4's Administrative Order.
b. Writing the necessary portion on civil affairs for Paragraph 4 of

the Operations Order, of Paragraph 5 of the Administrative Order.
c. Pr,:parIng a civil affairs annex to the SOP if required (routine CA

instructions are usually a paragraph or two in the SUP).
3. Superises and coordinates the execution of the civil affairs aspects of

the Operations or Administrative Orders, advises on inethods of
implementing, and checks to see orders have been carried out.

4. Maintains the following Civil Affairs records and files:
a. Civil Affairs Journalan official chronological record of events,

e.g., important messages, visits, conference results, orders, and
phone calls are recorded as they occur (for format, see Ex. 43
in ST 101-5-1).

b. Civil Affairs Workbookinformation in an orderly, indexed
mannasorted and classifiedthat is needed for the preparation
of the periodic civil affairs report (fix. 44 in ST 101-5-1).

c. G5 Situation Mapa detailed map containing the location of CA
units, military and political boundaries, seats of government,
civilian r r refugee collection points, evacuation routes, location
of civilian supplies and resources, offlimits areas and other areas
requiring special measures for law and order.

d. G5 Policy Filesummary of the current policies of the commander
and higher headquarters, and of the basic operating principles of
the G5 section. It should assist in the routine operation of the
section and help in the indoctrination of new G5 staff personnel.
(G5 flies are more detailed than those of other sections because
of the complex legal nature of CA operations.)

6. Prepares the Periodic Civil Affaire Report and the Command Report
as required.
a. Periodic Civil Affairs Report (format given in Fig. 36,

ST 101.5-1) prepared by the 05 to cover n period of 1, 2, or
4 weeks, as specified by higher headquarters. This report
furnishes information on the following topics:
(1) Areas of jurisdiction.
(2) Locations of units.
(3) Results of operations.
(4) Area and political intelligence.
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(5) Actions taken.
(6) Serious problems in the various functional specialties.
(7) Recommendations and requests necessary to accomplish

objectives.
b. Command Report (format given in Fig. 38, ST 101.5-1)submitted

on a quarterly basis by all commanders ii, the combat ..,one down
to division or battalion level. G5 provides the neccasary infor-
mation, evaluations and recommendations concerning all civil affairs
operations for the quarter.

6. Organizes and supervises the 05 Section (if authorized) and supervises
the civil affairs urits placed in support of, or attached to, the command
in the combat zone (CA command support units are normally provided
on the basis of a company for division, a battalion for corps, and a
brigade (FASCOM) for army).

7. Organization of the Division G5 Section (TOE 7 -4G)
G5 Lt Colonel 08105
Asst G5 Major 08105
Admin Supervisor E7 71U40
Clerk Typist E4 71B30
Lt Truck Driver E3 71A10
Lt Truck Driver E3 71A10

Appended section III. Specific Duties OM 101-5, Staff Organization
and Procedure, June 1968)

III. Specific Duties (FM 101-5, Staff Organization and Procedure, June 1968)

A. Advising, assisting, coordinating, and making recommendations that relate to
CMO to include the civil affairs (CA) and psychological aspects of current or
proposed operations.

B. Preparing plans and recommending policies and procedures for CMG activities,
including military government, when appropriate.

C. Preparing estimates and conducting studies and analyses for CMO activities.
D. Preparing the portions of operation and administrative/logistics plans and

order: concerning CMG activities.
E. Determining the requirements for resources to accomplish C?,I0 activities of

the command to include CA and PSYOP units and personnel.
F. Staff supervision of CA and PSYOP units that are attached or under

operational control of the command and of CMO activities cf other units
of the command.

G. Coordinating procurement of indigenous resources.
H. Coordinating CA functions of command in the field of government, economics,

and sociology.
I. Recommending CA policy concerning obligations between civil and military

authorities arising from treaties, agreements, international law, and U.S.
policy.

J. Advising on matters pertaining to the civil population, local government,
institutions, economy, and economic resources available for military use.

K. Coordinating civil support for tactical and combat service support operations
and for preventing civilian interferekce with these operations.

L. Coordinating and supervising community relations for the command in
theaters of operations.

M. Coordinating military support of populace and resources control programs.
N. Advising on CBR plans and operations impacting on CMO.
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0. Evaluating enemy PSYOP efforts in order to identify vulnerabilities and to
measure the effectiveness of friendly propaganda.

P. Providing technic-I advice and assistance in the reorientation of defectors
and prisoners of war.

Q. E6tablishing and maintaining close and continuing relations in support of
other U.6. Government agencies hafing proponency for CMO related
activities, and effecting necessary couit!ination to insure adherence to policy
and integration of effort.

R. Coordinating military support of civil defense in the area of operations.
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Combat Duties of the Brigade and Battalion S1 (Adjutant)

I. Staff Responsibilities and Functions

A. Secures all information on personnel activities within the command, for the
benefit of the commander and the other staff members.

B. Provides estimates on unit personnel strength, and advice on personnel
matters, to the commander.

C. Prepares personnel plans and orders.
D. Translates all decisions regarding personnel matters into orders, and then

supervises the execution of all orders and plans pertaining to personnel.
E. Coordinates all personnel matters and activities for the commander.
F. Makes recommendations to the commander for changes in plans and orders

pertinent to personnel matters within the unit.

II. Major Areas of Responsibility for the S1

A. Maintenance of unit strength
B. Personnel management
C. Maintenance of morale
D. Maintenance of discipline, law, and order
E. Headquarters management
F. Miscellaneous duties and responsibilities

III. Under Each of the Major Areas of Staff Responsibility, the Sl's Combat Duties
and Tasks are as Follows'

A. Maintenance of Unit Strength:
1. The S1 establishes an effective system to provide the commander and

staff with strength information.
2. The S1 interprets personnel records and reports and summarizes strength

data in the form of charts, graphs, or short, clearly written reports.
3. The S1 supervises the collect;on of intormation from the companies of

the battalion by means of FEEDER reports, and the forwarding of these
to the Personnel Service Division of the Division AG Section.

4. The S1 consolidates the online strength reports from companies to
provide a daily overall picture of the battalion's status (Battalion sub-
mits information copies to Brigade). This tells how many men are in
battle position and how many are assisting in controlling the fighting
elements.

5. The S1 supervises the preparation of the Personnel Daily Summary
(PDS) which records strength data reported by subordinate, organic,
and/or attached units. This is usually sufficient to provide the
authorized/assigned strength data required by the CO and staff.
a. Supervises sorting out and consolidation of figure reported by

company teams into organic units (at battalion level). At the
brigade level, the Si sorts out and consolidates strength figures
reported by battalion task forces into "pc.re" battalins and/or
company-size units for transmission to division in the Daily Strength
Message (DSM).

6. The Battalion S1 supervises the collection of company/company
team DSMs and checks to insure that losses, gains, PWs captured
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and evacuated for all companies and attached elements are
reported.
a. The Battalion S1 then sorts and consolidates all reports from

companies/teams and enters strength figures on Battalion PDS.
b. The Battalion S1 then prepares the Battalion/Task Force DSM,

and t-ansmits to Brigade the consolidated battalion totals and
attached unit totals (by separate tine numbers).

7. The Brigade S1 sorts and consolidates reports from the Battalion/Task
Force headquarters to obtain "pure" battalion and company strength
figures for the Brigade PDS. Brigade S1 then supervises transmission
of the Brigade DSMby separate line numbersfor the Brigade head-
quarters and headquarters company, attached battalions and companies.

8. The S1 assembles and prepares the Periodic Personnel Report (PPR)
whenever directed. This report gives the commander and staff a
periodic recapitulation of all facts pertaining to personnel activities
within the command. In this report, the Si covers:
a. Unit strength
b. Personnel management affairs
c. Morale
d. Discipline, law, and order
e. Headquarters management
f. Miscellaneous matters asFigned to the S1 by the ccmmander.

(1) In preparing the PPR, the S1 uses all his records including the
PDS, staff journal, work book, and all recurring and routine
reports from higher and lower headquarters.

9. The S1 prepares all necessary casualty reports including 1) battle
casualties, 2) non-battle casualties, 3) reportable cases, i.e., non-battle
deaths, non-battle missing, and non-battle sick and injured.
a. In so doing, the S1 supervises the collection of Casualty Feeder

Reports (DA Form 1156), Witness Statements (DA Form 1155),
and solicits casualty data from all available sources: company
personnel medical installations, MP straggler reports, graves
registration personnel. Submits reports as soon as possible after
receipt and verification of information. (May suspend reporting
for 6 days if SOP so prescribes, in order to verify status. All such
cases, however, are reported in the PDS and DSM for strength
accuracy purposes.)

10. The 81 collects and records radiatiu.i exposure data from the subordinate
battalion/task force units and informs the commander and staff of the
subordinate units' potential to operate in contaminated areas.
a. The S1 also makes recommendations to the CO for assignment of

individual replacements based on their degree of exposure.
b. The S1 interprets the platoon radiation reports against established

radiation dose criteria categories
(1) Full Remaining Radiation Service (FRRS)
(2) Limited Remaining Radiation Service (LRRS)
(3) No Remaining Radiation Service (NRRS)
and determines how many are in each category.

c. The S1 Maintains the Radiation Dose Status Chart by platoon-size
units, posting daily by the month, considering both the number of
rads received by the platoon and the period of time over which the
dose was received.
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d. The S1 posts the platoon's radiation history in the "remarks"
column, and assigns the proper radiation category to the company
based on the status of the bulk of its platoons.

e. The S1 provides to the Battalion S3 the percent of the battalion
and each attached unit in each category of FRRS, LRRS, and
NRRS.

f. The Si, in coordination with the S3, recommends to the commander
the assignment of replacements to the units of the command based
on the unit's radiation history.

11. The S1 institutes formal requisitioning procedures through S1 channels,
e.g., Brigade S1 and Division Gi, for personnel replacements after
coordinating with S3 and appropriate special staff officers to determine
battalion replacement priorities.

12. The S1 then infoims the Adjutant General (GT) of the priority of replace-
ment assignments to the companies.

13. The S1 coordinates with the S4 for transportation of replacements from
the division replacement detachment, located in the division rear echelon
as directed by the Division AG, to an appropriate point in the brigade area.

B. Personnel Management.
1. Ti e S1 uses the individual personnel recordsEnlisted Qualification

Record (DA Form 20), Officer Qualification Record (DA Form 66),
and MOS Codein establishing and computing manpower requirements
for tactical war plans and in classifying and distributing personnel.

2. The Battalion S1 supervises the Personnel Staff NCO (PSNCO), who
advises and assists company commanders on classification and assignmen
procedures (prescribed in AR 600-200), and who maintains liaison with
the Personnel Service Division of the AG Section to insure battalion
requirements are made known and accomplished.

3. The Battalion S1 plans, coordinates and supervises all matters pertaining
to the administration and evacuation of prisoners of war. In doing this,
the Sl:
a. Prepares a plan for the handling of prisoners from the time of

capture until evacuation from the battalion to the forward division
collecting point in the brigade area.

b. Coordinates with the S2 to make available prisoners for
interrogation.

c. Coordinates with the S3 for guards to evacuate prisoners.
d. Coordinates with the 84 for feeding, transporting and speedy

evacuation of special prisoners.
e. Coordinates with the surgeon for treatment and evacuation of

wounded prisoners through medical channels.
f. Coordinates with the Headquarters Commandant for guarding

prisoners of war and for the location of the PW collecting point.
4. The Brigade S1 coordinates the supervision and control of t' ,e forward

division PW collecting point (in his brigade area) with the unit staff,
the Battalion Si, and the supporting MP platoon leader.

5. The Battalion S1 is responsible in combat for the use and management
of indigenous labor on a voluntary basis as supply bearers, litter bearers.
and general laborersthus releasing military personnel for combat duty.
S4 will use these people, but the Si handles their administration.
a. The S1 or his representative requests such needed civilian labor,

through the Division 01.
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b. The S1 supervises the work of the battalion labor officer who
performs the duties of a civilian personnel officer.

C. Maintenance of Morale.
1. The S1 seeks out problem areas ad-versely affecting morale and esprit

and initiates recommendations for positive action to correct the con-
tributory causes.

2. The Si makes observations during visits to subordinate units, looking
at such morale indicators as the following:
a. Combat efficiency
b. Appearance and courtesy of unit personnel
c. Personal hygiene
d. Care of equipment
e. Messing facilities and living quarters
f. Adequacy and suitability of rations
g. Care of casualties
h. Response to orders
i. Use of recreational facilities
j. Attitudes of leaders toward subordinates
k. Use of religious facilities

3. The S1 checks the following reports as indicators of morale:
a. AWOis and desertions
b. Arrests and apprehensions
c. Punishments (courts-martial and Article 15, UCMJ)
d. Requests for transfer
e. Malingerers
f. Sick-call rates
g. Stragglers
h. Self-inflicted wounds
i. Pilfering
j. Improper use of ra ions
k. Chaplain reports

4. The S1 plans, supervises, and maintains a sound personnel service program
(this requires real ingenuity, resourcefulness and imagination in combat up
at the front), emphasizing and using such techniques as:
a. Leaves, passes, and rotation. Recommends use of these by com-

manders when needed.
b. TDY. Here the S1 provides quotas for units in proportion to their

needs in Rest Camps, Rest Areas, Recreation Centers, and Leave
Areas.

5. The S1 prepares plans for postal service within the battalion and super-
vises the Battalion Postal Officer.

6. The 51 plans and establishes the unit athletic and recreation program in
close coordination with the Division Gl, the Special Services Officer, the
Brigade Chaplain, and Red Cross personnel.

7. The S1 supervises the operation of the Army Exchange (PX) Service
within the battalion. (Obtained from Division Exchange Officer and
sold from a central location or allocated to each company that operates
own PX.)

8. If combat or field conditions prohibit PX operation, the S1 coordinates
with the Battalion SI for a free issue of toilet articles, tobacco, matches,
candy, etc.
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9. The S1 ensures that all battalion personnel are aware of services offered
by the American Red Cross, and of the procedures for using them.

10. The S1 ensures that all personnel are aware of the service rendered by
Army Emergency Relief, and of the procedures for getting assistance
from the agency.

11. The Si assists the Battalion Commander in carrying out the awards and
decorations program. Specifically, the Si:
a. Prepares and publishesat;,er the commander's approvalthe bat-

talion decorations policy.
b. Issues instructions to all officers and NCOs to ensure that they are

familiar with the decorations policy.
c. Processes recommendations for awards and decorations; checks the

original recommendation and the proposed citation for correct
format and completeness, and presents them to the Battalion Com-
mander for his recommendation of approval or a board of officers
gives all recommendations a final study and then presents them to
the Battalion Commander with a recommendation for approval or
disapproval, paying particular attention to:
(1) The fact that the decoration fits the act
(2) The decorations are awarded on a fair and impartial basis
(3) The recommendations are processed as expeditiously as possible.

12. The S1 plans, coordinates, and supervises all graves registration activities
and in so doing coordinates with the following in preparing his plan:
a. The Battalion S2 for disposition of intelligence items on enemy dead.
b. The Battalion S4 for transportation of dead to the brigade collection

point and disposition of personal effects.
c. The Battalion Surgeon for prompt removal of dead from aid station

to brigade collection point, and changes in casualty reports, e.g.,
wounded to died.

d. The Brigade S1 about location of division graves registration col-
lection point in the Brigade Trains Area, and assistance and staff
advice on graves registration problems.

e. The Chaplain for appropriate religious services.
f. The collection and evacuation section for casualty reporting data

and missing-in-action cares.
(Division G1 coordinates and supervises all matters pertaining to
graves registration within the division.)

D. Maintenance of Disce,,Aine, Law, and Order.
1. The S1 keeps the commander informed on all matters affecting the state

of discipline and recommends measures to maintain or improve discipline.
2. The S1 investigates individual cases involving losses of manpower due to

trials, punishments, and confinement, and recommends steps to keep
such losses to a minimum.

3. The S1 takes supervisory steps to ensure that regulations are enforced,
respect for authority is preserved, and adverse conditions for discipline
are held to a minimum.

4. "he 51 checks the Unit SOP to ensure that nuclear warfare considerations
regarding protective measures for individuals, units and installations,
dispersal of units, maximum size of troop formations and assemblies,
wearing protective clothing, and fallout hazardsail things requiring high
unit and individual disciplineare covered in a clear and thorough fashion.
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5. The S1 periodically consults disciplinary reports and statistics to gauge
the extent of discipline within the command, including such indicators
as AWOLs, desertions, requests for transfer, court-martial offenses,
arrests by local police, lack of care of equipment, sloppy dress and
quarters, carelessne6s in dress and saluting, failure to follow orders,
directives, etc.

6. The S1 periodically confers with members of the unit staff and special
staff about disciplinary problems.

/. The S1 periodically visits the commanders and officers of subordinate
units to obtain information enabling him to evaluate the state of dis-
cipline within the command.

8. The S1 assists the commander in maintaining law and order by:
a. Coordinating with the G1 and ,necial staff officers such as the PM,

IG, and SJA, so he can inform tt.e commander and subordinate
commanders of trends and special problems.

b. Recommends crime preventive measures such as:
(1) Emphasis on sound leadership at all echelons
(2) Orienting the soldiers on obligations, responsibilities, and

privileges
(3) Ensuring that personnel have opportunity to voice complaints

and get fair treatment
(4) Reasonable and fair leave policies
(5) Adjusting disciplinary measures to local condition3
(6) Using private rebuke and counsel in case of minor offenses
(7) Holding ceremonies and programs to develop unit pride and a

sense of personal accomplishment
(8) Using suggestion, sdvice, and tactful criticism to keep men

out of trouble.
9. The S1 will assist the commander in dealing with and preventing the

occurrence of special criminal activities sudi as:
a. Smuggling and black market operations
b. Pilferage of supplies
c. Currency manipulation

10. The S1 aids the commander in :natters pertaning to the administration
of military justice by:
a. Maintaining an up -to date military justice policy file containing

copies of all directives from higher headquarters relating to the
administration of military justice.

b. Planningin conjunction with the S3the military justice training
program.

c. Advising and assisting subordinate unit commanders in the prepare.
tion of charges and allied papersincluding procurement, preparation
and distribution of appropriate forms.

d. Examining all charges received by unit headquarters to ensure that
they are complete and correct in all respects, and making recom-
mendations to the Battalion (or Brigade) Commander as to the action
that should be taken.

e. Executing the commt:nder's orders with respect to courtma.tial
matters including where appropriate: preparing endorsements,
referring charges for trial or investigation, arranging for taking of
pr. trial depositions, restraining of the accused, examining of accused
by a medical board to determine his physical and mental fitness.
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f. Preparing orders appointing court-martial members.
g. Keeping records of the processing of all charges and court-martial

cases pending, to avoid unnecessary delays.
h. Checking guard or confinement repon.s. military police reports, and

Morning Reports of units to determine if charges are promptly
preferred against personnel arrested or confined, and whether proper
action is taken in other cases.

i. Assisting the trial counsel in gettirg and preparing a courtroom,
finding witnesses, interpreters, orderlies, and notifying members of
court of the time of the trial.

j. Assisting the trial counsel in preparation of records of 1;1e
certificates of correction, and records of revision proceedings,
including furnishing of necessary clerical help.

k. Examining the trial record for clerical and substantive errors, and
recommending action to the commander. Involves checking the
appropriate items in the Court-Martial Data Sheet (DD Form 494).

1. Preparing and distributing appropriate court-martial orders and
announcing results of trial.

m. Arranging and forwarding records of trial by summary and special
courts-martial to the general court-martial authority.

n. risposing of records of trial by the summary and special courts-
martial.

o. Maintaining close liaison with the Staff Judge Advocate.
E. Headquarters Management.

1. The S1 controls the organization and displacement of the command post
(consisting of commander, unit staff, special staff, liaison personnel from
attached and supporting units, and vehicles and equipment required to
operate the CP).

2. The S1 in conjunction with the S3, S4, Headquarters Commandant, and
the Communications Officer, selects the CP site and plans the internal
arrangement of the elements of the CP.

3. In selecting the CP site to optimize control of subordinate and supporting
units, the S1 considers the following factors:
a. Type of tactical operation.
b. Routes of communication.
c. Signal communications.
d. Space requirements e.g., dispersion of CP installations, Headquarters

and Headquarters Company support elements, motor pool, officers'
and EMs' mess, and helicopter pad.

e. Concealment and cover.
f. Security.
g. Aircrafte.g., helicopter pad.

4. The S1 recommends a new general lccation and time for movement when
a displacement of the CP is needed. In doing this, he carries out the
following coordination:
a. With the S2 for weather forecast, road conditions, enemy situation.
b. With the S3 for troop dispositions, tactical plans, road priority, and

time the new area will open.
c. With the S4 for transportation and logistical considerations.
d. With the Communications Officer about communications requirements.
e. With the Headquarters Commandant about movement of CP, security

precautions and guides, and departure time of quartering party. (The
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quartering party is the Quartering Officer (either the Sl or Head-
quarters Commandant), Communications Officer and EM assistants
who set up things.)

5. Tne 51 operates . the CP in the location, with Pie S4 near the message
center.

6. The S1 supervises the Headquarters Comn-.andant who is responsible for
the CT :,ecurity and the training of CP security personnel.

Non-Combat Duties of the Brigade
and Battalion Sl (Adjutant)

I. The S1 plans and supervises the command programs for

A. Educational Development
B. Unit Funds
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Combat Duties of the Brigade and Battalion S2 (Intelligence Officer)

I. Executive Staff Responsibilities and Functions

A. The S2 provides the commander and the staff with information and intelligence,
and submits conclusions and recommendations based upon this intelligence.

B. The S2 prepares intelligence reports, and the intelligence portion of the
operations plans and reports.

C. The S2 plans for the continuous production of combat intelligence.
D. The S2 plans for and provides effective counterintelligence measures for the

command.
E. The S2 provides all of the needed intelligence training imd required security

measures within the command.
F. The S2 organizes for continuous operations daring combat by mutual arrange-

ment with the S3even performing S3's duties whenever necessary.

II. Major Areas of Responsibility for the S2

A. Collects, evaluates, and interprets combat :iformation to prod.we combat
intelligence.

B. Conducts and supervises all counterintelligence measures.
C. Prepares intelligence estimates on a continuing basis for normal and airborne,

airmobile, and amphibious operations.
D. Plans for and supervises the conduct of combat surveillance for his unit.
E. Plans, conducts, and supervises intelligence and counterintelligence training.
F. Monitors the requisitioning and distribution of maps and aerial photos.
G. Prepares and maintains intelligence reports, records and summaries, including

keeping the situation map up to date.
H. Provides intelligence for all counterguerilla operations.

III. Under each of the major areas of responsibilities, the combat duties and tasks are
as follows:

A. Production of Continuous Combat Intelligence.
1. The S2 develops a collection plan as part of the intelligence cycle.

a. Prepares a collection work sheet to aid in translating EEI and orders
and requests for information to include:
(1) The EM and other intelligence requirements usually in question

form.
(2) Indications pertinent to the EEL
(3) Specific information needed in connection with each indication.
(4) A list of all available collection agencies.
(5) If not stated in Unit SOP, the place and time the information is

to be reported.
(6) A remarks column to indicate progress and notes for future

action.
b. Recommends the Essential Elements of Information (EEl) and other

intelligence requirements, e.g., enemy capabilities, terrain, etc.
c. Determines the indications, i.e. those activities or characteristics of

area of operation which answer the requirements such as enemy
vulnerabilities, weaknesses, etc.

d. Determines specific items of information which will show presence
of or absence of each indication, e.g., location of enemy artillery
positions.
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e. Determines and selects collection agencies to provide the needed
infonnation--considering capability, suitability, multiplicity and
balance.

f. Prepares and dispatches orders and requests to the selected ctilection
agencies (e.g., "Report by type, location, and size any unit involved
in drills or rehearsalsparticularly river crossingsin the aggressor
rear areas"). Also, briefs attached reconnaissance units and inter-
rogation teams.

g. Follows up orders and requests to insure that they are carried out
thoroughly and that collection is continuous.

2. The S2 monitors and superviss the crlection of information about the
mission, using all pertinent and availaole sources of information, e.g.,
enemy activity, prisoners of war, captured documents and materiel,
imagery, maps, weather forecasts reports, and civilians.
a. The S2 supervises and monitors the formal, specialized collection

agencies organic to his unit, e.g., rifle companies, reconnaissance
platoon, ground surveillance section, forward observers, Are detection
center (FDC), comr_unications platoon, and others.

b. The S2 makes himself knowledgeable of the specialized agencies
available at division and higher levels, and acquaints himself with
their capabilities and limitations. Some of these higher levels are:
(1) Aerial surveillance and target acquisition platoon (ASTAP) at

division.
(2) Long-range patrol company at corps and provisional LRP at

division.
(3) Military Intelligence Detachment at division, with its Order

of Battle (0B) Section.
(4) Imagery Interpretation Section under Division G2 Air.
(5) Interrogation Sectionphysically near the division PW point.
(6) Counterintelligence Section at division or 2 -roam team at brigade.

c. The S2 follows up his collection orders and requests to ensure that
they are adequate to provide the information needed, and that all
collection agencies and means are used.

3. The S2 processes the collected information by recording, evaluating and
interpreting the data in the following steps:
a. Recording the data in the following places, after all necessary action

the data requires is accomplished:
(1) The Unit. Journal
(2) The Situation Map
(3) The S2 Workbook
(4) The Intelligence Files

b. The S2 evaluates the information to decide v.,:-..ther or not it has
intelligence value via determining the pertinence, reliability, and
accuracy of the data for the unit's mission. In so doing, the S2:
(1) Examines the information to determine its relevance and value.
(2) Weighs the reliability of the information in terms of his personal

knowledge of and experience with the reporting agency or source.
(3) Judges the accuracy of information by comparing it with other

data known to be accurate, by checking its internal consistency,
its reasonableness in terms of enemy doctrine.

c. The S2 interprets the information by determining the significance
and meaning of the information with respect to already existing
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combat intelligence. This is done by means of the simultaneous use
of three methods:
(1) Analysiswhat does the data mean?
(2) Integrationcombining the elements of the information to form

a logical picture.
(3) Deductionwhat does the data mean in terms of the enemy

situation and our area of operations?
4. The 82 disseminates (and uses disseminated intelligence from above) the

combat intelligence in terms of the needs of the user, his resources for
}mulling the material, and the capabilities of the existing communications
system.
a. The S2 disseminates intelligence to subordinate and adjacent units

by means of reports, briefings, operational plans and orJers, and
maps. These primary means are:
(1) Intelligence Estimatenormally presented orally
(2) Spot Reports
(3) Intelligence Summary (INTSUM)
(4) Operations Orders (see below)
(5) Intelligence Annex
(6) Briefings and Conferences

b. The S2 prepares Paragraphs 1A and 3 of the Operation Order in such
a manner the S3 can insert it without further editing. The S2 prepares
Paragraphs 1A and 3 in the following sequence and manner:
Paragraph 1A: Situation

(a) Enemy Forces:
1) Items pertaining to the enemy situation, e.g., disposi-

tion, composition, strength, morale, supply status
2) Enemy capabilities
3) Enemy's most probable course of action

Paragraph 3 (Final Subparagraph of Execution);
(b) Coordinating Instructions:

1) Orders and requests for information (related to the
EEI):
a)
b)
c)

2) Counterintelligence measures
a)
b)

c. The S2 knows the format and how to use the intelligence annexes
routinely issued with the Operation Plans and Orders from division
and above (rarely issued at brigade and battalion levels).

B. Conducts and Supervises All Counterintelligence Measures.
1. The S2 at the battalion and brigade levels plans, conducts, and supervises

all security control measuresboth offensive and defensivedesigned to
safeguard information, personnel, materic! and installations against
espionage, sabotage and subversive activities, and all hostile intelligence
efforts of the enemy.
a. The S2 applies denial pleasures whenever and wherever appropriate,

inc uding:
(1) Secrecy disciplinerestricting plans, etc., to those who need

to 1-now
(2) Document semityclassification procedures
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(3) Camouflage and concealment
(4) Communications security
(5) Military censorship (less Field Press Censorship)
(6) Counterreconnaissance
and materiel, procedures for classifying, recording, controlling and
destroying all classified materials; and knows the overall provisions
for maintaining security of classified material.

b. The S2 employs detection measures to expose and neutralize the
enemy intelligence effort, including:
(1) Aerial and ground reconnaissance
(2) Investigation of personnelknows loyalty checks and security

clearances procedures
(3) Civilian pass system
(4) Estabithing of challenge and password techniques
(5) Requests electronic sweeps front Division G2 for classified

briefing areas, periodically
c. The SI employs deception measures to decieve the enemy about our

plans and intentions, recognizing the target of the deception effort,
a reaction timetable, and provision for approval by higher com-
manders and coordination with adjacent units. The S2 uses ruses,
dummy positions, fabricated information, feints, raids, demonstrations,
etc., in achieving these ends.

2. The S2 uses all the counterintelligence agencies, e.g., individuals, intelligence
specialists, the unit, the Intelligence Corps teams, as effectively as possible
in accomplishing the following tasks:
a. Expanding or improving security control measures
b. Security training and indoctrination
c. Perimeter securityincluding dismount points
d. Protecting restricted areas
e. Improving camouflage measures
f. Checking use, control, and dissemination of passwords an countersigns
g. Checking Ha( koat security within CP areas
h. Itiestigating incidents of suspected espionage and sabotage
i. Checking former CP locations to ensure nothing left behind
j. Screening refugees, displaced persons (DPs) and prisoners for counter-

intelligence purposes
k. Screening records of abandoned enemy CPs for documents of intel-

ligence value
(1) Conducts and supervises unit censorship whenever necessary.

C. Prepares Intelligence Estimates on a Continuing Basis.
1 The S2 is responsible for preparing the intelligence estimate (a logical,

orderly, examination of facts concerning the area of operation and the
enemy in order to determine the effect they will have on the accomplish-
ment of the mission) on a continuing basis.
a. In preparing the intelligence estimate, a logical five-paragraph format

is usually followed:
(1) Mission
(2) The Area of Operationweather, terrain, etc.
(3) The Enemy Situationdisposition, composition, strength, etc.
(4) The Enemy Capabilitiesenumeration, analysis, and di,;cussion
(5) Conclusionsbest use of terrain, probable courses of action,

vulnerabilities
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b. In formulating the estimate, the S2 keeps it mission-oriented.
c. In analyzing the Area of Operation, the 82 determines and

identifies for the commander those characteristics of the area
which are favorable or unfavorable to the accomplishment of the
mission. In preparing the analysis, the S2 considers the effects cf
weather and terrain and all other factors that might influence the
mission.
(1) In analyzing the weather, the S2 considers existing and

forecasted conditions to determine the effects that weather
may have on military operations. Weather elements such as
temperature, wind, precipitation, clouds and humidity as they
affect:
(a) Visibilityfog, clouds, wind direction, rain, sleet, snow

and smoke.
(b) Trafficabilityrain and soil trafficability, frozen soil, and

wind-dried soil.
(c) Men and Equipmenteffects of weather vary with level of

troop acclimatization, discipline, and training and 1: of
equipment being used.

(d) Light DataS2 knows the terms describing twilight:
(12 degreesBMNTBeginning of morning nautical twilight

( 6 degreesBMCTBeginning of morning civil twilight

Position of (Enough light is available to conduct large scale
sun operations here. Daylight for practical purposes)

below
horizca ( 6 degreesEECTEnd of evening civil twilight

(12 degreesEENTEnd of evening nautical twilight

(Vulnerability and close coordination limited to
about 400 meters)

(2) In analyzing the terrain, the S2 considers the five military aspects:
(a) Observation and FireS2 is concerned with the use of

1) visual surveillance and surveillance devices; 2) flat
trajectory or indirect fire weapons from point of view of
both friendly and enemy sources.

(b) Concealment and CoverS2 is concerned with 1) protection
from observation and 2) protection from hostile fire: woods,
snowdrifts, underbrush, tall grass, etc.; or trees, rocks, ditches,
caves, quarries, buildings, walls, RR embankments, etc.

(c) ObstaclesS2 looks for any natural or artificial terrain
feature that could stop or impede the military movement.
Consideration of obstacles is influenced by mission: defense
or offense; advantages or disadvantages must be considered.

(d) Key TerrainS2 looks for any area whose seizure of control
affords an advantage to either opposing force. "Seizure"
means physical occupation; "control" means denial to the
enemy, for example.

(e) Avenues of ApproachThe S2, in looking for routes of
movement for the force of his particular size, e.g., battalion



or brigade (Division G2 considers those adequate for
brigade, Brigade S2 those adequate for a battalion, and
Battalion S2 looks for avenues adequate for a company).
In doing this, S2 considers:
1) Observation and fire
2) Concealment and cover
3) Obstacles
4) Use of key terrain
5) Adequate maneuver space
6) Fase of movement

d. In analyzing the enemy situation, the S2 gathers factual data which
show the enemy situation. In doing this, the S2 considers:
(1) Disposition, i.e., the location and deployment of enemy units

and a description of their status, i.e., dug-in, pillboAes, or
what. Brigade S2 records company-size units, Battalion S2
platoon-size units.

(2) Composition, i.e., organizational structure (infantry, armor,
etc.), specific identification of enemy units, and other order
of battle information.

(3) Strength, i.e., committed forces, reinforcements, air, CBR
capability. Committed forces at the brigade level are enemy
rifle, tank, etc. companies in contact with the brigade, plus
their reserves at the next higher echelon. At battalion level,
they are platoons, plus reserves at next level. Independent
computations of enemy strength are made at each level. Each
committed unit is assumed to have available to it the normal
proportion of available supporting artillery, weapons, etc.

(4) Recent and Present Significant ActivitiesThe S2 summarizes
those activities in which the enemy is presently or recently
has been engaged which provides indications as to what he is
most likely to do in the future.

(5) Peculiarities and WeaknessesA peculiarity is any deviation
from a pattern of actions that might be considered normal to
the enemy force in a given situation. Weaknesses and pecu-
liarities fall into the following categories:

PersonnelStrength less than 80% and morale less than
excellent is a weakness.

IntelligenceFailure of enemy intelligence or counter
intelligence effort.

OperationsAnything reflecting adversely on enemy
tactical judgment.

LogisticsShortages of supplies or failure to equip for
situation.

Civil AffairsAttitude of the civil populace toward the
opponents.

PersonalitiesKnown idiosyncrasies of the commander.
e. The S2 determines the enemy's capabilities by ,ting all of the

things that the enemy can do (not what he may or will do). In
doing this, the 82 normally writes down:
(1) EnumerationWhat, When, Where, and In Ina' Strength the

enemy can respond.
WHATFive (5) broad maneuver capabilities are available to

the enemy. They are attack, defense, reinforcement (in
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conjunction with attack or defense), delay, and with-
drawal. The 82 further refines these capabilities into
more specific capabilities.

WHENThe time the enemy can put into effect any of his
potential capabilities. Displacements will be delayed.
Reserves must move into position. Thus, time and space
factors can be accurately computed. Withdrawal and
CBR are available at any time.

WHEREDetermination of the point at which the enemy can
attack is based on consideration of the area of operation.
enemy dispositions, and his own situation. All aspects of
the terrain offense and defense positions are considered.

IN WHAr STRENGTHThe strength with which the enemy
will execute any of his capabilities is estimated by the
S2. The S2 states the enemy strength in terms of enemy
rifle, tank, and recoil units plus their combat support
units' artillery, air, CBR.

(2) Analysis and DecisionThe S2 analyzes the situation and bases
his analysis upon his total knowledge of the enemy situation
and the decision and conclusions are based upon the quality
and relative significance of the indicationsnot upon ti e total
number of indications.

f. The S2 prepares a conclusion, summarizing his consideration of the
effects of weather, terrain, and the enemy on the unit mission. In
this conclusion, the key elements listed are:
(1) Best use of terrainThe S2 determines the best defense areas

and best enemy avenues of approach for defense missi',ris;
and for offense inissio s, the best friendly avenues of approach
to the objective.

(2) Probable course of actionThe S2 determines the enemy's
most probable course or courses of action and sets them forth
in the order of their relative probability of adoption.

(3) VulnerabilitiesThe S2 determines enemy vulnerabilities, i.e.,
weakness as a result of the total estimate.

g. The S2 disseminates the conclusions resulting from the (continuing)
intelligence estimate also on a continuing basis. As new conclusions
are developed, the S2 disseminates them on his own initiative to the
commander and all staff officers who have need of them. The S2
also gives periodic briefings and, in unusual circumstances, he may
prepare a written intelligence estimate. Examples of these circum-
stances are contingency plans or amphibious or airborne operations
or any operation planned for in advance of execution.

2. The S2 considers the special factors pf-culiar to airborne, airmobile and
amphibious operations in preparing his intelligence estimate. The factors
to be considered are:
a. Phnning is centralized.
b. Strategic intelligence is used extensively in planning.
c. Higher headquarters provides most of the information and intelli

gence for the tower e.lielons.
d. Weather information must be broader in scope and in more detail.
e. Weather forecasts must be more frequent.
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f. Terrain analyses are more detailed and have special emphasis on
suitable areas.

g. Certain enemy capabilities receive special emphasis, CBR, anti-
aircraft, etc.

h. Greater reliance is placed on aerial reconnaissance and surveillance
means.

i. Security measures are snore stringent and are rigidly enforced.
D. The S2 is responsible for the conduct of combat surveillance on a continuing

basis, and recommends the assignment of additional surveillance tasks to
subordinate units. In carrying out his duties, the S2:
1. Plans all recon patrols and incorporates combat patrols in his coordina-

tion plan.
2. He disseminates this plan to the extent necessary to achieve the needed

coordination and includes patrol routes or areas, times of departure and
return, and includes the necessary overlay.

3. Insures that all recon patrols are briefed before departure, and all patrols
are debriefed upon return.

4. Selects the general location of the ground OP(s) to insure that it meets
the specific need and fits into the overall surveillance plan. In doing
this, he considers:
a. Maximum coverage of avenues of approach
b. Security for the OP personnel
c. Concealment from enemy observation
d. Number of personnel available to man the OPs
e. Communications
f. Location of other attached or supporting surveillance forces

complementing the visual observer.
5. Prepares suitable collection missions to obtain answers to specific EEI.
6. Supervises reconnaissance activities by elements of the force. The S2

does this by:
a. Insuring that training of the recon units is of high quality.
b. Advising the commander and S3 about reconnaissance.
c. Recommending means to control the advance of the reconnaissance

agencies.
d. Issuing intelligence and reconnaissance instructions for the specific

mission.
7. Supervises all unit counterreconnaissance activities, i.e., all efforts to

detect and destroy hostile reconnaissance forces.
8. The S2 is responsible for the preparation and processing of all immediate

and preplanned requests for aerial surveillance and leconnaissance, and
for having the request transmitted to higher headquarters. (At brigade
level Assistant S2 performs functions of the Battalion S2; additionally,
he coordinates, consolidates, and forwards preplanned requests for
tactical air reconnaissance initiated at brigade or from below. He also
monitors the Air Force net used by the Air Liaison Officer.)

E. The S2 plans, conducts and ..mpervises the intelligence and counterintelligence
training within the command.
1. The S2 trains the intelligence section personnel and the intelligence

specialists and in coordination with the S3, he provides intelligence
training for all personnel of the unit. In so doing, the S2 must over-
come the following handicaps:
a. Personnel turnover and nonavailability of unit personnel for team

training.
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b. Orienting the training toward garrison type duties.
c. Restrictions on realism.
d. Philosophy that all other training has prio"ty over intelligence

training,
e. Improperly planned and inadequately supervised "integrated" and

"concurrent" intelligence training.
2. The S2 insures that close coordination exists between operations and

intelligence, and that detailed and precise intelligence is conducted
during peacetime as well as under wartime or combat conditions,

3. The S2 insures that all the personnel of the command develop and
maintain all of the necessary skills to perform the required intelligence
functions, including knowledge of the security classification system and
procedures taken for the safeguarding of classified material and materiel.

F. The S2 monitors the requisitioning and distributior of all maps and aerial
photos.
1. The S2 determines in coordination with the S3 the number and what

kind of maps and aerial photos are needed to support a given operation.
2. The S2 requisitions, receives, and distributes all required or needed

military maps and aerial photos in the proper scale and in the correct
number needed for the command.

3. The S2 prepares and processes immediate and preplanned requests for
tactical air reconnaissance and for having the requests transmitted to
higher headquarters.

G. The S2 prepares and maintains intelligence reports, records, and summaries.
In addition, he also keeps the situation map up to date. (At division and
lower levels, intelligence records are minimal and are maintained in simple
form.)
1. The S2 ensures that only the necessary and essential records are main-

tained, including the unit journal, situation map, S2 work map, and
S2 workbook.
a. If the S1 maintains the unit journal, the S2 submits items for entry

with the appropriate supporting documents. If separate journals
are kept, a combined S2-S3 journal sheet and journal file is usually
keptand these the Si periodically consolidates to form the unit
journal.

b. The S2 keeps the situation map up to date, ensuring that it reflects
the friendly and the latest known enemy situation. (Enemy units
usually in red and signfricant notes are also usually written on the
map.)

c. The S2 also maintains an intelligence work map reflecting the unit's
area of interest and detailed information about the enemy, the
terrain, OPs, radar, patrols, marginal data, etc., that will help him
do his job.

d. The S2 prepares and maintains the S2 Workbook. This is usually
arranged in the same sequence with the same paragraph headings
as the intelligence summaryINTSUMthus aiding in the preparation
and submission of the INTSUM.

2. The S2 prepares and submits reports to higher headquarters and reads acid
interprets those coming from below.
a. Spot ReportsAny agency or officer having knowledge sends it to

the S2 or G2 of next higher headquarters as quickly as possible.
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b. Intelligence Report (INTREP)Sent spontaneously as soon as report
includes the intelligence staff's deduction which, in principle, should
be approved by the commander.

c. Intelligence Summary (INTSUM)- -Sent by S2 to next highest, to
lower, and adjacent headquarters.

d. Surveillance PlanSent by S2 to next higher headquarters. It shows
the location of OPs and radar. May be reported by use of an overlay
or by stating grid coordinate locations and limits of coverage.

e. Patrol PlanSent by S2 to next hig;ler intelligence officer and to the
appropriate fire direction centers (PDCs).

f. Imagery Interpreter Reports (II Reports)Spot reports, immediate
reports, mission review reports, summary reports, detailed reports,
and special reportscome down to S2 from higher up or from MIB
(Military Intelligence Bn) and ARS (Air Recon Support) units.

g. Interrogation and Translation ReportsS2 reads and interprets
reports from the unit interrogators and translators.

h. Shelling, Mortaring, and Bombing ReportsInformation about enemy
shelling, mortaring, or bombing is sent to and interpreted by next
highest headquarters.

L Weather Forecasts-52 interprets forecasts from higher headquarters
and disseminates severe weather warnings to subordinate units (flood
warnings are responsibility of unit engineer). Normally issued as
r-intity or operational immediate spot reports.

j. Nuclear Burst and CBR ReportsFrom source through intermediate
headquarters to highest headquarters as fast as possible.

k. CBR Contamirvtion ReportsS2 submits fallout reports to next
higher headquarters. Fallout reports prepared by CER element of
the TOC or CP before and after the nuclear burst.

1. Periodic Intelligence Report (PERINTREP)A summary of intelli-
gence covering a longer period than the INTSUM. Not usually pre-
pared by G2 and S2 at division or lower levels; but since it gives the
"big picture," familiarity with format and content will help.

m. Operational Situation Report (SITREP)S2 prepares Paragraph 1
(Enemy) for the S3

H. The S2 provides accurate, timely, and comprehensive intelligence information
about counterguerilla operations.
1. The S2 requires augmentation of the brigade and battalion, including

language and area-trained US liaison specialists, ASA personnel, electronic
warfare elements, intelligence analysts, etc.

2. The S2 collectsin addition to the "normal" intelligencepolitical,
economic, and sociological information 'about the area of operations.

3. The S2 determines the effects of weather, terrain, and visibility on the
unit mission, and personally reconnoiters areas of concern.

4. The S2 studies the enemy's tactics, operational behavior, unconventional
obstacles, etc., to develop recommendations for the S3 and graphically
portrays the disposition of the enemy.

5. The S2 identifies, selects, and recommends not only ground but air and
water avenues of approach as well.

6. The S2 develops his own "order of battle" file to include information on
the origin and development of the guerilla force. (Close coordination up
and down and between units is of increased importance in guerilla warfare.)

7. The S2 develops a thorough knowledge of the enemy's normal doctrine.
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8. The S2 uses all possible sources of information.
9. The S2 develops his own list of enemy indications for attack, defense,

and control situations.
10. The S2 establishes "covert" sources 9£ information to aid in the pro-

curement of intelligence information and protects this source to the
best of his ability and supports and uses any reliable informants.

11. The S2 uses indigenous civilian and other non-military agencies to a
much greater extent than in conventional operations. Patrols are
extensively employed.

12. The S2 cooperates with non-organic units such as UN agencies, US
Civil Affairs teams, host country intelligence units, local police, more
than in normal operations for additional information.

13. The S2 uses "contingency" or "intelligence" funds to exploit local
civilian sources for information as needed.

14. The S2 exerts greater efforts to determine the reliability and accuracy
of the collection agencies and the information and disseminates it more
widely than is the case in normal operational conditions.

15. In addition to the normal denial measures, the S2 may be required to:
a. Remove compromised informant sources from the area of

operations.
b. Restrict the movement and communications facilities of the civil

popelace within the area of operations.
c. Brief all US and intelligence personnel on guerilla techniques and

practices, and need for security.
d. Use of guerilla type footgear to preclude leaving identifying tracks.
e. Prohibit the use of mosquito repellant, soap, etc., by patrols and

in OPs or security posts.
f. Maximum employment of silent weapons by reconnaissance patrols.
g. Maintenance of strict security with regard to logistics moves.
h. Conduct major troop and materiel movements at night.
i. Employ covert or "cut out" civilian nets.
j. Continue normal operations while preparing guerilla offensive to

"cover."
16. In addition to the normal counterintelligence detection measures, the

S2 may include:
a. Background investigation and counterintelligence screening of all

indigenous battalion employees, particularly guides and trackers,
and local civilian officials employed in sensitive battalion or
brigade roles.

b. Use of trip flares, booby traps, and ambushes in areas of suspected
guerilla reconnaissance activity.

c. Employment of sentry dogs.
d. Clearance of vegetation and plowing of certain areas tc, provide

dues of passage across area.
e. Tapping and monitoring o; civil communications media to include

mail censorship.
f. Employment of civil policewomen to screen female guerillas and

children.
g. Surprise screening of entire settlements.
h. Continuous surveillance of all suspected members of opposition.
i. Wide distribution of photos of known guerilla key personnel.
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j. Offering rewards for information about and capture of guerilla
personnel.

k. Maximum emphasis on visual and electronic observation and
scanning.

1. Periodic photographing of all village residents to compare with later
increases and decreases of personnel.

m. Establishing a new monetary "scLipt" system to be used only in
selected areas.

17. In addition to the normal counterintelligence measures designed to
deceive the enemy, the S2 may, for counterguerilla operations, include
the following:
a. Radio transmission of false and misleading information.
b. Demonstrations, feints, of actual operational significance but used

to divert and distract the guerilla from the actual location of the
main effort.

c. Construction and occupation of dummy bases, OPs and security
posts.

d. Use of troops from one brigade to conduct operations within the
area of another brigade, and thereby confuse.

e. Planting false information with local civilians or others suspected
of collaboration.

18. The S2 develops techniques for exploiting the techniques of the propa-
gandist to sway the local populace.

19. The S2 gathers all available information about local guerilla leaders that
can be turned against him and used to sway the local populace.

1V. Combat Duties of Assistant S2 and G2 Air Personnel

A. Assistant S2 (Britade). Chief duties and responsibilities are as follows:
1. Prepares and proces :s immediate and preplanned requests for tactical

air reconnaissance and forwards these requests to higher headquarters.
2. Coordinates, consolidates and forwards preplanned requests for tactical

air reconnaissance initiated at brigade and subordinate units.
3. Monitors the Air Force net by the Air Liaison Officer, thereby

keeping informed of the status of immediate requests for close air
support initiated by subordinate battalions.

B. G2 Air Personnel (Division). In general, the chief combat duty of the
Assistant G2 Air, located at the Division Airfield, is to coordinate the use
of Army aircraft performing battlefield surveillance missions. In doing
this, he:
1. Plans, prapares, receives, processes, and assigns priorities to and transmits

requests for tactical air reconnaissance.
2. Disseminates intelligence information resulting from the reconnaissance

minions.
3. Supervises photo interpretation.
4. Supervises the activities of the Air Reconnaissance Liaison Officer

assigned to the reconnaissance airfields.
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Combat Duties of the Brigade and Battalion S3 (Operations Officer)

I. Executive Staff Responsibilities and Functions

A. Studies continuously the unit requirements.
1. Knows capabilities, limitations, and operating techniques of all combat,

combat support, and combat service support units and their inter-
relationships.

2. Recommends their use to accomplish the unit's mission.
3. Maintains the unit, troop list, i.e., a current list of units organic to,

attached, or in support of the unit.
4. Establishes requirements for equipment and personnel needed to

accomplish the mission.
B. Recommends modification of the organizational structure of the unit and

the TOE.
C. Recommends priorities for the allocation of personnel and equipment.

1. Changes priorities and coordinates changes with the other staff members.
2. Recommends personnel actions and priorities in all matters affecting the

unit's operational readiness, including unit replacements, allocation of
specialistswith the S1and so forth.

3. Recommends prescribed loads for equipment and supplies, establishes
with the S4priorities for equipment, POL, Class V, and critical supplies.

4. Recommends required supplies for an operation.
5. Recommends, with the S4, the available supply rate for subordinate units.
6. Recommendson occasionthe Special Ammunition Load (SAL) of

organic and attached nuclear units.
7. Recommends the allocation and assignment of nuclear weapons to

subordinate units.
8. Provides the S4 with assignment, attachment, and detachment of units

for logistical planning purposes.
9. Provides the S4 with transportation requirements.

D. Plans the organizational structure and command relationship :or all combat
missions and operations including attachment, operational control, and
support.

E. Organizes the S3 Section for combat operations and organizes the S2 - S3
operations van portion of the Command Post (CP).
1. Specifies the degree of control involvedif anyduring attachment,

operational control, and support.
2. Selects the general location of the CP based on general guidance from

the Commander (S1 selects the specific location).
3. Establishes, with the S2, an Operations Center within the CP to include

the Fire Support Coordinator (FSCOORD) or Assistant FSCOORD,
S3 Air, Aviation Officer, and Chemical Officer.

4. With the FSCOORD the S3 coordinates the firs support plan and/or
ore plans prior to approval by the commander.

5. Processes all tactical requests for Army Aviation support and locates
position of all airstrips/helicopter pads on situation map when reported.

6. Coordinates and processes all requests for lifting of friendly fires to
permit aviation employment.

.7. If FSCOORD is not available the S3 then processes and arranges all fire
support coordination.
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8. In the event of security compromises of method of identifying units
and/or locations S3 will issue new checkpoint overlays with renumbered
checkpoints or new code names of reference points.

9. Coordinates overall plan to supervise CBR damage control including all
planned movement of unitswith the S4.

10. Prepares and disseminates radiological fallout predictions for planned
friendly nuclear detonations.

F. Operates the S2 - 33 Section during combat and recommends employment
of all units and personnel in a manner best suited to accomplish the mission.
1. Organizes his duty shift and provides policies for all the staff officers

and personnel they supervise to ensure efficient operations during their
absence.

2. Provides unit staff supervision by visits to subordinate units P.:, often as
is required.

3. Assists the commander in making his reconnaissance.
4. Accompanies the commander to receive orders and briefings from next

higher headquarters.
5. Accompanies the commander as part of the command group during

tactical operations.
G. Prepares Operations Estimates.

1. If not prescribed, the S3 deduces his missionbased upon his prior
planning and logically assumed missions.

2. Identifies all "specified" and "implied" tasks.
3. Determines all mission elements, those given and those that need to be

determined.
4. Analyzes own situation and studies relative combat power to include:

a. Considers characteristics of area of operations including weather
and terrain.

b. Considers enemy situation.
c. Considers friendly situation.
d. Considers relative combat power.
e. Determines enemy capabilities.
f. Considers own capabilities and courses of action.

5. Analyzes opposing courses of action to determine advantages and dis-
advantages of each.

6. Develops a general scheme of maneuver.
7. Compares own courses of action in terms of relative advantages and

disadvantages.
8. Recommends best course of action and scheme of maneuver to

commander.
9. Analyzes civil affairs situation.

10. Prepares a civil affairs estimate.
11. Recommends best courses of action for dealing with civil affairs.
12. Provides other staff members with courses of action under consideration.

H. Prepares Operations Plan and Operations Portion of the Operations Plan/Order.
1. Uses maps and overlays, military symbols, and overlay techniques to

prepare operations plan/order.
2. Knows sequence and proper format for the operations plan/order.
3. Knows and uses such techniques as abbreviations, positive expressions,

subparagraph headings, directions, limits, river banks, geographic names,
places or features, instructions only, and overlays.
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4. Prepares civil affairs plans and civil affairs portion of the operation
and administrative plan/order.

5. Prepares or supervises preparation of barrier and denial plans.
I. Assists in issuing the OP plan/order following approval of operations

plan/order.
J Supervises the administration and execution of the OP plan/order within

the battalion and/or brigade.
K. Plans all tactical troop movements.

1. Specifies tactical methods, techniques, and combat formations to be
used in the movement.

2. Considers the mission, troops, equipment, time and space factors, and
characteristics and number of transports available.

3. Follows prescribed routes and schedules.
4. Prepares and issues warning order.
5. Prepares and issues movement orders.
6. Supervises the platoon leader in charge of the reconnaissance party.
7. Procures the following information from the recon party.

a. Available routes and conditions.
b. Recommended rates of march.
c. Selection of the SP and RP (Start Point and Release Point).
d. Location of critical points on the mutt.
e. Confirmation of location and suitability of the assembly or

bivouac area.
f. Road distance between critical points and total distance SP to RP.
g. Location of obstacles and estimation of men and equipment for

route maintenance and repair.
h. Number and location of guides.

8. Furnishes the quartering officer (S1) the general area for the Battalion
and Brigade CPs and the general disposition of the subordinate units.

9. Determines order of march and develops the detailed movement plan.
a. Plans for organization of the battalion or brigade column including

its attachments, personnel, and number and type of vehicles.
b. Organizes units into serials and march units considering mission,

enemy situation, order of arrival, etc.
c. Checks recon information and computes the march.

(1) Determines total time distance between the SP and RP based
on rate of march and road distance, length column, etc.

(2) Determines pass time and arrival and clearance times, and
completion time.

(3) Prepares a road movement table, overlays, strip maps, and
vehicle assignment table.

d. Prepares and issues all necessary movement -)rders.
10. Plans all air movements in both airmobile and joint ajrborne operations

involving the unit, considering the following factors:
a. The type of mision.
b. Availability and type of aircraftmust know current types, and

their capacities and characteristics.
c. Distribution of key personnel and equipment.
d. Maintenance of tactical integrity of the units involved.
e. Loading sufficient personnel to take care of unloading at

destination.
f. Supporting the tactical plan for the objective area.
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g. Loading prime movers with towed loads.
h. Loading ammunition with each weapon load.
i. Making each load temporarily self-sufficient in case of forced

landing.
j. Providing each man with seat, parachute, life preserver, etc.
k. Marking weight, and center of gravity on each item.
I. Making final preventive maintenance check on each item loaded

to ensure operational effectiveness.
L. Prepares and maintains all operational records and reports, both those

required on a permanent basis for record or policy purposes and those
required on a day-to-day basis for current operational purposes.
1. Knows methods for keeping the staff journal. Since the S2 and S3

operate from the same facility and share a clerk-typist at the brigade
and battalion levels, a combined S2 S3 staff journal is usually more
appropriate.

2. Prepares, updates, and maintains the policy file including notes, plans,
studies, directives, and sample orders.

3. Prepares temporary records on a day-to-day basis to assist in keeping
the permanent records.

4. Is responsible, along with the S2 and other staff members, for pre-
paring and maintaining the Situation Map.

5. Maintains the S3 workbook with information about the next situation
report, the next command report, things that need to be accomplished,
and Heins requiring command emphasis.

6. The S3 also prepares all necessary Situation Reports (SITREPS) and
Spot Reports.

7. Receives and prepares for distribution in coordination with the 82,
periodic reports on all enemy mining activities observed, reported,
and suspected.

8. Receives and monitors all reports SITREPS (every hour on the hour)
and SPOT REPS from subordinate units and transmits these to higher
headquarters as necessary.

9. Prepares the Command Reporta formal written report as of 2400 end
of each quarterly period ending in Jan., Apr., Jul., and Oct by 3rd of
the following month.

IL Combat Duties of S3 and G3 Air Personnel

A. S3 Air (Battalion Level). The major duties and responsibilities of the
Assistant S3 Air are as follows: He
1. Forwards requests for close air support to higher headquarters after

coordination with the Fire Support Coordinator and the Air Liaison
Officer.

2. Prepares that portion of the unit SOP dealing with close air support.
3. Prepares the tactical air fire plan portion of the fire support plan.
4. Initiates and processes requests for immediate and preplanned dose

air support.
6. Recommends and disseminates information abut the locatio.i of an

FSC Location.
6. Supervises joint recognition and identification procedures.
7. Coordinates air defense according to policies of higher headquarters.
8. Assists the Tactical Air Control Party in all matters pertaining to

orientation, security and logistics.
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B. S3 Air (Battalion Level).
9. Monitors the spot report net to gain timely informaL'on on the results

of air strikes.
C. S3 Air (Brigade Level). In addition to the nine functions and duties for the

Battalion S3 Air, the S3 Air at brigade level also:
10. Coordinates, consolidates and forwards preplanned requests for close

air support initiated at brigade and subordinate units.
11. Monitors the Air Force net used by the Air Liaison Officer, thus keeping

informed about the status of immediate requests for close air support
initiated by subordinate battalions.

D. G3 Air (Division Level). In general, the chief duties of these personnel ale
as follows:
1. Plans, prepares, receives, processes, assigns priorities to and transmits

requests for close air support.
2. Disseminates information concerning requested air support.
3. Coordinates recommended Fire Support Coordination Liaison.
4. Supervises activities of Ground Liaison Officers assigned to fighter

airfields.
5. Prepares the Air Fire Plan in coordination with the Fire Support

Element (FSE) and the Airspace Control Element (ACE), and notifies
the ACE of all preplanned and immediate offensive air support requests
and missions.

III. Organization of Brigade S3 Section
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A. No fixed internal organization: 3 officers-53, Asst S3, Asst S3 Air, and
3 EMChief Opns (Sgt), Asst Chief, and Opns Asst (Sgt).
1. S3 organizes section to meet the requirements.
2. S2 - S3 work together acid organize the S2 - S3 Operation.
3. Operates on a 24-hour basis and is able to operate a forward tactical

command post.
B. Duties of S2 - S3.

1. Accompany commander to receive order from next higher HQ.
2. Assist the commander in making a reconnaissance.
3. Accompany the commander as 'fart of the command group during

tactical operations.
4. Provide unit staff supervision by visits to subordinate units as often

as required.
5. Organize their sections and provide policies for all staff officers they

supervise to ensure efficient operation during their absence.
C. Organization of Brigade Operations Center.

1. Duty shifts-12 hours each.
S3' S2'
Asst S3 Air
Asst S2
Arty Ln 0'
Asst Intell Sgt
Chemical NCO
Op Asst
Asst Op Sgt

Asst S3
Air Ln 0'
Chemical Off
Ch Op Sgt
Intell Sgt
Arty Ln Sgt
Op Asst

Opn requirements will dictate when they perform their shift duties.
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2. Organization of S2 - S3 Operations Van.
a. For an opns center the S3 has a 21/2-ton Shop Van, There is also

a trailer for equipment and a tent for the Chief Opns Sgt for
reproducing orders, a briefing tent, etc.

IV. Organization of Battalion Opns Center

A. Duty Shifts-12 hours each

Nr 1 Nr 2

S32 S22
Arty Ln OZ S3 Air
Intel] Sgt Air Ln 02
Asst Op Sgt Op Sgt
Chem NCO Arty Ln Sgt
Opns Asst (Clerk) Clerk

B. Organization of the Battalion Opns Center.
1. The Infantry Battalion S2 - S3 are authorized the Shop Van (above).
2. The Mech. Inf. Battalion S2 - S3 sections are authorized the carrier

CP Light Track (M577).
3. Chem Off at Brigade & Bn operate under the S3's superrision in the

Opns Center.

3 Opn requirements dictate when they will serve on the shifts.
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Combat Duties of the Brigade and Battalion S4 (Logistics Officer)

1. Executive Staff Responsibilities and Functions. The Brigade and Battalion
Logistics Officers are, first of all, staff officers and their primary function is
to advise the commander on all logistical matters within the command. In
carrying out his duties, the Brigade S4 performs as a planner and a coordinator.
He is not a logistical operator, i.e., he does not become directly involved in
requisitioning, receiving, storing and distributing supplies or providing transpor-
tation. At battalion level, however, the S4 is both a planner and an operator.
A. Provides the commander with information on all logistical matters, makes

recommendations for all logistical support, and prepares the logistical
estimates and logistical administrative plans within the commafld.
1. Analyzes the unit's mission to determine the logistical requirements

and prepares a logistical estimate. This takes the following 5paragxaph
estimate of the situation format:
Par. 1. MISSIONWhat is the problem?
Par. 2. SITUATION AND CONSIDERATIONSState the pertinent

facts.
Par. 3. ANALYSISWhat are the various options?
Par. 4, COMPARISONApply the logic needed to arrive at the best

choice.
Par. 5. CONCLUSIONSWhat is the answer?
This is usually done mentally (at brigade and battalion levels), sup-
plemented by work-sheets or notes.
a. Coordinates, ordly, with other executive staff officers in making

the logistical estimate.
(1) Obtains any and all special logistical support requirements

and brigade trains displacements from the Brigade S4.
(Similarly, the Brigade S4 gets this data from the Division G4.)

(2) Checks with S1 for information; about scheduled replacements,
proposed location of CP, PW coliicting point and graves regis-
tration activities.

(3) Obtains information about weather, enemy, and terrain from
the S2.

(4) Sees S3 for information about friendly courses of action under
consideration, data about the RSR, detachments and attached
units, and civil affairs.

(5) Contacts commanders of attached units to determine their
logistical status.

(6) Consults Assistant S4 of support platoon leader about status
of equipment and supplies (particularly Classes I, III, and V)
and capability of field trains to provide back-up support for
combat trains.

(7) Requests motor officer to provide vehicle status for both
organic and attached units, status of maintenance, and recom-
mendations about traffic circulation and the location and dis-
placement of the combat trains.

(8) Consults Battalion Surgeon for information about current
evacuation capability, plans to support the evacuation, and
any shortages of equipment or medical supplies.

(9) Requests that the Communications Officer provide the status
of signal maintenance and signal supplies in the communica-
tions platoon.
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(10) Checks the Division Administrative Order for information
about the logistical support being provided by the Division
support command and the engineer battalion (for water
supply points).

b. Visualizes each of the courses of action in order to determine the
logistical requirements.

c. Checks the logistical requirements against the availabilit: and/or
capability of the command's logistical elements.

d. Specifies the best logistical course of action and the major con-
trolling or limiting features of the course of action and provides
conclusions to the commander.

e. Discusses the logistic capability to support the operation with
the 53.

2. Preparesbased upon an analysis of the availability and capability of
attached or organic subordinate units and support elements to satisfy
the requirementsan administrative plan.
a. Consults the Battalion SOP, the Division Administrative Order or

Annex, and prepares the logistical support plan consisting of:
3a General information, 3b Materiel and services, 3c Medical
evacuation and hospitalization, and 3f Miscellaneous format.
(This is not a formal written document; rather, these are notes
prepared for an oral presentation.)

b. Prepares the personnel plan and civil affairs plan after coordinating
with the personnel and operations officers.

3. Requests through the logistics chain of command, after the commander's
approval, any and all additional support deemed necessary.

4. Prepares and disseminates logistical information and administrative
instructions for subordinate units in either graphic or overlay form,
following coordination with the Si, S3, Surgeon, and other staff
officers, as appropriate in one of the following ways:
a. Fragmentary Ordersorally or in writing to initiate or direct action.
b. Standing Operating Proceduresin Written form, but brief and

concise.
c. Paragraph 4 of Operation Ordersnormally used at battalion and

brigade level to disseminate administrative instructions.
d. The Administrative OrderS4 in coordination with the stetA'

officers prepares this as:
(1) A separate written order with or without an overlay.
(2) As a separate overlay type order.
(3) As written instructions in the form of an annex to an

operations orderwith or without an overlay.
(4) As an overlay type annex to an operation order.

5. Monitors logistical activities of attached, subordinate, and support
elements.

6. Keeps the logistical estimate timely and up to date, and plans ahead
for anticipated, likely, or logical missions for the command.

7. Prepares consolidated daily equipment stt,tus reports on major items
of equipment and POL status reports, after collecting reports from the
organic companies and attached units.
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B. Exercises operational responsibility for the Brigade and Battalion trains.
1. Designates general areas for the location of trains elements including

the trains CP and determines the size of the trains area according to
the following criteria:
a. Convenience to units being served.
b. Afford alternate routes of approach and egress.
c. Lack of interference with combat elementsshould tc.st take up

space needed by combat forces.
d. Beyond the range of most enemy light artillery.
e. Sufficient space to permit dispersion of vehicles and activities.
f. Concealment from hostile ground and aerial observation.
g. Firm ground for ammunition and fuel vehicles.
h. Located where no terrain features, e.g., an unfordable river, may

become a barrier to supply and evacuation.
i. Contains terrain features that favor defense against air or ground

attack and facilitates local security.
j. Does not present a 1u7ative nuclear target.
k. Is near a source of water for vehicle use and bath service.
1. If appropriate, offers a suitable landing site for attached or

supporting aircraft.
2. Directs and supervises displacement of elements of the field, combat

and company trains as needed, and makes provisions for the security
of all trains elements via coordination with the S3.

3. Brigade S4 selects brigade supply route appropriate to and in accord
with the location of the Division MISR.

4. Brigade S4 consolidates all supply requests and status reports from the
Battalion S4s and briefs Brigade Commander on current status.

5. Battalion S4 selects battalion supply route appropriate to and in accord
with the location of the brigade supply route.

6. Battalion S4 consolidates all supply requests and statu3 reports from
tie companies, and briefs Battalion Commander on status of supply.

7. Brigade S4 conducts all necessary liaison and coordination between
brigade field trains and battalion combat trains.

8. Battalion S4 conducts all coordination and liaison between battalion
combat trains and company trains (unless battalion is operating inde-
pendently as a committed force, and then Battalion S4 directs and
controls field, combat, and company trains).

9. Battalion S4 establishes Class III (oil, gas) and Class V (ammunition)
distribution points and supervises the maintenance elements for the
battalion and station.

10. Battalion S4 develops, recommends to Battalion Commander, and then
implements the tactical plan for employment of the combat trains in
both the offense and defense.

11. Battalion S4 provides ammunition and fuel resupply in manner best
suited to tactical situation.

12. Brigade S4 coordinates the security of all elements in the trains and
solves operational problems between elements from div sion support
area and battalion field trains.

13. Brigade S4 supervises the duties of the Assistant Brigade S4 located in
the trains. Primary duties of the Assistant Brigade S4 being as follows:
a. Establishes and operates the brigade trains CF.
b. Establishes communications and security with air between the units

in the brigades trains.
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c. Serves as a logistics information center or the brigade trains.
d. Designates general sites for location of brigade trains units.
e. Disseminates instructions regarding displacement to units in the

brigade trains.
f. Resolves operational conflicts among units in the brigade trains.
g. Receives logistical reports from the attached battalions.

14. Battalion S4 supervises duties and activities of the support platoon
leader in the battalion field trains when acting in role of a committed
force.

15. Provides for rear area security and area damage control in the trains
area. In discharging these responsibilities, he:
a. Organizes and trains the light rescue and decontamination squads.
b. Determines the number of light rescue and decontamination squads

to be employed.
c. Directs when and where the light rescue squads will report, and

then supervises their operation.
d. Provides for emergency food, clothing and water for personnel in

the affected area.
e. Provides for emergency medical treatment and evacuation of per-

sonnel in the affected area.
f. Provides for traffic control in the affected area.
g. Directs the decontamination and rescue squads of subordinate or

other .mits when emergency requires.
C. Provides all necessary maintenance and services for the command.

1. Supervises the battalion motor officer and the maintenance platoon effort
of the battalion and the subordinate units in the battalion performance of
vehicular and equipment maintenance.

2. Disseminates feeding instructions himself (or directs support platoon leader
to do so) as early as possible to facilitate command planning, to include:
a. Time and place of meal issue and methods for cleaning MPSS gear.
b. Location of kitchens.
c. Method of distribution and vehicles to be used for delivery.
d. Additional items of supply which are to be sent forward with the

meal.
e. Time vehicles will leave (or report to) the kitchen area.
f. Requirements for guides and designation of release point (RP).
g. Time vehicles are released to unit control, and time they revert to

battalion control.
h. Any restrictions on movement.

3. Assists unit commander in preparing unit feeding plan which includes:
a. Type of rations to be fed.
b. Location of company mess area.
c. Arrangements for vehicles, guides, and carrying parties.
d. Release and return of vehicles.
e. Supervision of vehicles while under unit control.
f. Arrangements for feeding attached personnel.

4. Ensures that proper sanitary measures in preparing, serving, and
cleaning mess gear are observed.

5. Provides logistical service to the G1/S1 for evacuation of dead from
battalion to brigade collecting point.

6. Prepares bath schedules for battalion personnel a,;(1 provides trans-
portation to brigade trains area in accord with this schedule.
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'7. Supervises at the battalion level the maintenance senric?s performed by
the maintenance, communications, and medical platoons to include:
a. Maintenance PlatoonVehicular maintenance for all vehicles in the

battalion, including periodic scheduled services, back-up support,
and evacuation to forward support company.

b. Communications PlatoonEquipment maintenance for all commo
equipment in the battalion, and evacuation to forward support
company.

c. Medical PlatoonOrganizational maintenance of medical equipment,
i.e., cleaning, servicing, and adjusting, plus evacuation to the medical
battalion for detailed work and repair.

D. Supervises the support of all medical services within the battalion and brigade.
With the assistance of the Battalion Surgeon, the S4:
1. Specifies the location of the battalion aid station in the combat trains

area, and provides for its logistical support.
2. Specifies the duties and functions of the battalion aid station, including:

a. Receiving and recording patients.
b. Examining and sorting patients and returning the physically fit to

duty.
c. Giving emergency medical treatment and preparing patients for

further evacuation.
d. Monitoring personnel for presence of radiological contamination.
e. Keeping Battabon S1 informed of processing, identification, and

disposition.
f. Initiating emergency medical tags.
g. Verifying tag information.
h. Handling patients' equipment if they are evacuated all the way to

the rear.
3. Supervises assignment and employment of the personnel carriers or

ambulances used for evacuation in the battalion medical platoon.
E. Determines the supplies needed and the supply requirements for the battalion

and the brigade.
1. Supervises the Support Platoon Leader and, indirectly, the support

platoon at battalion level and the Assistant S4 at brigade level.
2. Prepares supply administrative directives and guidelines governing the

procurement, distribution, and record-keeping of all classes of supply
for the commander.

3. Coordinates, integrates, and processes all requisitions from the companies
of the battalions (Battalion S4) and from the battalions (Brigade S4).

4. Supp'ies the commander with timely information about the use and
status of all supplies within the brigade (or battalion).

5. Supervises the collection and disposition of all supply excess, salvage,
and capturei enemy supplies at battalion level.

6. Sup' vises the logistics management for all special weapons at brigade
and battalion levels.

7. Supervises the allocation of all weapons, munitions, equipment, etc.,
that are regulated or that are critical items of supply at the brigade
and battalion level.

8. Recommends to the Battalion Commander the type of distribution to be
used, e.g., supply point or unit in offense and defense.

9. Submits forecasts of battalion fuel requirements to division and brigade
when and if required.
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10. Brigade S4 processes and effects necessary coordination for all requests
and requisitions for aerial resupply from the field trains or the supply
and transport battalions using organic helicopters (if available and
suitable), or requesting aerial support from Division G4 when necessary.

F. Determines transportation requirements for the men and materiel within the
command in support of logistical operations.
1. Specifies all necessary traffic control procedures involving logistical

movements, coordinates work of divisional MP Company in the post-
ing of directional and directive signs, and exercises operational control
over unit convoys at brigade level.

2. Supervises the transportation services of the Battalion Motor Officer,
and the support, maintenance and medical Platoons of the battalion.

3. Prepares movement plans, and supervises all administrative logistical
and tactical movements at the brigade and battalion levels, utilizing
the following principles:
a. Maximum utilization of transportation equipmentrapid turn-

around time, full capacity loads, contInuous flow of movements,
and uniform rate of speed.

b. Prompt release at destinationefficient loading and unloading and
sufficient lading personnel.

c. Maintenance of unit integritytroops with equipment loaded es
a unit.

d. Centralized controlpooling of cargo vehicles under the Battalion
S4 whenever possible increases flexibility and ensures maximum
utilization.

e. Keeps commander and staff informed at all times of movements,
requirements and capabilities, and limitations of available transport.

f. Keeps movement plans simple and flexible.
4. Keeps himself and his assistants informed with regard to the inherent

advantages and disadvantages of each of the various modes of trans-
portation available to the command, including highway, air, rail, and
water.

5. Recommends to subordinate using agenciesboth shippers and receivers
adherence to the following principles:
a. Shippers:

(1) Preparation of estimates of future movement requirements
eliminating all unessential moves.

(2) Assembly, in advance of the arrival of the transportation, the
personnel and equipment required to accomplish the loading.

(3) Proper identification of shipments so transportation personnel
can move them quickly.

(4) Careful preparation of the required documents.
(5) Rapid loading of the transportation equipment.
(6) Confining loads of one commodity to one destination.
(7) Loading transportation equipment properly and to capacity.

b. Receivers:
(1) Provide promptly upon arrival of the transportation equipment,

the personnel and equipment necessary for unloading.
(2) Unload and release the carriers as soon as possible.
(3) Accomplish the required documentation carefully and

accurately.
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Combat Duties of the Brigade and Battalion S5 (Civil-Military Operations)

NOTE: For stability operations or other cold war missions, a Civil-Military Operations
Staff Officer, an S5, may be authorized in a combat battalion or brigade.
When a unit is not authorized an S5 Section (e.g., a battalion deployed in
conventional operations), the command ,r usually designates the S3 to assume
responsibility for the CM functions.
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